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§2oo5oo43619-$ or US—20040184351—$ EDERWENT
§or US—20030202426-$).did. or (us- 3
D329616—$ or USD329615—$ or us-

§7755974-$ or us77292o3-$ or Us
§771o825-$ or Us7652952-$ or US
§7542376—$ or US~7405999-$ or US
§7355924-$ or us723e427-$ or US
§6980688—$ or US-6941226—$ or US
§6842401—$ or US-6738311—$ or US
§6678403-$ or US~6606958-$ or US

§e537224-$ or US-6449215—$ or US
§e421299-$ or US~6335905-$ or Us
§621573o-$ or US-6002644—$ or US
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EAST Search History

 

§6084827—$ or US—599‘|239—$ or US-
§5930‘|99-$ or US-5850372—$).did. or
§(US-520093‘|—$ or US—5214744—$ or
US-5241314-$ or US—5243567—$ or US-\

\\\\\\\\\\

§5245587—$ or US5257241-$ or US
§526o912-$ or US5303208—$ or US
§5376933-$ or US5390152—$ or US
§5412618—$ or US5438552—$ or US
§5442358-$ or USr5455806-$ or US
§5493e19-$ or US5515337-$ or US
§5537366-$ or US5546356-$ or US
§5561641—$ or us55747oo-$ or US

§5596549-$ or US5602801—$ or US
§5612928-$ or US-5694372—$ or US
§58o5528-$ or US-5184330-$ or US
§5182732—$).did. or (us51425o2-$ or

US—5113377—$ or US—5‘|O9364—$ or US—§
\\\\\\\\\

§5o33o29-$ or US4982924-$ or US
§4975887—$ or us497o7oo-$ or US
§495833o-$ or us49397oo—$ or US
§4924448-$ or US-4912685—$ or US
§49o72o8-$ or us4s79e97-$ or US
§4855961-$ or us4s15o45—$ or US
§4802148—$ or US4796238—$ or US
§4774s37-$ or us4751e45-$ or US

§4642801—$ or US-4641290—$ or US
§4e3524o-$ or US-5155706—$ or US
§4538249-$ or us4493oe4-$ or US
§445e21o-$ or US4422166-$).did. or
§(US-4287578—$ or us42e2344-$ or
US-4247923-$ or US—4232380—$ or US- \

\\\\\\\\\\

§421e537-$ or us42o7e2o-$ or US
§42o4281-$ or us42oo922-$ or US
§4199746-$ or US4198702—$ or US
§4197591-$ or US-4184210—$ or US
§4o75599-$ or US-4068209-$ or US
§4063212—$ or US4052693—$ or US
§4047148—$ or US4030096—$ or US
§3967234—$ or US-3964424—$ or US
§3953828—$ or US3950723—$ or US

§3949348-$ or US3898608—$ or Us
§3895340-$ or US3895339-$ or US
§3757287—$).did. or (US3742436—$ or
US—3716824—$ or US—3624596—$ or US-1

\\\\\\\\\

§3618oo6-$ or US3585579—$ or US
§3585578-$ or US3553638-$ or US
§3484737—$ or US3458854—$ or US

§3451038—$ or US3381264—$ or US
§3359537—$ or US-3296579—$ or US
§3144e31-$ or us3142o32-$ or US
§3o9oo3o-$ or us3oo5973—$ or US
§2416338-$ or USr1823329—$)\did. or

§(JP-61116678-$ orJP—57046173—$).did.§
“““ ““““““““““9[‘(W‘Qi§§‘1‘§§fl§l§)-919:““““““““““““0 31 .\ ‘ \

\ \
: 1 :\ \

 

  

S22 and image$2 or disp|ay$2 

““““““\ ‘

US- PGPUB;§ OR
USPAT;

USOCR;
FPRS;
§EPO; JPO;

DERWENT;§

'B'V'_TDB

§S22 and (image$2 or disp|ay$2)

 

 

 
 

US PGPUB;§ OR
USPAT; 2
usoca;

  

 

  

  
  

22‘“““““““““““: 2"““““““““““‘: ‘“““““““““n 22"“““““““““““:

§2o11/12/06$
§17:5O

§2o11/12/06;
§17:51 =
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EAST Search History

§FPRs;
§EPO; JPO;
§DERWENT;§
EIBNLTD ‘

§S22 and ((image$2 or disp|ay$2) same EUSPGPUB,
combin$4) USPAT;
3 EUSOCR;

§FPRS;
§EPO; JPO;

DERWENT;§
§|B'V|_TDB \\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\ \\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\

(12/319604).APP. USPGPUB;§ OR 2011/12/oeg
‘ USOOR ‘ 17:52 ‘\ 1“ \\\\\ \\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\ xxx\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\ xxx\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\é uuuuuuuuuuuu: \\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\ Kxx\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\¢

(12/319604).APP. USPGPUB;§ OR 2011/12/O6§
= USOCR ‘ 17:53 ‘1 2“ “Q ‘““““““““““« 2‘2222‘2222‘2222‘2222‘2222‘2222‘2222‘2222‘2222‘2222‘2222‘2222‘2222‘2‘“““““““““““\ 22‘“““““““““““: 2"““““““““““‘: ‘““‘““““““‘\ 22"“““““““““““:

(11/195107).APP. USPGPUB;§ OR §2011/12/O6§
= USOCR ‘ 17:53 ‘1 2“ “Q ‘““““““““““« 2‘2222‘2222‘2222‘2222‘2222‘2222‘2222‘2222‘2222‘2222‘2222‘2222‘2222‘2‘“““““““““““\ 22‘“““““““““““: 2"““““““““““‘: ‘““‘““““““‘\ 22"“““““““““““:

§(Us2oo7oo25183-$ or us- §US~PGPUB;§ OR §2011/12/O6§
§2oo7oo91723-$ or US—20060002232—$ §USPAT; 3 §19:o4 3
§or US—20050099887—$ or US §JPO; 3
§2oo5oo43619-$ or US—20040184351—$ §DERWENT
§or US—20030202426—$).did. or (us- 3
§D329616-$ or USD329615—$ or US
§7755974—$ or USr7729203-$ or US
§7710825—$ or USJ652952—$ or US
§7542376—$ or USJ405999—$ or US

§7355924-$ or US-7236427-$ or Us
§6980688—$ or US-6941226—$ or US
§e8424o1-$ or US-6738311—$ or US
§66784o3-$ or US~6606958-$ or US
§e537224-$ or use449215-$ or US
§e421299-$ or Us63359o5-$ or US
§6215730—$ or US-6002644—$ or US

§6o84827-$ or US5991239-$ or Us
§593o199-$ or US5850372—$).did. or
§(Us52oo931-$ or US5214744—$ or
§us5241314-$ or US—5243567—$ or US-§
§5245587—$ or US5257241-$ or US
§52609‘|2-$ or US~5303208-$ or US
§5376933—$ or Us539o152-$ or US

§5412e18-$ or US-5438552—$ or US
§5442358-$ or Us54558o6-$ or Us
§5493619-$ or us5515337—$ or US
§5537366-$ or US5546356-$ or US
§5561641-$ or us55747oo-$ or US
§5596549—$ or US5602801—$ or US
§5612928—$ or US-5694372—$ or US

§58o5525-$ or US-5184330-$ or US
§5182732—$).did. or (us51425o2-$ or
§us5113377-$ or US—5109364—$ or US-§
§5o33o29-$ or US-4982924—$ or US
§4975887—$ or US4970700—$ or US
§4958330-$ or us49397oo—$ or US
§4924448—$ or US4912685—$ or US

§49o72o8-$ or US-4879697-$ or Us
§4855961-$ or US-4815045-$ or US
§4802148—$ or US4796238-$ or US
§4774837—$ or US4751645—$ or US
§4642801—$ or US4641290—$ or US
§4635240-$ or us51557o6—$ or US
§4538249—$ or us4493o64-$ or US

§445621o-$ or US4422166—$).did. or

     

  
 

 

 

 
   §2o11/12/06;

§17:51 2
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EAST Search History

§(US-4287578—$ or US-4262344—$ or 3
US-4247923-$ or US—4232380-$ or us-
§4216537—$ or US4207620—$ or US
§42o4281-$ or US4200922—$ or US
§4199746—$ or US4198702—$ or US
§4197591-$ or US-4184210—$ or US

§4o75599-$ or US-4068209-$ or Us
§4o63212-$ or US4052693—$ or US
§4047148—$ or US4030096—$ or US
§3967234-$ or US-3964424—$ or US
§3953828-$ or US~3950723-$ or US
§3949348-$ or US3898608—$ or US
§389534o—$ or US3895339-$ or US
§3757287—$).did. or (US3742436—$ or 3
US—3716824—$ or US—3624596—$ or US—
§3618006-$ or US3585579-$ or US
§3585578—$ or US3553638—$ or US
§3484737—$ or US3458854—$ or US
§3451038—$ or US3381264—$ or US
§3359537—$ or US3296579-$ or US
§3144631-$ or US3142032—$ or US
§3o9oo30-$ or US~3005973-$ or US

§2416338-$ or USr1823329—$)\did. or
(JP—61116678—$ or JP—57046173—$).did.§

or (WO—9815846-$).did. 3

§S3O and ((image$2 or disp|ay$2) same

(combin$4 or over|ap$4))
 
  
  

  
  
 
 

 
   
   
 

   
   
  
  
  
  
  

  
 

   
   
  
  
  
  
  
  
   

§2o11/12/06;§US~PGPUB;§OR _
2 §19:o4§USPAT;

§USOCR;

§FPRS;
§EPO; JPO;
§DERWENT;§
‘IBNLTDB g

   

 
 

 
§2011/12/06$
§19:O4 3

 

;(US~20070025183-$ or us- 5

§2oo7oo91723-$ or US—20060002232—$ 3
§or US—20050099887—$ or US §JPO;
§2oo5oo43619-$ or US—20040184351—$ §DERWENT
§or US—20030202426—$ or US
§20060023570—$).did. or (US-D329616—

or USD329615—$ or USJ755974-$ 3
§or US—7729203-$ or US—7710825-$ or 3
US—7652952—$ or US—7542376—$ or US-
§74o5999-$ or US7355924—$ or US
§7236427—$ or US6980688—$ or US
§e941226-$ or US-6842401—$ or US
§6738311—$ or US-6678403—$ or US
§6606958—$ or US6537224—$ or Us
§e449215-$ or US6421299—$ or US
§6335905-$ or US-6215730-$ or Us

§eoo2644-$ or US-6084827—$ or Us
§5991239-$ or US~5930199-$ or Us
§5850372—$).did. or (us52oo931-$ or 3
US—5214744-$ or US—5241314-$ or Us-§
§5243567—$ or US5245587—$ or US
§5257241-$ or US-5260912—$ or US
§5303208-$ or US-5376933-$ or Us

§539o152-$ or US-5412618—$ or US
§5438552-$ or US5442358-$ or Us
§5455806-$ or US-5493619-$ or Us
§5515337-$ or US5537366-$ or Us
§5546356—$ or US5561641—$ or US
§55747oo-$ or US-5596549—$ or Us
§5602801—$ or US-5612928—$ or US

§5e94372-$ or US5805528—$ or US
§5184330-$ or US5182732—$).did. or
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EAST Search History

§(us51425o2-$ or US5113377—$ or 3
US-5109364-$ or US-5033029—$ or Us-§
§4982924—$ or US4975887—$ or US
§497o7oo-$ or USr4958330-$ or US

§49397oo-$ or US4924448-$ or US
§4912685—$ or US4907208—$ or US
§4879697-$ or US4855961—$ or US
§4815045—$ or US4802148—$ or US
§4796238—$ or US4774837—$ or US
§4751645—$ or US4642801—$ or US
§4641290-$ or USr4635240-$ or US

§5155706-$ or us453s249—$ or US
§4493064—$ or US4456210—$ or US
§4422166—$).did. or (US-4287578—$ or
US—4262344—$ or US—4247923—$ or US—
§4232380—$ or US4216537—$ or Us
§4207620—$ or US4204281—$ or US
§4200922—$ or US4199746—$ or US

§41987o2-$ or US4197591-$ or Us
§418421o-$ or US~4075599-$ or US
§4o682o9-$ or US4063212—$ or US
§4052693—$ or US4047148—$ or US
§4o3oo96-$ or US3967234—$ or US
§39e4424-$ or US3953828-$ or US
§395o723-$ or US3949348-$ or US
§3898608-$ or US~3895340-$ or US

§3895339-$ or US3757287—$).did. or
§(Us3742436-$ or US-3716824—$ or
US—3624596-$ or US—3618006-$ or us-
§3585579-$ or US3585578-$ or US
§3553638-$ or US3484737—$ or US
§3458854-$ or US~3451038-$ or US

§3381264-$ or US3359537—$ or Us
§3296579-$ or US3144631—$ or US
§3142o32-$ or US~3090030-$ or US
§3oo5973-$ or US2416338-$ or US
1823329—$).did. or (JP—61116678—$ or
§.JP—57046173-$).did. or (WO—9815846—

1 .........1 ....................§§L@9;...........................................................................1% ........................ .§ ........................ .§ ...................§ .........................é

§S32 and ((image$2 or disp|ay$2) same §US~PGPUB;§ OR §2011/12/O6§
(combin$4 or over|ap$4)) USPAT; 19:05
3 usoca; 3

FPRS;
§EPO; JPO;

DERWENT;§
§|BNLTDB :4444 4“4““4“4“4““4“\ 44444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444““4““4““4““4“« 44“444444444444“444“44- 44“444444444444“444“44- 44444444444444444“: “““““““““““““4-

§(us2oo7oo251s3-$ or us- USPGPUB;§ OR $2011/12/07;
§20050099887—$ or US—20060023570— USPAT 3 14:44
§$).did. or (US—7755974-$ or US— ‘
§7729203—$ or USJ710825—$ or US
§7652952—$ or US—599‘|239—$ or US- 3

“““ ““““““““““§§9§§§§:§l;E1iE1;““““““““““““““““““““““““““““““““““ ““““““““““““ “““““““““““““ “““““““““ “““““““““““““

$335 and computer$2 USPGPUB;§ OR §2o11/12/07$
USPAT; 14:44
§USOCR; =
§FPRS;
§EPO; JPO;
§DERWENT;§
NBMJDB \\\\\\\\\\\\\\ \\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\

§S35 and computer$2 same medi$2 USPGPUB;§ OR §2011/12/O7§
3 USPAT; 2 14:44 2

USOCR; 3
FPRS;
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EAST Search History

EPO; JPO;
DERWENT;§

§|BNLTDB ;

 
and computer$2 same (medi$2 or $2011/12/07g

§software or program$2 or memory$2) 3
USPGPUB;§ OR _

2 14:45EUSPAT;
EUSOCR;

FPRS;
§EPO; JPO;
§DERWENT;§
EIBMJDB \\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\ \\\\\\\\\\\\\\\ \\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\

§(US~20070025183-$ or US— §USPGPUB;§ OR §2o11/12/07$
§2oo7oo91723-$ or US—20060002232—$ §USPAT; §14:59 3
§or US—20050099887—$ or US §.JPO; 3
§2oo5oo43619-$ or US—20040184351—$ §DERWENT
§or US—20030202426—$ or US
§20060023570—$).did. or (US—D329616—
§$ or USD329615-$ or USJ755974-$ 3
§or US—7729203-$ or US—7710825-$ or 3
§us7e52952-$ or US—7542376—$ or us-
§74o5999-$ or US7355924—$ or US
§7236427—$ or USr6980688-$ or US
§6941226-$ or US-6842401—$ or US
§6738311—$ or US6678403—$ or US
§6606958—$ or US6537224—$ or Us
§6449215—$ or US6421299—$ or US
§6335905—$ or US~6215730-$ or Us

§6002644—$ or US-6084827—$ or Us
§5991239-$ or US~5930199-$ or Us
§5850372—$).did. or (us52oo931-$ or
§us5214744-$ or US-5241314—$ or US—§
§5243567—$ or US5245587—$ or US
§5257241-$ or US-5260912—$ or US
§5303208-$ or US5376933-$ or Us

§539o152-$ or US5412618-$ or Us
§5438552—$ or US5442358—$ or US
§54558o6-$ or US5493619-$ or Us
§5515337-$ or US5537366—$ or Us
§5546356—$ or US5561641—$ or Us
§55747oo-$ or US5596549-$ or Us
§5602801—$ or US5612928-$ or Us

§5e94372-$ or US5805528—$ or US
§518433o-$ or US5182732—$).did. or
§(Us51425o2-$ or US5113377—$ or
§US~5109364-$ or US—5033029-$ or US-§
§4982924—$ or US-4975887—$ or US
§4970700—$ or USr4958330-$ or US
§4939700—$ or US4924448—$ or US

§4912685-$ or US4907208—$ or Us
§4879697-$ or US4855961—$ or Us
§4815045—$ or US4802148—$ or US
§4796238—$ or US4774837—$ or US
§4751645—$ or US4642801—$ or US
§4641290-$ or USr4635240-$ or US
§5155706—$ or US4538249—$ or Us

§4493o64-$ or US—4456210—$ or Us
§4422166—$).did. or (US-4287578—$ or 3
§US-4262344—$ or US—4247923—$ or US—
§4232380—$ or US4216537—$ or US
§4207620—$ or US4204281—$ or US
§4200922—$ or US4199746—$ or US
§4198702—$ or US4197591—$ or US

§4184210—$ or US~4075599-$ or Us
§4oe82o9-$ or US-4063212—$ or US
§4052693—$ or US4047148—$ or US
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EAST Search History

§4o3oo96-$ or US3967234—$ or US
§3964424-$ or US-3953828—$ or US
§395o723-$ or US3949348—$ or US
§3898608-$ or US~3895340-$ or US

§3895339-$ or US3757287—$).did. or
§(Us3742436-$ or US-3716824—$ or
US—3624596-$ or US-3618006-$ or US-
§3585579-$ or US3585578—$ or US
§3553638-$ or US3484737—$ or US
§3458854—$ or US3451038—$ or US
§3381264—$ or US3359537-$ or US
§3296579—$ or US3144631—$ or US

§3142o32-$ or US3090030—$ or US
§3oo5973—$ or US2416338-$ or US
1823329—$).did. or (JP—61116678—$ or
§.JP—57046173—$).did. or (WO—9815846—

.................... §>.;.<.ti.d..-........................................................................... ........................ ........................ ....... .

gsae and (weight$3 near5 factor$4) §USPGPUB;§ §2o11/12/07$
USPAT; 14:59
tusoca;
§FPRS;
§EPO; JPO;
§DERWENT;§
§|BM_TDB...\ ......................\ .............................................................................................................................................................................................. .-

and (weight$3 same factor$4) USPGPUB;§ §2011/12/O7§
USPAT; 3 14:59 3
EUSOCR; 3

FPRS;
§EPO; JPO;

DERWENT;§
“““ “““““““““““ “““““““““““““““““““““““““““““: |B'V|_TDB

and (weight$3 and factor$4) USPGPUB;§ §2011/12/07$
3 USPAT; 3 14:59

usoca; s
FPRS;
§EPO; JPO;
DERWENT;§

\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\: 'B'\/LTDB

§s39 and (weight$3 same data) USPGPUB;§ §2o11/12/07$
USPAT; 15:00
USOCR;
FPRS;
§EPO; JPO;
DERWENT;§
§|BNLTDB ;..........\ ......................\ .............................................................................................................................................................................................. .-

§S39 and (weight$3 same data same USPGPUB;§ §2011/12/O7§
(circu|ar$2 or conica|$2 or bottom)) USPAT; 3 15:03 3
3 USOCR; 3

FPRS;
EEPO; JPO;

DERWENT;§
“““ “““““““““““ ““““““““““““““““““““““““““““““““““““““““““““““““““““““““““ !:5!M:_lQEL:§ ““““““““““““““ ““““““““““ ““““““““““““““

(sort$4 near4 data near5 co|umn$4) US PGPUB;§ §2011/12/07$
§and ((disp|ay$4 or render$4) near5 USPAT; 18:25
data same se|ect$4 same averag$4) USOCR; 3
‘ FPRS;

§EPO; JPO;
DERWENT;§

ttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttt tttttttttttttttttttttttt tttttttttttttttttt ttttttttttttttttttttttttt

(sort$4 near4 data near5 co|umn$4) US PGPUB;§ §2011/12/O7§
§and ((disp|ay$4 or render$4) near5 USPAT; 3 18:26 RAY-1oo2
data same sonar) USOCR; ‘ 357 of 737
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EAST Search History

EFPRS;
§EPO; JPO;
§DERWENT;§
EIBNLTD ‘

§US~PGPUB,§ OR
§USPAT; =

§USOCR;
§FPRS;
§EPO; JPO;
§DERWENT;§
§|B'V|_TDB
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PATENT

IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE

Appl. No.: 12/460,139 Confirmation No.: 9769

Applicant(s): Hebert et al.
Filed: 07/14/2009

Art Unit: 3662

Examiner: James R. Hulka

Title: DOWNSCAN IMAGING SONAR

Docket No.: 038495/369324

Customer No.: 00826

Commissioner for Patents

P.O. Box 1450

Alexandria, VA 22313-1450

AMENDMENT

Sir:

This is responsive to the Office Action dated September 22, 2011. Please amend the

above-identified application as follows:

Amendments to the Specification are set forth on page 2 of this paper.

Amendments to the Claims are reflected in the listing of claims beginning on page 4 of this

paper.

Remarks begin on page 16 of this paper.
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Appl. No.: 12/460,139
Amdt. dated: 11/30/2011

Reply to Office Action dated 09/22/2011

Amendments to the Specification

At page 11, please amend paragraph 0056 as follows:

[0056]

operating in accordance with software or otherwise embodied in hardware or a combination of

The sonar signal processor 32 may be any means such as a device or circuitry

hardware and software (e.g., a processor operating under software control or the processor

embodied as an application specific integrated circuit (ASIC) or field programmable gate array

(FPGA) specifically configured to perform the operations described herein, or a combination

thereof) thereby configuring the device or circuitry to perform the corresponding functions of the

sonar signal processor 32 as described herein. In this regard, the sonar signal processor 32 may

be configured to analyze electrical signals communicated thereto by the transceiver 34 to provide

sonar data indicative of the size, location, shape, etc. of objects detected by the sonar system 30.

In some cases, the sonar signal processor 32 may include a processor, a processing element, a

coprocessor, a controller or various other processing means or devices including integrated

circuits such as, for example, an ASIC, FPGA or hardware accelerator, that is configured to

execute various programmed operations or instructions stored in a memory device. The sonar

signal processor may further or alternatively embody multiple compatible additional hardware or

hardware and software items to implement signal processing or enhancement features to improve

the display characteristics or data or images, collect or process additional data, such as time,

temperature, GPS information, waypoint designations, or others, or may filter extraneous data to

better analyze the collected data. It may further implement notices and alarms, such as those

determined or adjusted by a user, to reflect depth, presence of fish, proximity of other watercraft,

etc. Still further, the processor, in combination with suitable memory, may store incoming

transducer data or screen images for future playback or transfer, or alter images with additional

processing to implement zoom or lateral movement, or to correlate data, such as fish or bottom

features to a GPS position or temperature. In an exemplary embodiment, the sonar signal

processor 32 may execute commercially available software for controlling the transceiver 34

and/or transducer array 36 and for processing data received therefrom. Further capabilities of the

sonar signal processor 32 and other aspects related to the sonar module are described in U.S.
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Appl. No.: 12/460,139
Amdt. dated: 11/30/2011

Reply to Office Action dated 09/22/2011

Patent Application Serial No. —————————12/460 093, entitled “Linear and Circular Downscan 

Imaging Sonar” filed on even date herewith, the disclosure of which is incorporated herein by

reference in its entirety.
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Appl. No.: 12/460,139
Amdt. dated: 11/30/2011

Reply to Office Action dated 09/22/2011

Amendments to the Claims:

1-56. (Canceled)

57. (Currently Amended) A transducerarray assembly comprising:

a housing mountable to a watercraft capable of traversing a surface of a body of water;

and

a linear transducer element positioned within the housing, the linear transducer element

having a substantially rectangular shape configured to produce a fan-shaped sonar beam having a

relatively narrow beamwidth in a direction parallel toa longitudinal length of the linear

transducerelement flda relatively wide beamwidth 

beam in a direction perpendicular to the longitudinal length of the transducer element, the linear

transducer element being positioned with the longitudinal length thereof extending in a fore-to-

aft direction of the housing;

wherein the linear transducer element is positioned within the housing to project sonar

pulses in a direction substantially perpendicular to a plane corresponding to the surface of the

body of water.

58. (Currently Amended) The transducer—a1=1=ay assembly of claim 57, wherein the linear

transducer element is configured to operate at a selected one of at least two selectable operating

frequencies.

59. (Currently Amended) The transducer—array assembly of claim 57, wherein the

selectable operating frequencies include about 455 kHz and 800 kHz.

60. (Currently Amended) The transducer—eu=ray assembly of claim 57, wherein the

beamwidth of the linear transducer element is about 0.8 degrees by about 32 degrees or about 1.4

degrees by about 56 degrees.
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Appl. No.: 12/460,139
Amdt. dated: 11/30/2011

Reply to Office Action dated 09/22/2011

61. (Currently Amended) The transducer—array assembly of claim 57, wherein the

transducer—ar=1=ay assembly is configured to communicate with a single transceiver.

62. (Currently Amended) The transducer—a1=ray assembly of claim 57, wherein a length of

a rectangular face of the linear transducer element is about 120 mm and a width of the

rectangular face of the linear transducer element is about 3 mm.

63. (Currently Amended) The transducer array of claim 57, wherein the housing is

mountableto the watercraft such that the fan-shaped

beam extending extends from one side of the—vessel watercraft to an opposite side of the—vessel

watercraft.

64. (Currently Amended) The transducer~a1=ray assembly of claim 57, wherein the

housing has a streamlined shape.

65. (Currently Amended) The transducer—a1=ray assembly of claim 57, wherein the

beamwidth in the direction parallel toa longitudinal length of the linear transducer element is

less than about five percent as large as the beamwidth of the sonar beam in the direction

perpendicular to the longitudinal length of the linear transducer element.

66. (Currently Amended) The transducer—a1=ray assembly of claim 57, wherein the linear

transducer element is configured to provide data displayable as sonar data images in which

images corresponding to data received via the linear transducer element provide data regarding

bottom features over less than fifty percent of a display screen when displayed.

67. (Currently Amended) The transducer—aa=ray assembly of claim 57, wherein the linear

transducer element is configured to provide data displayable as sonar data images in which

images corresponding to data received via the linear transducer element provide data regarding

bottom features over less than twenty percent of a display screen when displayed.
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Appl. No.: 12/460,139
Amdt. dated: 11/30/2011

Reply to Office Action dated 09/22/2011

68. (Currently Amended) The transducer—a1=ray assembly of claim 57, wherein the linear

transducer element is configured to provide data displayable as sonar data images in which

images corresponding to data received via the linear transducer element provide data indicative

of bottom depth.

69. (Currently Amended) The transducer—a1=ray assembly of claim 57, wherein the linear

transducer element is configured to provide data displayable as sonar data images in which

images corresponding to data received via the linear transducer element provide data indicative

of water column features.

70. (Currently Amended) The transducer—a+1=ray assembly of Claim 57, wherein the linear

transducer element is configured to provide data displayable as sonar data images indicative of

bottom data.

71. (Currently Amended) The transducer-array assembly of Claim 57, wherein the linear

transducer element is configured to provide data displayable as sonar data images indicative of

two or more of depth data water column data and bottom data.

72. (Currently Amended) The transducer—array assembly of Claim 57, further comprising

a circular transducer element positioned to project conical sonar pulses in a direction

substantially perpendicular to the plane corresponding to the surface.

73. (Currently Amended) The transducer—aa=ray assembly of Claim 72, wherein the linear

and circular transducer elements are in the same housing.

74. (Currently Amended) The transducer—a:1=ray assembly of Claim 72, wherein the linear

transducer and circular transducer elements are positioned to project fan-shaped and conical

sonar beams that at least partially overlap.
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Appl. No.: 12/460,139
Amdt. dated: 11/30/2011

Reply to Office Action dated 09/22/2011

75. (Currently Amended) The transducer—ar1=ay assembly of claim 72, wherein the sonar

signal returns from the circular transducer element and linear transducer element provide

generally simultaneous data.

76. (Currently Amended) A sonar system comprising:

a linear transducer element positioned within a housing that is mountable to a watercraft

that traverses a surface of a body of water, the linear transducer element having a substantially

rectangular shape configured to produce a fan-shaped sonar beam having a relatively narrow

beamwidth in a direction parallel to longitudinal length of the linear transducer element—that—is

 anda relatively wide bemwidth in a direction

perpendicular to the longitudinal length of the transducer element, the linear transducer element

being positioned with the longitudinal length thereof extending in a fore—to-aft direction of the

E

wherein the linear transducer element is positioned to project sonar pulses in a direction

substantially perpendicular to a plane corresponding to the surface of [[a]] the body of water;

a sonar module configured to enable operable communication with the transducer—ai=1=ay

element, the sonar module including:

a sonar signal processor to process sonar return signals 

 ,and

at least one transceiver configured to provide communication between the linear

transducer element and the sonar signal processor.

77. (Original) The sonar system of claim 76, wherein the sonar module further comprises

an Ethernet hub in communication with the signal processor.

78. (Original) The sonar system of claim 76, wherein the sonar module is provided

within a separate housing.
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Appl. No.: 12/460,139
Amdt. dated: 11/30/2011

Reply to Office Action dated 09/22/2011

79. (Original) The sonar system of claim 76, further comprising at least one Visual

display presenting an image representing the processed sonar return signals.

80. (Original) The sonar system of claim 79, wherein the display and the sonar module

are in the same housing.

81. (Original) The sonar system of claim 79, wherein at least one display of the plurality

of displays is enabled to simultaneously provide different images representing different

information from the processed sonar return signals.

82. (Original) The sonar system of claim 76, wherein the sonar module further comprises

configuration settings defining a predefined set of display images that may be presented.

83. (Original) The sonar system of claim 76, wherein the linear transducer element is

configured to operate at a selected one of at least two selectable operating frequencies.

84. (Original) The sonar system of claim 76, wherein the selectable operating

frequencies include about 455 kHz and 800 kHz.

85. (Canceled)

86. (Currently Amended) The sonar system of claim-8§_7§, wherein the housing is

mountableto the watercraft such that the fan-shaped

beam extending extends from one side of the—vessel watercraft to an opposite side of thewessel

watercraft.

87. (Canceled)
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Appl. No.: 12/460,139
Amdt. dated: 11/30/2011

Reply to Office Action dated 09/22/2011

88. (Currently Amended) The sonar system of claim 76, wherein the sonar signal

processor is configured to display images of sonar data in which images corresponding to data

received via the linear transducer element provide data regarding bottom features over less than

fifty percent of a display screen when displayed.

89. (Original) The sonar system of claim 76, wherein the sonar signal processor is

configured to display images of sonar data corresponding to data received via the linear

transducer element representing bottom data.

90. (Original) The sonar system of claim 76, wherein the sonar signal processor is

configured to display images of sonar data corresponding to data received via the linear

transducer element representing water column data.

91. (Original) The sonar system of claim 76, wherein the sonar signal processor is

configured to display images of sonar data corresponding to data received via the linear

transducer element representing depth data.

92. (Original) The sonar system of claim 76, wherein the sonar signal processor is

configured to display images of sonar data corresponding to data received via the linear

transducer element representing two or more of depth data, water column data and bottom data.

93. (Original) The sonar system of claim 76, wherein the sonar signal processor is

configured to display images of sonar data corresponding to data received via the linear

transducer element representing data vertically below the linear transducer element.

94. (Original) The sonar system of claim 76, further comprising a circular transducer

element producing a conical downscan beam.
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Appl. No.2 12/460,139
Amdt. dated: 11/30/2011

Reply to Office Action dated 09/22/2011

95. (Original) The sonar system of claim 76, further comprising a circular transducer

element producing a conical downscan beam from within the housing.

96. (Currently Amended) The sonar system of claim 94, wherein the sonar pulses from

the linear transducer element and the sonar pulses from the circular transducer element igsonify

areas of the bottom that at least partially overlap.

97. (Original) The sonar system of claim 94, wherein the sonar signal returns from the

circular transducer element and linear downscan element provide generally simultaneous data.

98. (Original) The sonar system of claim 76, further comprising sources of data from at

least one of the group of radar, GPS, digital mapping, time and temperature.

99. (Original) The sonar system of claim 98, wherein a display format for display of the

data is in a user selectable format.

100. (New) The sonar assembly of claim 57, wherein the linear transducer element is

configured to emit sonar pulses as well to receive echo returns and convert sound energy of the

echo returns into electrical signals.

101. (New) The sonar system of claim 76, wherein the linear transducer element is

configured to emit sonar pulses as well to receive echo returns and convert sound energy of the

echo returns into electrical signals.

102. (New) The sonar assembly of claim 57, wherein the housing is mounted to the

watercraft.

103. (New) The sonar assembly of claim 57, wherein the linear transducer element is

configured to produce a generally planar fan-shaped beam.
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Appl. No.: 12/460,139
Amdt. dated: 11/30/2011

Reply to Office Action dated 09/22/2011

104. (New) The sonar system of claim 76, further comprising a display in

communication with the sonar module.

105. (New) The sonar system of claim 104, wherein the sonar module and display

communicate with each other via a network.

106. (New) The sonar system of claim 104, further comprising at least one additional

display in communication with the sonar module.

107. (New) The sonar system of claim 104, further comprising a user interface in

communication with the sonar module and configured to receive an input from a user.

108. (New) The sonar system of claim 107, wherein the display, the sonar signal

processor, and the user interface are all contained in a single housing.

109. (New) The sonar system of claim 107, wherein the user interface is part of the

display.

110. (New) The sonar system of claim 104, wherein the linear transducer element, the

transceiver, and the display respectively comprise at least two separate modules.

111. (New) The sonar system of claim 76, wherein the housing containing the linear

transducer element is mounted to the watercraft.

112. (New) The sonar system of claim 76, wherein the housing containing the linear

transducer element is mounted on an intermediate structure that in turn is mounted to the

watercraft.

113. (New) The sonar system of claim 104, wherein the sonar signal processor is further

configured to implement signal processing or enhancement to improve display characteristics.
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Appl. No.: 12/460,139
Amdt. dated: 11/30/2011

Reply to Office Action dated 09/22/2011

114. (New) The sonar system of claim 104, wherein the sonar signal processor is further

configured to process GPS information.

115. (New) The sonar system of claim 104, wherein the sonar signal processor is further

configured to process waypoint designations.

116. (New) The sonar system of claim 104, wherein the sonar signal processor is further

configured to process time data.

117. (New) The sonar system of claim 104, wherein the sonar signal processor is further

configured to process temperature data.

118. (New) The sonar system of claim 104, wherein the sonar signal processor is further

configured to implement a notice or alarm regarding depth.

119. (New) The sonar system of claim 104, wherein the sonar signal processor is further

configured to implement a notice or alarm regarding presence of fish.

120. (New) The sonar system of claim 104, wherein the sonar signal processor is further

configured to implement a notice or alarm regarding proximity of other watercraft.

121. (New) The sonar system of claim 104, wherein the processor, in combination with a

memory, stores incoming transducer data or screen images for future playback or transfer.

122. (New) The sonar system of claim 104, wherein the sonar signal processor is further

configured to perform additional processing to implement zoom.

123. (New) The sonar system of claim 104, wherein the sonar signal processor is further

configured to perform additional processing to correlate sonar data to a GPS position.

124. (New) The sonar system of claim 76, wherein the housing containing the linear

transducer element has a streamlined profile.
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Appl. No.: 12/460,139
Amdt. dated: 11/30/2011

Reply to Office Action dated 09/22/2011

125. (New) The sonar system of claim 76, wherein the housing containing the linear

transducer element is mounted on an accessory on the watercraft enabling the fan-shaped beam

to assume various orientations with respect to the watercraft.

126. (New) The sonar system of claim 76, further comprising a linear side scan

transducer element positioned and configured to produce a fan-shaped beam aimed downwardly

and outwardly to one side of the watercraft, wherein dimensions and operating frequencies of the

linear transducer element and the linear side scan transducer element are selected to minimize or

eliminate any gap between the respective fan-shaped beams.

127. (New) The sonar system of claim 76, further comprising a display in

communication with the sonar module, and wherein the system is configured to indicate a

position of the watercraft on the display.

128. (New) The sonar system of claim 76, fiirther comprising a display in

communication with the sonar module, and wherein the system is configured to indicate water

depth on the display.

129. (New) The sonar system of claim 76, further comprising a second transducer

positioned and configured to produce a conical sonar beam directed downwardly from the

watercraft, wherein the system further includes a display in communication with the sonar

module, and wherein the system is configured to indicate on the display an intensity of a return

echo received from the conical sonar beam.

130. (New) The sonar system of claim 129, wherein the linear transducer element and

the second transducer are both contained in the housing.

131. (New) The sonar system of claim 129, wherein the linear transducer element and

the second transducer operate at different respective frequencies.

132. (New) The sonar system of claim 76, further comprising a linear side scan

transducer element positioned and configured to produce a fan-shaped beam aimed downwardly
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and outwardly to one side of the watercraft, wherein the linear transducer element and the linear

side scan transducer element are both contained in the housing.

133. (New) The sonar system of claim 132, further comprising a second linear side scan

transducer element positioned and configured to produce a fan-shaped beam aimed downwardly

and outwardly to an opposite side of the watercraft, wherein the linear transducer element and

the linear side scan transducer elements are all contained in the housing.

134. (New) A sonar imaging apparatus comprising:

a housing mountable to a watercraft that traverses a surface of a body of water, the

watercraft defining a center plane that extends from fore to aft and that is perpendicular to the

surface of the body of water; and

a linear transducer element positioned within the housing, the linear transducer element

being configured to produce a sonar beam having a longitudinal beamwidth in a direction

parallel to a longitudinal length of the linear transducer element that is significantly less than a

transverse beamwidth of the sonar beam in a direction perpendicular to the longitudinal length of

the transducer element;

wherein the housing is configured for mounting to the watercraft such that the

longitudinal length of the linear transducer element is parallel to said center plane, and

wherein the transverse beamwidth of the sonar beam is sufficiently wide in relation to a

direction in which the linear transducer element is aimed such that the transverse beamwidth

spans from a port side of said center plane to a starboard side of said center plane.

135. (New) The sonar imaging apparatus of claim 134, further comprising:

a second linear transducer element positioned within the housing, the second linear

transducer element being configured to produce a second sonar beam having a longitudinal

beamwidth in a direction parallel to a longitudinal length of the second linear transducer element

that is significantly less than a transverse beamwidth of the second sonar beam in a direction

perpendicular to the longitudinal length of the second linear transducer element.
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136. (New.) The sonar imaging apparatus of claim 135, wherein the housing is

configured for mounting to the watercraft such that the longitudinal length of the second linear

transducer element is parallel to said center plane, and wherein the second linear transducer

element is arranged such that the second sonar beam extends primarily in a direction different

from the sonar beam of the first linear transducer element.

137. (New) The sonar imaging apparatus of claim 136, wherein the transverse beam

width of the second sonar beam spans generally to a port side or a starboard side of said center

plane.
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REMARKS

Claims 57-84, 86, and 88-137 are pending after entry of the above amendments. Non-

elected Claims 1-56 are canceled without prejudice. Claims 85 and 87 are also canceled. New

Claims 100-137 have been added.

In the Office Action, Claims 59, 60, 62, and 72 were rejected under 35 U.S.C. 112,

second paragraph, as being indefinite because they include the term “about” in connection with

various numerical values.

Additionally, Claims 57, 61, 72, 75, 76, 78, 79, 94, and 97 were rejected under 35 U.S.C.

103 (a) as being unpatentable over U.S. Patent No. 5,561,641 to Nishimori in View of U.S. Patent

Application Publication 2006/0002232 to Shah. Claims 58, 65-71, 74, 80, 81, 83, 88-93, 96, 98,

and 99 were rejected as unpatentable over Nishimori and Shah, and further in view of U.S.

Patent Application Publication 2007/0025183 to Zimmerman. Claims 64, 73, 77, 85, 87, and 95

were rejected as unpatentable over Nishimori and Shah, and further in view of U.S. Patent No.

7,542,376 to Thompson. Claim 60 was rejected as unpatentable over Nishimori and Shah, and

further in view of U.S. Patent No. 5,438,552 to Audi. Claim 62 was rejected as unpatentable

over Nishimori and Shah, and further in view of U.S. Patent No. 5,850,372 to Blue and U.S.

Patent No. 4,774,837 to Bird. Claims 59 and 84 were rejected as unpatentable over Nishimori

and Shah, and further in View of Zimmerman, U.S. Patent No. 4,538,249 to Richard, and U.S.

Patent No. 5,184,330 to Adams. Claim 82 was rejected as unpatentable over Nishimori and

Shah, and further in View of U.S. Patent No. 5,142,502 to Wilcox. Claims 63 and 86 were

rejected as unpatentable over Nishimori and Shah, and further in view of Thompson and

Zimmerman.

Summm of Interview

Applicant thanks the Examiner for his courtesy and helpfulness in the personal interview

conducted on November 16, 2011, with Applicant’s representatives Michael D. McCoy and

Donald M. Hill, Jr. In the interview, the representatives explained the state of the prior art with
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respect to downscan (i.e., looking directly beneath a watercraft with one or more sonar beams),

with reference to a number of exemplary prior art references that were discussed. It was

explained that it was conventional in the prior art to aim a conical beam straight down from the

watercraft, for purposes of depth sounding as well as acquiring images of water-borne objects

such as fish. It was further explained that linear or rectangular transducers were conventionally

used for side scan purposes, using the fan—shaped beams produced by such linear transducers to

insonify regions to the port and starboard sides of a watercraft. As presently understood by

Applicant, however, no prior art reference cited by Applicant or the Examiner has a linear

transducer used for downscan as described and claimed in Applicant’s application.

The Nishimori reference was discussed, and Applicant’s representatives pointed out that

Nishimori insonifies a wide conical area with a sonar transmitter and then uses beam-steering

techniques with an array of receiving elements for purposes entirely different from those of the

present application. Minor clarifying amendments to Claim 57 were also discussed.

Summgy of Claim Amendments and Additions

Claim 57 has been amended to clarify that it is a transducer "assembly" being claimed.

The beam produced by the linear transducer element is now referred to as “fan-shaped”

commensurate with the descriptions in the specification. The claim as amended recites that the

linear transducer element is positioned with the longitudinal length thereof extending in a fore-

to—aft direction of the housing. Claim 57 has also been amended to add “of the body of water” in

reference to the “surface” as suggested by the Examiner. The application as filed fully supports

these amendments (see, for example, paragraph 0060 and Figures 7A and 7B), such that no new

matter has been added. The claims dependent on Claim 57 have been amended in formal

respects to be consistent with amended Claim 57.

Independent Claim 76 has been amended in substantially the same fashion as Claim 57.

No new matter has been added by these amendments, as noted above. The claims dependent on

Claim 76 have been amended in formal respects to be consistent with amended Claim 76.
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New Claims 100-137 have been added. Support in the application as filed for these new

claims is shown in the table below:

New Claim / Feature s

100 and 101. “wherein the linear transducer

element is configured to emit sonar pulses as
well to receive echo returns and convert

sound energy of the echo returns into

electrical signals.”

ure No S . 

W 0002, 0010, 0056; FIGS. 5, 14

102. “wherein the housing is mounted to the ‘H 0053, 0057-0060; FIGS. 7A, 7B
watercraft.

103. “wherein the linear transducer element FIG. 7B

is configured to produce a generally planar

fan—shaped beam.”

104. “further comprising a display in H 0051, 0074; FIGS. 5, 14
communication with the sonar module.”

105. “wherein the sonar module and display 111] 0051, 0074; FIGS. 5, 14
communicate with each other via a networ .”

 

   106. “further comprising at least one 111] 0051, 0074; FIGS. 5, 14

additional display in communication with the
sonar module.”
 

 

  1111 0052, 0073; FIGS. 5, 14 107. “further comprising a user interface in
communication with the sonar module and

configured to receive an input from a user.”
 

  

  
11 0074

11 0052

FIG. 5

18 of26

108. “wherein the display, the sonar signal

processor, and the user interface are all

contained in a single housing.”

109. “wherein the user interface is part of

the display.”

110. “wherein the linear transducer element,

the transceiver, and the display respectively

comprise three separate modules.”
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111. “wherein the housing containing the
linear transducer element is mounted to a hull

of the watercraft.”  

1111 0053, 0057

11 0057

11 0055

11 0055

further configured to process waypoint

designations.”

116. “wherein the sonar signal processor is
further configured to process time data.”

11 0055

11 0055

121. “wherein the processor, in combination 1] 0055

 
  
 

112. “wherein the housing containing the
linear transducer element is mounted on an

intermediate structure that in turn is mounted

to a hull of the watercraft.”

 

 
  
 

113. “wherein the sonar signal processor is

further configured to implement signal

processing or enhancement to improve

display characteristics.”

 

 
 114. “wherein the sonar signal processor is

further configured to process GPS
information.”  
   115. “wherein the sonar signal processor is  
 

 

 

 
 

 
 

 117. “wherein the sonar signal processor is

further configured to process temperature
data.”

  

 

 
 

 118. “wherein the sonar signal processor is

further configured to implement a notice or

alarm regarding depth.”
 

  
 

119. “wherein the sonar signal processor is

further configured to implement a notice or

alarm regarding presence of fish.”
 

    
 

120. “wherein the sonar signal processor is

fiirther configured to implement a notice or

alarm regarding proximity of other
watercraft.”
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with a memory, stores incoming transducer

data or screen images for fi.1tU.I‘6 playback or
transfer.”  

 122. “wherein the sonar signal processor is

fiirther configured to perform additional

processing to implement zoom.”

 

  

 

123. “wherein the sonar signal processor is

further configured to perform additional

processing to correlate sonar data to a GPS

position.”

  124. “wherein the housing containing the
linear transducer element has a streamlined

profile.”
 

 
 125. “wherein the housing containing the

linear transducer element is mounted on a

rotatable accessory on the watercraft

enabling the fan-shaped beam to assume

Various orientations with respect to the
watercraft.

 
 

  
  

 126. “further comprising a linear side scan

transducer element positioned and configured

to produce a fan-shaped beam aimed

downwardly and outwardly to one side of the

watercraft, wherein dimensions and operating

frequencies of the linear transducer element
and the linear side scan transducer element

are selected to minimize a size of a gap

between the respective fan-shaped beams.

 
  

   
  
  
  

  
 

  127. “fi1I”thCI' comprising a display in

communication with the sonar module, and

wherein the system is configured to indicate

a osition of the watercraft on the display.

 

  
 128. “further comprising a display in

communication with the sonar module, and

wherein the system is configured to indicate

water depth on the display.”
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129. “further comprising a second transducer 1] 0068

positioned and configured to produce a

conical sonar beam directed downwardly

from the watercraft, wherein the system

further includes a display in communication

with the sonar module, and wherein the

system is configured to indicate on the

display an intensity of a return echo received
from the conical sonar beam.”

130. “wherein the linear transducer element 11 0076; FIGS. 16A-C
and the second transducer are both contained

in the housing.”

131. “wherein the linear transducer element fl 0073

and the second transducer operate at different

respective frequencies.”

132. “further comprising a linear side scan 11 0061; FIG. 8A

transducer element positioned and configured

to produce a fan-shaped beam aimed

downwardly and outwardly to one side of the

watercraft, wherein the linear transducer

element and the linear side scan transducer

element are both contained in the housing.”

133. “further comprising a second linear side 11 0061; FIG. 8A

scan transducer element positioned and

configured to produce a fan-shaped beam

aimed downwardly and outwardly to an

opposite side of the watercraft, wherein the
linear transducer element and the linear side

scan transducer elements are all contained in

the housin.”

  
134. “A sonar imaging apparatus M 0057-0063; FIGS. 6 through 9B

comprising:

a housing mountable to a watercraft

that traverses a surface of a body of water,

the watercraft defining a center plane that
extends from fore to aft and that is

perpendicular to the surface of the bod of
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water; and

a linear transducer element positioned

within the housing, the linear transducer

element being configured to produce a sonar

beam having a longitudinal beamwidth in a

direction parallel to a longitudinal length of
the linear transducer element that is

significantly less than a transverse
beamwidth of the sonar beam in a direction

perpendicular to the longitudinal length of

the transducer element;

wherein the housing is configured for

mounting to the watercraft such that the

longitudinal length of the linear transducer

element is parallel to said center plane, and

wherein the transverse beamwidth of

the sonar beam is sufficiently wide in
relation to a direction in which the linear

transducer element is aimed such that the

transverse beamwidth spans from a port side

of said center plane to a starboard side of said

center plane.”

135. “further comprising:

a second linear transducer element positioned

within the housing, the second linear

transducer element being configured to

produce a second sonar beam having a

longitudinal beamwidth in a direction

parallel to a longitudinal length of the second

linear transducer element that is significantly
less than a transverse beamwidth of the

second sonar beam in a direction

perpendicular to the longitudinal length of
the second linear transducer element.”

M 0057-0063; FIGS. 6 through 9B

136. “wherein the housing is configured for

mounting to the watercraft such that the

longitudinal length of the second linear

transducer element is parallel to said center

‘H11 0057-0064; FIGS. 6 through 10B
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  plane, and wherein the second linear

transducer element is arranged such that the

second sonar beam extends primarily in a
direction different from the sonar beam of the

first linear transducer element.”

 

  

 
 

  
 

137. “wherein the transverse beam width of {[11 0057-0064; FIGS. 6 through 10B

the second sonar beam spans generally to a

port side or a starboard side of said center

plane.”   

Thus, no new matter has been added by the addition of new Claims 100-137.

Response to Rejections under 35 U.S.C. 112, Second Paragraph

The Examiner indicated in the interview that the inclusion of the term “about” in

reference to numerical values in the claims is Q in fact considered to render the claims

indefinite. Accordingly, Applicant has not removed this term from the indicated claims, and it is

Applicant’s understanding that the rejections under 35 U.S.C. 112, second paragraph, will be

withdrawn on next action.

Response to Rejections under 35 U.S.C. l03ga)

All of the rejections hinge on the asserted combination of Nishimori and Shah as

allegedly teaching a transducer array having a linear transducer element of rectangular shape,

producing a beam that is significantly narrower in a direction parallel to the length of the element

than in a direction perpendicular to the length, and wherein the transducer element is positioned

in its housing so as to project sonar pulses in a direction substantially perpendicular to a plane

corresponding to the surface of the body of water. As pointed out in the interview, however, and

as further explained below, Nishimori fails to teach or even remotely suggest such a linear

transducer element as claimed in Claims 57 and 76.
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The Office Action specifically pointed to col. 18, lines 1-20 ofNishimori, as allegedly

teaching a linear transducer arranged as claimed. Nishimori, however, describes a sonar system

strikingly distinct from that claimed in Claims 57 and 76. Nishimori’s objective is to determine

magnitudes and directions of velocities of moving targets within an insonified volume of water,

and to display the targets in various colors denoting such magnitudes and directions. To

accomplish this, Nishimori emits a wide-area conical beam into the water (Figure 19; col. 11,

lines 56-58; col. 26, lines 16-21). This produces echoes or sonar returns potentially coming from

all directions from within that conical volume, back to the transducer array. Nishimori then uses

a selected sub-set of a multi-direction array of multiple receiving elements to receive those sonar

returns and convert them into electrical signals for subsequent signal processing. The receiving

array can be a circular array (see Figure 6 and Example 4 described at col. 15 line 50 to col. 16

line 15), or it can be a linear array (see col. 18, lines 15-26). In either case, however, two such

receiving elements 1p and Iq are used to form two “receiving beams” P and Q that are steered

(either mechanically or electronically) with an angular separation 6 between them. There is a

constant time difference between the receipt of the return at the element 1p and the receipt at the

element 1q. Based on that time difference, Nishimori is able to measure phase differences

between the two signals, determine carrier frequencies contained in the target echoes, and

thereby deduce the magnitudes and directions of velocities of the targets.

Thus, Nishimori teaches using a transducer producing a gr1i_ca_l beam as illustrated in

Figure 19. This is similar to the state of the art as noted above, in which it was conventional to

aim a conical beam downward for various purposes. Nishimori merely adds to such

conventional systems a receiving array and signal processing techniques to deduce velocity

information. Accordingly, Nishimori is of no particular relevance to the claimed invention of

Applicant’s application, since it fails to disclose or suggest a linear transducer element producing

a fan-shaped beam positioned within the housing to project sonar pulses in a direction

substantially perpendicular to a plane corresponding to the surface of the body of water.
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Shah is of even less relevance, as it relates to an acoustic signal transmission system for a

dovvnhole (well) installation, and in any case does not disclose or suggest a linear transducer

element of any kind.

In light of the remarks above, therefore, Applicant respectfully submits that Claims 57

and 76 are patentable over the cited references.

The claims dependent on Claims 57 and 76 are therefore also patentable at least because

they include all of the features of their respective independent claim, and further because the

cited references fail to teach or suggest the combination of such features with the additional

limitations recited in each of the dependent claims.

New independent Claim 134 includes features similar to those of Claims 57 and 76 and

thus is submitted to be patentable for reasons substantially the same as those applicable to

Claims 57 and 76. Dependent Claims 135-137 are therefore also patentable at least because they

include all of the features of Claim 134, and further because the cited references fail to teach or

suggest the combination of such features with the additional limitations recited in each of these

dependent claims.

***

Conclusion

Based on the above amendments and remarks, it is respectfully submitted that all pending

claims are patentable and the application is in condition for allowance.

It is not believed that extensions of time or fees for net addition of claims are required,

beyond those that may otherwise be provided for in documents accompanying this paper.

However, in the event that additional extensions of time are necessary to allow consideration of

this paper, such extensions are hereby petitioned under 37 CFR § 1.136(a), and any fee required
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therefor (including fees for net addition of claims) is hereby authorized to be charged to Deposit

Account No. 16-0605.

  
Donald M. H111, Jr. R '
Registration No. 40,646

ALSTON & BIRD LLP

Bank of America Plaza

101 South Tryon Street, Suite 4000

Charlotte, NC 28280-4000

Tel Charlotte Office (704) 444-1000

ELECTRONICALLY FILED USING THE EFS-WEB ELECTRONIC FILING SYSTEM OF THE UNITED STATES PATENT &
TRADEMARK OFFICE ON NOVEMBER 30, 2011.
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Application No. App|icant(s)

_ _ _ _ 12/460,139 MAGUIRE, BRIAN T.
Applicant-Inltlated Interview Summary _ _Examiner Art Unlt

JAMES HULKA 3662

All participants (applicant, app|icant’s representative, PTO personnel):

(1) JAMES HULKA. (3)Michael McCoy (Reg. No. 29, 0981.

(2) Donald Hill (Reg. No 40, 646). (4) .

Date of Interview: 16 November 201 1.

I] Telephonic I:I Video Conference
IX! Personal [copy given to: El applicant

[I Yes

Type:

D app|icant’s representative]

IX! No.Exhibit shown or demonstration conducted:

If Yes, brief description:

Issues Discussed I:I101 XI112 I:|102 IXI103 I:IOthers
(For each of the checked box(es) above, please describe below the issue and detailed description of the discussion)

Claim(s) discussed: 57 and 76.

Identification of prior art discussed: Betts Gilmour Nishimori.
 

Substance of Interview
(For each issue discussed, provide a detailed description and indicate if agreement was reached. Some topics may include: identification or clarification of a
reference or a portion thereof, claim interpretation, proposed amendments, arguments of any applied references etc...)

Applicant's representatives discussed additional prior art from recently filed IDS. Representatives described novel

features of claimed invention and cited support in specification for those claims. Representatives also described

differences in structure and function of claimed invention in application and distinctions between that and various

examiner—cited and applicant-cited references (NPL and patent). Color screen images were shown and provided to the

examiner to highlight improvements over prior art. No agreement was made regarding allowability of claims.

Applicant recordation instructions: The formal written reply to the last Office action must include the substance of the interview. (See MPEP
section 713.04). If a reply to the last Office action has already been filed, applicant is given a non-extendable period of the longer of one month or
thirty days from this interview date, or the mailing date of this interview summary form, whichever is later, to file a statement of the substance of the
interview

Examiner recordation instructions: Examiners must summarize the substance of any interview of record. A complete and proper recordation of
the substance of an interview should include the items listed in MPEP 713.04 for complete and proper recordation including the identification of the
general thrust of each argument or issue discussed, a general indication of any other pertinent matters discussed regarding patentability and the
general results or outcome of the interview, to include an indication as to whether or not agreement was reached on the issues raised.

I:| Attachment

/JAMES HULKA/

Examiner, Art Unit 3662
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Summary of Record of Interview Requirements

Manual of Patent Examining Procedure (MPEP), Section 713.04, Substance of Interview Must be Made of Record
A complete written statement as to the substance of any face—to—face, video conference, or telephone interview with regard to an application must be made of record in the
application whether or not an agreement with the examiner was reached at the interview.

Title 37 Code of Federal Regulations (CFR) § 1.133 Interviews
Paragraph (b)

In every instance where reconsideration is requested in view of an interview with an examiner, a complete written statement of the reasons presented at the interview as
warranting favorable action must be filed bythe applicant. An interview does not remove the necessity for replyto Office action as specified in §§ 1.111, 1.135. (35 U.S.C. 132)

37 CFR §1.2 Business to be transacted in writing.
All business with the Patent or Trademark Office should be transacted in writing. The personal attendance of applicants or their attorneys or agents at the Patent and
Trademark Office is unnecessary. The action of the Patent and Trademark Office will be based exclusively on the written record in the Office. No attention will be paid to
any alleged oral promise, stipulation, or understanding in relation to which there is disagreement or doubt.

The action of the Patent and Trademark Office cannot be based exclusively on the written record in the Office if that record is itself
incomplete through the failure to record the substance of interviews.

It is the responsibility of the applicant or the attorney or agent to make the substance of an interview of record in the application file, unless
the examiner indicates he or she will do so. It is the examiner's responsibility to see that such a record is made and to correct material inaccuracies
which bear directly on the question of patentability.

Examiners must complete an Interview Summary Form for each interview held where a matter of substance has been discussed during the
interview by checking the appropriate boxes and filling in the blanks. Discussions regarding only procedural matters, directed solely to restriction
requirements for which interview recordation is otherwise provided for in Section 812.01 of the Manual of Patent Examining Procedure, or pointing
out typographical errors or unreadable script in Office actions or the like, are excluded from the interview recordation procedures below. Where the
substance of an interview is completely recorded in an Examiners Amendment, no separate Interview Summary Record is required.

The Interview Summary Form shall be given an appropriate Paper No., placed in the right hand portion of the file, and listed on the
“Contents” section of the file wrapper. In a personal interview, a duplicate of the Form is given to the applicant (or attorney or agent) at the
conclusion of the interview. In the case of a telephone or video-conference interview, the copy is mailed to the applicant's correspondence address
either with or prior to the next official communication. If additional correspondence from the examiner is not likely before an allowance or if other
circumstances dictate, the Form should be mailed promptly after the interview rather than with the next official communication.

The Form provides for recordation of the following information:
—Application Number (Series Code and Serial Number)
— Name of applicant
— Name of examiner
— Date of interview

—Type of interview (telephonic, video-conference, or personal)
— Name of participant(s) (applicant, attorney or agent, examiner, other PTO personnel, etc.)
—An indication whether or not an exhibit was shown or a demonstration conducted

—An identification of the specific prior art discussed
— An indication whether an agreement was reached and if so, a description of the general nature of the agreement (may be by

attachment of a copy of amendments or claims agreed as being allowable). Note: Agreement as to allowability is tentative and does
not restrict further action by the examiner to the contrary.

—The signature of the examiner who conducted the interview (if Form is not an attachment to a signed Office action)

It is desirable that the examiner orally remind the applicant of his or her obligation to record the substance of the interview of each case. It
should be noted, however, that the Interview Summary Form will not normally be considered a complete and proper recordation of the interview
unless it includes, or is supplemented by the applicant or the examiner to include, all of the applicable items required below concerning the
substance of the interview.

A complete and proper recordation of the substance of any interview should include at least the following applicable items:
1) A brief description of the nature of any exhibit shown or any demonstration conducted,
2) an identification of the claims discussed,
3) an identification of the specific prior art discussed,
4) an identification of the principal proposed amendments of a substantive nature discussed, unless these are already described on the

Interview Summary Form completed by the Examiner,
5) a brief identification of the general thrust of the principal arguments presented to the examiner,

(The identification of arguments need not be lengthy or elaborate. A verbatim or highly detailed description of the arguments is not
required. The identification of the arguments is sufficient if the general nature or thrust of the principal arguments made to the
examiner can be understood in the context of the application file. Of course, the applicant may desire to emphasize and fully
describe those arguments which he or she feels were or might be persuasive to the examiner.)

6) a general indication of any other pertinent matters discussed, and
7) if appropriate, the general results or outcome of the interview unless already described in the Interview Summary Form completed by

the examiner.

Examiners are expected to carefully review the applicant's record of the substance of an interview. If the record is not complete and
accurate, the examiner will give the applicant an extendable one month time period to correct the record.

Examiner to Check for Accuracy

If the claims are allowable for other reasons of record, the examiner should send a letter setting forth the examiner's version of the
statement attributed to him or her. If the record is complete and accurate, the examiner should place the indication, “Interview Record OK” on the
paper recording the substance of the interview along with the date and the examiner's initials.
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Engineering; Massachusetts Institute of Technology; 2002

O169. LLIVIER, F., et al.; “Side scan sonar using phased arrays for high resolution imaging and
wide swath bathymetry”; IEEE Proceedings on Radar, Sonar and Navigation; Volume 143;
Issue 3; June 1996; pp. 163-168

170. PRICKETT, T.; “Underwater Inspection of Coastal Structures”; The REMR Bulletin;
Vol. 14; No. 2; August, 1997;

  PRATSON, L.F., et al.; "Introduction to advances in seafloor mapping using sidescan sonar

and multibeam bathymetry data"; Marine Geophysical Research; Springer Netherlands;
Volume 18; Issue 6; 1996; pp. 601-605
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Post 1987; pp. 379-384

173. SHONO, K., et al.; “Integrated Hydro-Acoustic Survey Scheme for Mapping of Sea Bottom

Ecology”; Ocean Research Institute; Tokyo, Japan; November 2004

174. TREVORROW, M.V., et al.; “Description and Evaluation of a Four-Channel, Coherent 100-

kHz Sidescan Sonar”; Defence R&D Canada-Atlantic; December 2004

  VANECK, T.W., et al.; “Automated Bathymetry Using an Autonomous Surface Craft”; Journal
of the Institute ofNavigation; Volume 43; Issue 4; Winter 1996; pp. 329-334

  
  
  

175. VAGANAY, J ., et al.; “Experimental validation of the Moving Long Base—Line Navigation

Concept”; 2004 IEEE/OES Autonomous Underwater Vehicles; June 2004

176.

177. WAITE, A.D.; “Sonar for Practising Engineers”; Third Edition; John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.; West

Sussex, England; © 2002; 323 pages
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1976; 2 pages
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Benthos, Inc.; © May 2002
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Coastal Engineering Technical Note; “Side-Scan Sonar for Inspecting Coastal Structures”; U.S.

Army Engineer Waterways Experiment Station; Revised 1 l/1983

. ConCAT Containerised Catamaran; Inshore hydrographic survey vessel that fits in a container;

In Cooperation with Uniteam International; Kongsberg Simrad AS; April 2004

182. Datasonics SIS-1000 Seafloor Imaging System; Combined Chirp Side Scan Sonar/Chirp Sub-

Bottom Profiling for high resolution seafloor imaging; One System, All the Answers; Benthos,
Inc.; © 2000

 
 
  
 

  

 
  

  

Detailed Sonar Transducer Product Information; Transducer Products; Side Scans; Models T36,

T63, T62, and T403; 12/30/2003; Retrieved from intemet: URL:hgp://www.neptune-
sonar.com/ roducts.as b e=Side-Scan+Transducers&cate o =; 4 pages 

Kongsberg Brochure EA 400 Survey; “A complete, integrated survey system”; Kongsberg
Maritime AS; October 2003

Kongsberg Brochure EA 400/600 “Sidescan Echo sounder with combined sidescan and depth
soundings”; Kongsberg Maritime AS; May 2004

EDO CORPORATION GLOBAL TECHNOLOGY REACH, Model 6400 Fan Beam

Transducer;

http:/web/archive/org/web/20040608054923/www.edoceramic.con/NavDucers.htrn; June 3,
2004

EMl1 10-2-1003; Department ofthe Army; U.S. Army Corps of Engineers; Engineering and

Design; Hydrographic Surveying; April 1, 2004

File Wrapper of Provisional Application Serial No. 60/552,769; Filed: 3/12/04; Applicant:
Terrence Schoreder

Final Report; Early Implementation ofNearshore Ecosystem Database Project Tasks 2 and 3;
[online]; Retrieved on 2/26/2010 from the Internet <URL:
h ://seafloor.csumb.edu/taskforce/html%202%20web/finalre ort.htm; 90 pages

-190. FishFinder L265 Instruction Manual; Raymarine; 79 pages
-FishFinder L365 Instruction Manual; Raymarine; 83 pages
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192. | FishFinder L470 Instruction Manual; Raymarine; 102 pages

193. FishFinder L750 Instruction Manual; Raymarine; 93 pages

194.

georeferenced side scan”; [Online]; Retrieved from the intemet < URL:

02D34BC/$file/GeoSwath-Plus-brochugpdflggenElement;

GeoPulse; “GeoAcoustics Pinger Sub-Bottom Profiler; Retrieved from the Internet <URL:

C0003E0lEA/$file/GeoPulse Profiler.pdf?OpenElement; GeoAcoustics Limited, UK; A
Kongsberg Company

_L<www.hydrakula.uni-kiel.de/downloads/Sidescan%20Sonar.doc; 10 pages

GeoAcoustics; A Kongsberg Company; GeoSwath Plus Brochure; “Wide swath bathymetry and

ht_tp://www.km.kongsberg.com/ks/web/nokbg0397.nsl7AllWeb/F4B7FD34613683 88C12575990

http://www.km.l<ongsberg.com/ks/web/nokbg0397.nsf7AllWeb/D1 084BB7DDOFD21 DC 12574

 

196. GlobalMap Sport; Installation and Operation Instructions; Lowrance Electronics, Inc.; ©1996;
61 pages

197. GPS Speed Correction; Sidescan Sonar; [online]; Retrieved from the lntemet URL:

 

 
 
 

  
   

HUMMINBIRD 1197c Operations Manual; 11/6/2007; 188 pages

HUMMINBIRD 200DX DUAL BEAM Operations Manual; 43 pages

R
199

20

201

_J_ 0.
. Humminbird: America’s favorite Fishfinder — the leading innovator of Side Imaging

technology; [Online]; [Retrieved on 03-16-201 1]; Retrieved fiom the Internet <URL:
httpflvww.humminbird.com/support/ProductManuals.aspx>; 20 pages

202. Humminbird: America’s favorite Fishfinder — the leading innovator of Side Imaging

technology; [Online]; [Retrieved on 03-16-2011]; Retrieved from the Internet <URL:
hfip2//wwwhumminbird.com/support/ProductManuals.aspx>; 5 pages

203. HUMMINBIRD Dimension 3 Sonar 600 Operations Manual; 24 pages

204. THE HUMMINBIRD GPS NAVIGATIONAL SYSTEM. NOTHING ELSE EVEN CLOSE.;
HUMMINBIRD Marine Information Systems ®; 1992; 10 pages

205. HUMMINBIRD GPS NS 10 Operations Manual; 75 pages

HUMMINBIRD 500 Series; 550, 560, 570 and 570 D1 Operations Manual; © 2010; 84 pages
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207. HUMMINBIRD LCR 400 ID Operations Manual; 28 pages

-208. HUMMINBIRD Marine Information Systems; Dimension 3 Sonar”; 1992; 16 pages
209. HUMMINBIRD “Matrix 35 Fishing System,” Prior to August 2, 2003

210. HUMMINBIRD Matrix 35 Fishing System; 2 pages

211. HUMMINBIRD MATRIX 55 AND 65 Operations Manual; ©2003; 40 pages

212. HUMMINBIRD Matrix 67 GPS Trackplotter Operations Manual; ©2003; 88 pages

213. HUMMINBIRD “Matrix 97 GPS Trackplotter Operations Manual” 2003

214. HUMMINBIRD Matrix 97 Operations Manual; @2003; 87 pages

215._I—IIUMMINBIRD Matrix” 87c Operations Manual; ©2004; 45 pages

HUMMINBIRD The New Wave of Wide; 1997; HUMMINBIRD WIDE®; fish wide open!®;

24 pages  
 

HUMMINBIRD NS25 Operations Manual; 71 pages 4’ J.
HUMMINBIRD Piranha 1 & 2 Operation Guide; 5 pages

 HUMMINBIRD Platinum ID 120 Operations Manual; 36 pages

I 219.
220. HUMMINBIRD Platinum ID 600 Operations Manual; 18 pages g{‘
221. HUMMINBIRD “The Product Line>Matrix Products>Matrix 35”

http://web.archive.org/web/20030404000447/www.humminbird.com/hb_Products.asp?ID,
April 4, 2003
   

  
 

Humminbird® Trolling Motor Mounted Transducer with Mount Assembly Brochure; © 2008
Humminbird®, Eufaula, AL; 2 pages

 223. HUMMINBIRD Wide 3D Paramount Operations Manual; 44 pages ii
I’ ‘i 224. HUMMINBIRD Wide 3D View Operations Manual; 38 pages
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. HUMMINBIRD Wide 3D Vision Operations Manual; 38 pages

HUMMINBIRD Wide 3D Vista Operations Manual; 38 pages

HUMMINBIRD Wide Eye Operations Manual; 32 pages

HUMMINBIRD Wide Paramount Operations Manual; fish wide open!; 32 pages

HUMMINBIRD “Wideside”; Schematic; December 15, 1994; 5 pages

Hydro Products; A Tetra Tech Company; 4000 Series Giff’: Precision Depth Recorder Product
Brochure; date stamped 1977

231. The Hydrographic Society — Corporate Member News — KONGSBERG SIMRAD; July 3,
2008; 7 pages

Imagenex Model 855 Brochure: Online; Documents retrieved from intemet web archives as
follows:

URL:httjfiwebarchivegg/web/20021023212210/htQy_www.ir_mgenex.com/Products/855 85 8
/855 858.htrnl; 1 page; Archived on October 23, 2002
URL:ht_tp://web.archive.org[web/2002l024124035/htm:/www.imagenex.com/Products/855_§§_8
/855/855.htrnl; 1 page; Archived on October 24, 2002
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/858/858.html; 1 page; Archived on October 24, 2002

URL:hjt_tp://web.archive.org[web/20030424071306/hgp:/www.imagenex.com//855 Page 1 .]'pg;
1 page; Archived on April 24, 2003
URL:http://web.archiveorgzweb/20030424091547/http:/www.irnggenex.com/855 Page 2.jpg;
1 page; Archived on April 24, 2003
URL:h ://web.archive.or web/20030424094158/h

1 page; Archived on April 24, 2003
URL:hgp://web.archive.org[web/20030424101301/htm:/wvvw.irnagenex.corr1/855 Page 4._ipg;
1 page; Archived on April 24, 2003
URL:h 2//web.archive.or web/2003

1 page; Archived on April 24, 2003
URL:hQp://web.archive.org/web/20030424135458/hgtpz/www.imggenex.com/855 Page 6.jpg;
1 page; Archived on April 24, 2003
URL:ht1p://web.archive.org[web/2003042414 l232/hgp:/www.imagenex.com/855 Page 7._'1pg;
1 page; Archived on April 24, 2003
URL:http_:[/web.archivegg/web/20030424143158/http:/www.irnagenex.com/855 Page 8.jpg;
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. Technology Corp.; © 2002

235. Imagenex SportScan Digital SideScan Sonar Brochure: Online; Documents retrieved from
intemet web archives as follows:

.html; 1 page; Archived on February 12, 2003

URL:hgp://web.archivc.org[web/200302l404491 5/hgp://www.imagenex.com/Products/SportSc
an/sportscanhtml; 1 page; Archived on February 14,2003
URL:htjp://web.archive.org[web/2003022215233 7/ht_tp://www.irnagenex.com/Products/SportSc
an/Sportscan Specs/sportscan specs.html; 3 pages; Archived on February 22,2003
URLzhttp://web.archive.org[web/20030222161450/hfiz//www.imagenex.com/Products/SportSc
an/FAQ s/fag s.html; 4 pages; Archived on February 22, 2003
URL:hgtp://web.archive.orgzweb/20030419024526/hg://www.imagenex.corn/Products/Spor1:Sc
an/distributors.html; 2 page; Archived on April 19, 2003

236. IMAGENEX (Various) Technical Specifications and User’s Manual; Prior to August 2003

237. Innomar - Products; “System Variants: SES Side Scan Option”; Retrieved from intemet

L URL:lmg//www.innomar.corn/pLdu 2000sidescan.htm; 12/30/2003; 2 pages

  

 
 
 

 
 

 

238. International Search Report and Written Opinion for Application No. PCT/US20l0/039441
dated October I 1, 2010

URL:htgflweb.archive.org/web/200302 l 2030409/ht_tp://www.imagenex.com/Products/products

T

‘V239. Kitemational Search Report and Written Opinion for Application No. PCT/US2010/039443
dated October 6, 2010

“ITC Application Equations for Underwater Sound Transducers”; Published by International
Transducer Corporation, 1995, Rev. 8/00; 3 pages 
 Kelvin Hughes Transit Sonar; “ . . . a new dimension in shallow water survey to assist in . . .”;

Hydrography; Dredging; Salvage; Underwater Construction and Similar Works; March 1966;
 

 
8 pages

242. KLEIN DIGITAL SONAR SYSTEMS, “...The Next Generation From the World Leader in
Side Scan Sonar and Sub-bottom Profiling Systems,” 1988
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Lowrance HS-3DWN Transducer Assembly and Housing (Eagle IIID); August 1994

Lowrance LCX—18C & LCX—l 9C Fish-finding Sonar & Mapping GPS; Operation Instructions; .1
©2002; 200 pages

Lowrance Transducers Product Information; 1 page

Navico Design Report of Raytheon Electronics Side Looker Transducer; 3/ 12/2010;
18 pages

NOAA: Nautical Charting general information from public records; [Online]; Retrieved on
9/10/2010 from the Internet < URL:

ht_tp://www.nauticalcharts.noaa.gov/csdl/leam hydroeguiphtml; 2 pages;
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248. ONR Grant N66604-05-1-2983; Final Report; “Cooperative Autonomous Mobile Robots”;
Retrieved from the Internet <URL: http://dodr§p1)rts.com/pflada4632 1 5.pdf; Post 2006  
  Odom Echoscanmz For Sea Floor or Riverbed Surveys; Odom Hydrographic Systems;

04/26/2002 
  Odom Hydrographic Systems ECHOSCAN Manual; Revision 1.11; 04/26/2002

251. “Product Survey Side-Scan Sonar”; Hydro International Magazine; Volume 36; April 2004; T
pp. 36~39

252. R/V QUICKSILVER; I-Iydrographic Survey Launch Bareboat or Crewed; FN Norwind, Inc. +

 

R/V TANGAROA; Fact Sheet; Explore lost worlds of the deep; Norfanz Voyage; May 10 to
June 8, 2003  
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SonarBeam Underwater Surveying System Using T-l 50P tow-fish hull mounted; [Online];

[Retrieved on 2/ 12/2010 from the Internet <URL:

ht_tp://dsmeu.en.ec21.com/Remotely Operated Sonar Boat System--618904 2479905.html;4
pages; http://www.remtechnology.en.ec21.com/Side Scan Sonar Remotely Operated-—
2902034.htrnl; 4 pages; [Retrieved on 2/16/2010 from the Internet <URL:
ht_tp://dsmeu.en.ec2l.com/Remotely Operated Sonar Boat System--618904 2479905.htrnl;4
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2902230.htrnI; 7 pages

Starfish 450H; Sidescan System; Tritech International Limited; UK
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T297-00-01-01 Transducer housing outline drawing; Neptune Sonar Ltd.; ©2002

TECHSONIC INDUSTRIES, INC.; “Mask, Acoustic”; Schematic, May 24, 1996

TECHSONIC INDUSTRIES, INC.; “Element, 455 kHz”; Schematic, June 13, 1996

“Transducers Quad Beam,” Prior to August 2, 2003

 

 

  . Ultra III 3D Installation and Operation Instructions; EAGLETM; ©1994

 

 

U—Tech Company Newsletter

USACE, “Chapter 11, Acoustic Multibeam Survey Systems for Deep-Drafi Navigation

'

Westinghouse Publication; “Side—Scan Sonar Swifily Surveys Subsurface Shellfish”; May I970; ] 

Sonar Theory and Applications; Excerpt fiom Imagenex Model 855 Color Imaging Sonar User’s

 

Manual‘ Imagenex Technology Corp.; Canada; 8 pages I
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PATENT SPECIFICATION <11)

DRAWINGS ATTACHED

(21) Application No. 2863 8/70

(23) Complete Specification filed 13 Aug. 1971

(44) Complete Specification published 9 May 1973

(51) International Classification G018 9/68
(52) Index at acceptance

H4D G1A G4A5 G5A3A GSD

(72) Inventors DEREK LEONARD DICKINSON,
JOHN GILBERT FRANKHAM and

(22) Filed 12 June 1970

RODNEY JAMES SAUNDERS

(54) IMPROVEMENTS RELATING TO SONAR APPARATUS

(71) We, BRITISH AIRCRAFT COR-
PORATION LIMITED, a British company
of 100 Pall Mall, London, S.W.1, do hereby
declare the invention, for which we pray that
a patent may be granted to us, and the method
by which it is to be performed, to be particu-
larly described in and by the following state-ment:——

This invention is concerned with sonar sys-
tems for -determining the depth of the seabed
and the presence of objects on the seabed.
Apparatus embodying the invention may be
used, for example, to survey the seabed con-
tours in order to increase the safety of navi-
gation where the under-keel clearance is small
and may be carried on ships or other water-borne craft.

Sonar. system are known in which a pulse
of acoustic energy is transmitted into the sea
with a radiation pattern substantially consisting
of a single lobe which is very narrow in plan
view. For example, a train of such pulses can
be broadcast from the side of a ship which is
moving forward, the speed of forward move-
ment and the interval between the pulses being
such that a succession of parallel, closely spaced
seabed contours are derived.

Normally, the transmitted pulse “ runs
along ” the seabed in a straight line. The pulse
does not actually run along the seabed, instead
it is broadcast over a fairly wide angle in
elevation and reaches the seabed along this
line at progressively later instants, but the
concept of the pulse running along the seabed
is a convenient one for the purposes of
explanation.

It will be clear that in determining these
seabed contours, the angular movement of the
ship has to be taken into account. Thus, if
the ship yaws, then it is necessary to swing
the radiation pattern with respect to the ship
so that the pulse is actually transmitted in the
direction which it would have hade in the
absence of yaw. If the ship pitches, a difierent
kind of error results and this is more difficult
to correct.
 

We have found that if the ship pitches, the
pulse appears to run along the seabed in a
straight line parallel to the line obtained in
the absence of pitching but that this can be
compensated by introducing a correction, in a
manner to be described. According to the
present invention, the sonar transmitter has
in one plane a radiation pattern made up of a
number of angularly spaced lobes and the
apparatus further includes, for correcting data
derived by sonar apparatus for error due to
ship pitching movement, control means opera-
tive in response to any specific value of a
control input signal to swing diflerent lobes
to different extents in a direction perpendicular
to the said plane, the extent of swing of each
lobe depending on the value of the control
signal; when the apparatus is arranged on a
ship so that the said plane is perpendicular
to the longitudinal axis of the ship and the
lobes are downwardly directed, and when the
control signal varies with the pitching angle
of the ship, the angle of swing for any lobe
is in the yaw direction and varies in magni-
tude with the pitching angle so as to reduce
the effect of ship pitching movement on the
direction of transmission of the lobe. It will
be appreciated that in a practical case com-
pensation must also be introduced for the
movement of the ship in yaw, the efiect of
which is to cause the whole sonic radiation pat-
tern to swing in yaw. Consequently, in addi-
tion to the selective displacements of the dif-
ferent lobes to correct for pitching, there must
be an overall correction to each lobe to counter
the yawing movement of the ship.

For reasons to be explained, if the seabed
field of interest includes the area immediately
under the ship, a correction in yaw alone could
not provide the necessary pitch compensation.
To overcome this difficulty, in the preferred
form of apparatus we arrange for the trans-
ducers responsible for the different lobes to
form a curved array in the vertical plane.
Because of this curvature, the overall correc-
tion to each lobe to counter the yawing move-
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ment of the ship will be calculated by a pro-
cedure which is the reverse of that employed

for pitch correction, i.e. the lobe making the
greatest angle with the seabed (vertically down-
wards) has no yaw component and so requires
no correction; that making the least angle
has only a yaw component and so requires full
correction.

The angular deviation of the radiation pat-
tern is preferably achieved by introducing
phase differences between radiation from dif-
ferent transducers along a horizontal transmit-
ter strip, that is to say by progressively delay-
ing the arrival of an energising waveform at the
transducers along the strip.

In order that the invention may be better
understood, an explanation of the correction
and an example of apparatus embodying the
invention will now be described with reference
to the accompanying drawings, in which:-—

Figure la is a diagram illustrating the
problem;

Figure lb shows diagrammatically the
curved transducer mounting;

Figures 2a and 2b are diagrams showing in
elevation and plan the radiation lobes of the
sonar transmitter;

Figure 3 shows a transmitter panel carrying
a number of transducer arrays; and

Figure 4 is a block diagram of a cricuit
for one transmitter transducer array.

In Figure la, a ship 10 carrying the trans-
ducers has a horizontal fore-and—aft axis 11.
The ship is a distance d above the seabed and
in the absence of ship movement, the pulse
appears to run out over the seabed along the
line 12. If the ship pitches, so that the ship’s
“vertical” makes an angle 0 with the true
vertical, then the line of intersection of the
transmitted pulse with the seabed is a line
13 parallel with the line 12 and displaced
therefrom by a distance depending upon the
angle of pitch.

It will be appreciated that in the course
of a pitching movement, the angle of pitch
of the ship varies_continuously. Consequently,
the line 13 will move away from and then
back towards the line 12 and will then cross
over to the other side of the line 12, and so
on. For one particular pitching angle 0, the dis-
tance between the lines 12 and 13 is d tan 9,
as can be seen from a consideration of the dis-
tance between point I’, imediately below the
ship, and point P,. If we now consider a point
P, which is the intersection with the seabed,
of a pulse transmitted at an angle 7 in the
vertical plane, when the ship has a pitch angle
of 9 this intersection will be moved to point
P,. It will be seen that approximately the same
error could result if the ship had no pitching
motion but had an angle of yaw of which the
tangent is approximately

dtanfi

R

9

i.e. approximately

dtana
3

dtany

Thus, if the beam transmitted at this angle in
the elevational plane is given such a yaw
angle (in addition to any yaw angle required
to compensate for yaw movement of the ship),
the point of intersection of the beam transmit-
ted with an angle 7 in the vertical plane, with
the seabed, will again be P2. For each point
along the line 12 (except immediately under
the ship) there is an angle of yaw which, if
applied to the beam, will correct for the pitch-
ing angle 9 of the ship. Because this angle
of yaw includes in the divisor the term d tan
7 representing the distance from a point below
the ship to the point at which the wave reaches
the seabed, transmitted waves in different ones
of the vertically spaced arrays, having differ-
ent values of R, will be transmitted with
different yaw angles to compensate for a given
pitching angle of the ship.

This analysis is only approximate and a
correction in yaw alone could not provide
the pitch compensation necessary for the sea-
bed area directly under the ship. In the pre-
ferred form of the invention, we overcome
this difliculty by using a curved array. Figure
1b shows diagrammatically in a vertical plane
the curved mounting 14 for the transducers
and the lobes 16 leaving the transducers.

Figure 2:: is a diagram representing an
elevation through the survey ship and shows
the difierent lobes 16, side by side in the
vertical plane but slightly overlapping one
another. Figure 2b shows in plan view the
lobes 16 overlapping one another along the
line 12 on the seabed. In this example, six
lobes 16 are shown but there can be more
than this, for example ten lobes. The sub-
sidiary lobes 18 can be disregarded for the
present purposes. As before, in the absence
of differential swinging of the lobes to counter-
act pitching movement of the ship, the multi-
lobe pulse seems to run out from a point under
the ship along the common axis of the over-
lapping lobes.

Figure 3 shows a transmitter panel for
obtaining the pattern of angularly spaced lobes
in the vertical plane. The projector arrays 20.
consisting of a number of horizontally spaced
transducers, are vertically spaced from one
another on a curved panel 22', the difierent
angles of the arrays (in the vertical plane)
due to this curvature being responsible for the
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different directions of the lobes in the vertical
plane, giving substantially even illumination
of the full 90° lateral elevation sector and
also allowing full pitch and yaw correction.
If there are ten lobes, there are ten protector
arrays, and in one example, each array had
32 transducer elements, the adjacent elements
being separated horizontaly by a half~wave-
length to provide a steering sector of 30°, with
the phase shift available in the drive circuits
of this example.

Figure 4 is a block diagram of the elec-
tronic circuits for one transmitter transducer

array. The transducer elements of an array
are all driven at the carrier frequency but
with variable relative phases, adjustment of
the signal phases in a progressive manner
across the array allowing the formation of a
steerable transmitted beam of narrow width
and minimal side lobes.

The phase difference between transmitted
signals is derived in the following manner. The
carrier frequency f is produced in this example
by counting down from a crystal oscillator of
frequency 64;‘, using a separate 6-bit binary
counter for each transducer. Clearly, the tim-
ing or phase of the counter outputs can be
varied in discrete steps of 1/64)‘ seconds by
alternation of the timing of gates which feed
the clock signals to the digital counters.

In this example, the transmission pulse has
a minimum repetition frequency of 3 per
second and is intiated by a pulse of length
316 microseconds occurring every 333 milli-
seconds. This pulse opens gate 30 (Figure 4)
and the gate is held open for the period of
316 microseconds. The pulse is generated by a
conventional counter circuit driven by the
master clock.

The pulses from the master clock passing
through the gate 30 are applied to a counter
32 which has a number of parallel connections
between its counting stages and correspond-
ing stages in a timing logic circuit 34. The
timing logic circuit is controlled by a beam
angle demand signal. As an example of this
control, if the beam angle is such as to require
delays between adjacent transducer transmis-
sions equivalent to the period of five of the
pulse periods of the master clock, the circuit
34 will provide one pulse in very five from
the master clock at its output. These selected
pulses are counted in a 5-bit counter 36 which
has 32 output connections, that is to say one
for each of its possible counting combinations.
These 32 output connections go to beam phase
logic circuits 37 which control thirtytwo phase
gates 38. The effect of this is that the thirty-
two phase gates open in turn at equal intervals
(five pulse periods of the master clock, in the
example described). The thirtytwo phase gates
38 also receive the master clock signal and
thus open in sequence to pass this signal
through to thirtytwo 6-bit digital counters 40.
These act to divide the master clock pulses

which they receive by sixtyfour. It will be seen
that in the example described the first counter
40 would provide output pulses at 0, 64,
128 . . . . pulse periods of the master clock;
the second digital counter would provide out-
put pulses at 5, 69, 133 . . . . pulse periods
om the master clock; and so on. Thus, the
output of each digital counter is a pulse train
at the carrier frequency and each digital coun-
ter 40 drives a corresponding transducer 42
through a buffer circuit 44 and a resonant
drive circuit 46. The drive circuits are reson-
ant power amplifiers operating at the carrier
frequency. Silicon power transistors switch
through pulse transformers to provide the
final drive for each transducer.

In this way the relative phases of the trans-
ducer transmissions is controlled in accord-
ance with the beam angle demand,’and the
phase differences have the effect of adjusting
thp angle of the radiation lobe of the trans-mitter.

If desired, the width of the pulse which
opens gate 30 can be decreased, in order to
permit the scan rate to be increased and to
allow the vessel to travel faster while main-

taining the same forward sounding spacing.
However, this is achieved at the expense of
depth range.

As explained above, with the curved array
the selective or incremental demand for ship
pitch and yaw is different for each strip. The
demand is computed using signals from the’
ship reference platform which represent the
pitch and yaw angles.

The relative phasing of the incoming signal
as measured by the different transducer ele-
ments provides the angle of the returning sig-
nal with respect to the array. To reconstruct
seabed contours, this angle is corrected for
ship roll and is used in conjunction with
range information as measured by the interval
between transmission and reception of the
pulse.

WHAT WE CLAIM IS:—

1. Sonar apparatus including a sonar trans-
mitter having in one plane a radiation pattern
made up of a number of angularly spaced lobes
and further including, for correcting data
derived by the sonar apparatus for pitching
error when the apparatus is mounted on a ship,
control means operative in response to any
specific value of a control input signal to
swing different lobes of the radiation pattern
to difierent extents in a direction perpendi-
cular to the said plane, the extent of swing
of each lobe depending on the value of the
control signal, whereby when the apparatus
is arranged on a ship so that the said plane
is perpendicular to the longitudinal axis of
the ship and the lobes are downwardly
directed, and when the control signal varies
with the pitching angle of the ship, the amount
of swing for any lobe is in the yaw direction
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and varies in amount with the pitching angle
so as to reduce the efiect of pitching movement
on the direction of transmission of the lobe.

2. Apparatus in accordance with Claim 1,
including transmitter transducers which form,
in the said plane, a curved array.

3. Apparatus in accordance with Claim 1,
in which the transmitter includes transducers

spaced along a transmitter strip extending in
a direction perpendicular to the said plane, and
in which the swinging of the lobes in the said
direction is effected by progressively delaying
the application of an energising waveform to
the transducers spaced along the strip.

4. Apparatus in accordance with Claim 3,
including a pulse generator, dividing means for
applying to the transducers in a strip pulses
at a frequency which is a sub-multiple of the
frequency of the said pulse generator, and
means whereby the application of the sub-
multiple pulses to the different transducers
along a strip is progressively delayed in order
to swing the radiation patterns of the trans~
ducer strip through a beam angle dependent
upon the delay between adjacent transducers.

5. Apparatus in accordance with Claim 4,
in which the means for progressively delaying
the application of the pulses to the transducers

includes means responsive to the pulse gener-
ator output and to the required beam angle
to select from the pulse generator output pulses
separated by a delay corresponding to the
required beam angle, and distributor means
for applying successive ones of the selected
pulses to different ones of a series of gates
which control, respectively, the series of trans-
ducers in a transmitter strip.

6. A waterborne craft carrying apparatus
in accordance with any one of Claims 1-5,
so arranged that the said lobes are angularly
spaced in a plane perpendicular to the longi-
tudinal axis of the craft and the swinging
of the lobes is effected in yaw.

7. A waterborne craft in accordance with
Claim 6, in which the sonar apparatus further
includes means for additionally selectively
rotating the radiated lobes in yaw in accord~
ance with movement of the craft in yaw.

8. Apparatus in accordance with Claim 1,
substantially as herein described with reference
to Figure 4 of the accompanying drawings.

For the Applicants,
GILL, JENNINGS & EVERY,

Chartered Patent Agents,
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Abstract of JP 61116678 (A)
 

PURPOSE:To enable easy and accurate detection
of positional relation between a ship and coastlines
and dangerous obstacles in a very clear manner, by
displaying a video diagonally below the water
surface and a submarine topographic map in
superimposition one upon another on the same
screen. CONSTlTUTlON:A side looking sonar SLS
has ultrasonic transmitter/receivers 1 and 2 for right
and left sides on the right and left of the bottom of
the hull F to allow the searching of underwater
videos in a wide range below both sides of the hull
F. An image signal giving a video from the SL8 and
an image signal from a topograph memory
indicating a sea bottom topographic map are shown
on the same screen of a raster-scan type display
unit; The display screen is set in the direction Y

 

 
(time) and in the direction X (distance) and has M, M, fig, M, pg,
N<2> pixels as a whole to display videos on the I " _' ,’
right and left sides separately in the rage of 0-(N/2- it ::r“%é‘_t;ii'~'§=_*3.'*"'“"'tr*""
1) and in the area N/2-(N-1) in the direction x, Fixed i 1,, § g
markers M1 of 0, 150 and 300 (in unit) and a : "‘*<3-‘-
variable marker M<2> for varying display distance 3,.» 3 ""g.,___
are provided on right and left sides respectively from f 3the center. This enables easy and accurate *‘,“‘"" ' : 3determination of positional relation between the
ship, coast lines and dangerous obstacles.
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Publication date: 1992-12-10

Inventor(s): MORIMATSU HIDEJI; SHIBUYA SHOZO +

Applicantls): FURUNO ELECTRIC C0 +
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Application number: JP19910172240 19910712

Priority number(s): JP19910172240 19910712; JP19900212189 19900810

Abstract of JP 4357487 (A)

PURPOSE:To measure the position of an object
under water accurately by a method wherein a
phase difference is determined at input points of two

J
‘f~

 
 
 

receivers with respect to a measuring point by T? I —,,
calculation and a phase difference is measured with sf-. 3»: , ,4
two receivers for the same measuring point to obtain
a deviation of phase so that the phase difference gm} +4?
measured is corrected by the deviation of phase. 1;}‘- v y
CONSTlTUT|ON:\/\/hen a trigger pulse from a trigger
pulse generator 3 is inputted into a CPU21 through

 
  MxL.-...4.g_........lL._...t

 

an input device 22, a measuring position of own ship E 7
and the bearing of navigation are read in form a ‘ :5 ‘ -
highly accurate position measuring device 23 and a . L -7*; ,5
bearing measuring device 24 to determine an 3 ik:;":l 3 l 3;
intersection with a contour line based on the value ‘ E E‘:-v~,,_-t,?§-‘fi“I5»Aa: 3115
and a probing range inputted from a keyboard 25 5.‘ g "__$....,‘?..,,. § ::§ 4,
beforehand. Distances are determined from the _:f :3 ' T, ,. 5!‘centers of receivers R1 and R2 to the sea surface ‘ as-3 .2»;below the intersection to obtain a phase difference '.‘_.____‘ __’ ;§',‘;'..*.,Ja..$§, l
phi" corresponding thereto. A phase difference phi’ .. ,5 5,’ Z} 3
is measured between two receivers for the same it 5' , , 3”,-5 M};
measuring point to obtain phi‘-phi"=dphi as deviation 1’,"f‘C$"‘ v ’" 3‘ f
of phase between the two receivers. The phase § {"{a_t3;'__g..é‘ “ ’
difference measured actually thereafter is corrected
by the deviation dphi of phase to remove the it ,__,i___ F5; ..
deviation of phase difference generated between ‘;;;','§;a‘§:
two receiving systems thereby measuring the i 3

position of an object under water accurately.  
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TWO-DIMENSIONAL ARRAY TRANSDUCER Alllll BEAMFDRMEB

Background of the invention

1. Field of the invention

The present invention relates to a planar array sonar transducer which simultaneously forms multiple, narrow

dispersion acoustic beam sets in two planar dimensions normal to the array face.

2. Description of Related Technology

Transducers which simultaneously generate multiple narrow acoustic beams inclined outward in two axes

from a plane are currently used in different types of acoustic backscatter systems that measure velocity andlor

distance in two or three dimensions. Examples include Acoustic Doppler Velocity Sensors (ADVS) which employ a

simple set of four beams in a "Janus" configuration for two or three axis velocity measurement, sonars which

measure distance to target in the water (such as forward scanning sonars), and bottom mapping sonars.

ADVS's are widely used for measurement of vertical profiles of water current measurements and for earth

andlor water referenced velocity measurement for vessel navigation. They measure 3-axis velocities by measuring

velocity along lines of position defined by narrow acoustic beams. A minimum of three beams oriented at different

directions are required to measure the three orthogonal velocity components. Typically four narrow (l4°) conical

transmitlreceive beams are employed positioned in two axes of a plane surface and inclined relative to the normal

to that plane. This configuration, well known in the acoustic arts, is referred to as a Janus configuration; the two

sets of narrow conical beams are symmetrically inclined outward and positioned at four 90° circumferential

increments on the surface of a larger (typically 60°) outward opening cone. Currently-available‘transducertechnology

used to produce this four beam configuration include assemblies of 4-piston transducers or a pair of one-dimensional

phased array transducers (i.e., arrays in which acoustic beams are formed in one plane only).

Conventional 4-piston transducer assemblies consist of four independent circular piston-type transducers,

each producing a single narrowly dispersed conical transmitlreceive beam directed normal to the piston face. As

shown in Fig. 1, the four transducers are physically positioned in a rigid assembly to achieve the required Janus beam

configuration. For conventional narrowband ADVS applications, each of these transducers requires an effective

transmit and receive bandwidth of approximately 2% of the nominal acoustic carrier frequency. Typical carrier

frequencies range from 100 kHz to 5 MHz. Each piston transducer is typically fabricated from either a single solid

disc of ceramic material or from a flat array of small ceramic elements. Modern broadband ADVS's operate with

fractional bandwidths on the order of 50%. They are also fabricated from solid ceramic discs or flat arrays, but
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have one or more additional impedance matching layers bonded to the face to achieve the required bandwidth. U.S.

Patent No. 5,343,443, "Broadband Acoustic Transducer", discloses such a system. The primary advantage of this

4-piston method is simplicity of the transducer construction and operation. Each piston transducer is driven by a

separate signal, and no beamformer circuitry is required.

Single beam transducers such as those previously described may also be beamforming arrays. These arrays

generally have all of the transducer elements electrically connected in parallel. Beam angle alignment is achieved

primarily by virtue of proper positioning of the piston. Disadvantages associated with such arrays include 1) the

requirement for a large, heavy mechanical structure to support the transducers; 2) the shape of its face, whether

concave or convex, does not lend itself to a smooth hydrodynamic form unless a thick, acoustically transparent

material with a flat face is attached to the front portion of the assembly; 3) a large aperture is required to form

the beams; and 4) accurate measurement of velocity requires that the speed of sound at the transducer face be

known.

An improved transducer physical configuration for producing the four Janus configuration beams in 2 axes

for ADVS applications is to use a pair of one-dimensional phased array transducers. As shown in Fig. 2, a single

one-dimensional planar array produces two conical beams inclined relative to the direction perpendicular to the

longitudinal axis of the array (see U.S. Patent No. 4,641,291, "Phased Array Doppler Sonar Transducer"). To

produce the four ADVS beams, two adjacently positioned arrays are used, with one rotated 90° relative to the other

about the aforementionedperpendiculardirection. Since each one-dimensional array utilizes a single aperture, which

is only slightly larger than a single beam piston, to produce two beams, a factor of approximately two improvement

in aperture spatial efficiency is realized relative to the multiple piston approach.

One-dimensional phased arrays are typically constructed with parallel line arrays separated by a half

wavelength of the carrier frequency. Each line array maybe constructed using a number of smailsquare-or circular "

ceramic elements wired in parallel on both faces, or from a singular, elongated rectangular element. Alternate line

arrays are wired together electrically in parallel to provide the necessary beamforming functions. One such wiring

arrangement involves electricallyconnecting each fourth line array in parallel. Both circular and rectangular array

geometries are used. To produce a beam dispersion of 4° required for a typical ADVS, an aperture of about 16

wavelengths (32 elements spaced at 1l2 wavelengths) in diameter is required. For typical ADVS operating

frequencies in the range of 100 kHz to 5 MHz (single piece commercially available line elements normally operate

in this region), an array of 32 parallel long elements is preferred over a 32 X 32 diced array (i.e., one which is cut

or diced from a single solid element) due to production assembly cost advantages.

When the array is operating in the "receive" mode li.e., receiving incoming signals), a simple phase shift

beamformer is used to phase shift the signals received by the two arrays (assuming the configuration previously
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described) by 190° to compensate for the time delay produced by acoustic propagation over the half wavelength

path length in the medium between alternate line arrays. A phase shift is an approximation to time delay which is

valid only for narrow fractional bandwidth signals. For narrowband signals, the summation process forms two receive

beams inclined to the flat array plane surface. When operating in the "transmit" mode, the two arrays are driven

by narrowband signals with appropriate relative phase shifts to form the four (two per array) simultaneously
transmitted beams.

When these phased arrays are driven by wideband signals, the different frequencies contained in the signals

are dispersed from the transducers in different angular directions, effectively broadening the beams. The phased

array technique forms narrow beams only when signal bandwidths are less than about 3%. This is adequate for

narrowband ADVS applications, but falls short of the bandwidth associated with modern broadband ADVS systems

by a factor of roughly between 8 and 18 (see, for example, US. Patent No. 5,483,499, "Broadband Acoustic Doppler

Current Profiler").

An improvement in bandwidthldispersion performance can be obtained for the pair of one-dimensional phased

array transducers previously described by replacing the simple 90° phase shifting beamformer network (in both

transmit and receive modes) with a more complex time-delay network. Use of the time delay decouples frequency

from the reiative angle of incidence of the receivedltransmitted wave, thereby reducing angular beam spreading in

large bandwidth applications. With this time-delay array method, each of the individual line array signals are time

delayed and summed together to form a composite signal which is independent of the angle of incidence. The

primary drawback associated with this technique is the more complex transmit and receive beamformer.

An added performance benefit of the phased and time-delay array approach is that, for the ADVS

application, the velocity components parallel to the array face are inherently self-correcting for changes in the speed

of sound through the medium. As the speed of sound varies, differential path lengths and 'the"co'rresp'ondin‘g time "’

delays associated with various array transducers will vary accordingly. Self-correction results from the fact that

the beam angle varies with the speed of sound in such a way as to directly compensate for errors in computing the

velocity component parallel to the transducer face (usually horizontal). This minimizes, but does not completely

eliminate, the need to measure sound velocity at the transducer face for high accuracy navigation.

Thus, relative to 4-piston assemblies, one-dimensional phased arrays provide improved spatial efficiency for

fixed beam characteristics, have a flat face for better hydrodynamic performance, and have improved velocity

resolution in media with varying sound propagation velocities, yet do not adequately support broadband ADVS

operation. One-dimensional time-delay arrays have the added benefit of supporting broadband ADVS operation as
well.
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One-dimensional phased and time-delay array techniques are also commonly used for bottom mapping and

forward scanning applications to form more than two beams within a single plane of the array face. For these

applications, multiple phase andlor time-delay beamforrners are coupled to a single one-dimensional array, each

beamformer having different phaseltime-delays to simultaneously form multiple beams at different angles of inclination

relative to the array face, but all within a single planar orientation perpendicular to the array face. if measurement

in a second planar orientation is required, two adjacent one-dimensional phase or time-delay arrays are used, with

one physically rotated 90° from the other as previously described.

For each of the above mentioned techniques of forming multiple acoustic beams inclined within two planes

perpendicular to the array face plane, an aperture of at least twice the size of that required to form any single

narrow beam is necessary. It is possible to form two or more conical beams within two planes perpendicular to the

array face if the proper signal can be provided to each element of the array. The formation of four beams in two

perpendicular planes from a single planar array is depicted in Fig. 3. It is well understood in the art that such planar

arrays can form beams centered around arbitrary angles relative to the array face if appropriate phase shifts are

introduced between individual transducer elements; this concept has been in use for many years in radar antenna

arrays and to a lesser extent in sonar transducer arrays. it is also well understood that beam forming for wide

bandwidth applications requires true time delays between elements to compensate for the time delays produced by

propagation over different path lengths in the medium associated with different elements.

A substantial reduction in the size, weight, and cost of the ADVS transducer assembly could be achieved

if four inclined beams oriented in two planes perpendicular to the array face could be formed from a single planar

array of transducer elements, using the full available aperture to form all beams, as shown in Fig. 3. To accomplish

this, a 32 x 32 array of about 800 elements is required, with the array elements precisely aligned at lI2 wavelength

increments in both plane face dimensions, i.e., with respect to the X-Y coordinate system of Fig. 2. Assembly of

this precision array from 800 individual elements is relatively complex. Complex-phase andlortime-delay circuitry“

is also required to support beamfonning in two dimensions for this large number of elements. Using existing array

technology. a separate power amplifier and phase andlor time-delay circuit would generally be required for each

individual element of the array. These array fabrication and beamformer complexity factors make the use of a two

dimensional planar array an economically impractical solution for nearly all applications.

Hence, it would be highly desirable to provide an improved planar array which could produce narrow

dispersion beam sets in two dimensions relative to the array face within a substantially reduced aperture, and which

would utilize simplified phase andlor time-delay beamforming circuitry to support the large number of individual

transducer elements inherent in such arrays. Furthermore, it would be highly desirable to provide an efficient and

cost-effective method of fabricating the aforementioned array to make its manufacture and use economically practical.
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Summary of the invention

The present invention satisfies the aforementioned needs by providing an improved system and method of

forming a multi-planar narrowband or broadband beam set inclined relative to a transducer array face, with reduced

aperture area. A cost effective and simplified method for manufacturing the transducer array is also disclosed.

In a first aspect of the invention, each 2-axis beam set formed from the single 2-axis planar array of

transducer elements uses all of the elements in the array and the full available aperture to form each of the beams.

From an aperture spatial efficiency viewpoint, this is an optimal approach to forming multiple narrow 2-axis beams,

because each beam can be made as narrow as allowed by the available aperture area. The overall aperture area

will be minimized for a given heamwidth of each of the multiple Zvaxis beams. Relative to the previously described

tlwpiston approach, the aperture diameter is reduced by a factor of 2.5, la factor of 6 for the area), the transducer

face is substantially more hydrodynamic (thereby reducing flow resistance, noise, and potential inaccuracies resulting

from air coalescing near the aperture), and the transducer assembly volume is reduced by a factor of roughly 10.

Relative to the previously described dual 1-dimensional array approach, the aperture area is reduced by a factor of
TWO.

in a second aspect of the invention, the multi-planar (2 axis) array disclosed herein utilizes a greatly reduced

number of phase or time-delay beamforming circuits relative to the number of elements in the array. The capability

to produce multiple narrow beams in two axes from a single planar array is achieved by a method of electrically

interfacing independently with the two sides of the array permitting independent and simultaneous formation of

multiple inclined transmit and receive beams in two dimensions of the array plane. This is accomplished by

electrically connecting together the backside rows and frontside columns of the array, connecting the backside and

frontside parallel sets to beamformer networks which have a low electrical impedance (relative to the impedance of

the rows and columns) in both the transmit and receive mode of operation, and processin'g'th'e trahsmitlreceive

signals tolfrom the two array sides to simultaneously and independently form multiple inclined transmitlreceive beams

in two dimensions of the array plane. The two directions are normally but not necessarily orthogonal to each other.

In another aspect of the invention, a cost effective method of fabricating the planar array of approximately

800 precisely aligned elements is disclosed. While, as previously described, prior art one-dimensional multibeam

arrays may be fabricated from an array of on the order of 32 long rectangular transducer elements of about 1/2

wavelength in width, the preferred embodiment of the present invention requires the use of array elements which

have dimensions of approximately 1l2 wavelength of carrier frequency in both face dimensions. Furthermore to

achieve the necessary bandwidth for broadband applications, each element must be constructed of several layers of

different materials which must be bonded together. Hence, an array of roughly 800 multi-layered elements (32 x

32) is required to be precisely assembled in a cost effective manner to make the aforementioned design economically
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feasible. To accomplish this, an improved method of fabricating this complex array is disclosed in which several

cylindrical discs (each having a diameter equal to that of the final array) are sequentially bonded together and

partially sliced with a parallel diamond blade saw at various stages of the process such that at all stages of

fabrication, the sliced elements are rigidly held together by a solid layer. When completed, the array is internally

diced into the desired form with the required precision, and held in shape by the combination of a mechanically rigid

and coustically transparent front facing and a solid backing disc.

The aforementioned simplified design and fabrication techniques make it economically practical to produce

cost effective commercial products with the form and performance advantages of the 2-dimensional flat array. The

present invention provides significantly improved performance for typical ADVS li.e. a four beam 150 kHz transducer

with 4° one-way beamwidths) applications. These and other objects and features of the present invention will

become more fully apparent from the following description and appended claims taken in conjunction with the

following drawings.

Brief Description of the Drawings

Fig. 1 is a top view of a prior art 4-piston transducer array in Janus configuration.

Fig. 2 is a perspective view of a prior art one-dimensional phased acoustic array, illustrating the formation

of two narrow acoustic beams.

Fig. 3 is a perspective view illustrating a typical configuration of four acoustic beams inclined relative to

the array normal li.e., Z-axis) and positioned within two planes perpendicular to the array face plane li.e., X-Y plane).

Fig. 4 a functional block diagram of the preferred embodiment of the two-dimensional transducer array,

including the method of electrical array element interconnection, and the method of array-to-beamformer

interconnection to the transmit and receive beamformers.

Fig. 5 is a functional block diagram illustrating the operation of a simplified sixteenelement 2-dimensional

phased array transducer operating in the receive mode.

Fig. 6 is a functional block diagram illustrating the operation of a simplified sixteen element 2-dimensional

phased array transducer operating in the transmit mode.

Fig. 7 is a functional block diagram fllustrating the operation of a simplified sixteen element 2-dimensional

time-delay transducer operating in the receive mode.

Fig. 8 is a functional block diagram illustrating the operation of a simplified sixteen element 2-dimensional

time-delay transducer operating in the transmit mode.

Fig. 9 is a perspective view illustrating the formation of multiple beams in two planes perpendicular to the

face of an array using the time-delay technique.

Fig. 10 is a top view of one preferred circular 150 kHz transducer array with 800 individual square faced

piezo-electrical ceramic elements closely spaced at a center-to-center distance of 5mm.
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Fig. 11 is a perspective view of one preferred embodiment of the transducer assembly with the thickness

dimension expanded to illustrate the layered construction thereof.

Fig. 12 is a schematic block diagram of one preferred embodiment of the time-delay receive beamformer

used in conjunction with the present invention.

Fig. 13 is a schematic block diagram of one preferred embodiment of the time-delay transmit baamformer

used in conjunction with the present invention.

Fig. 14 is a graph of signal amplitude versus beam angle (measured from the Z-axis, normal tothe array

face) for a 150 kHz nominal 32 x 32 phased array transducer, as viewed in the X-Z or Y-Z planes, illustrating the

formation of acoustic one beam.

Fig. 15 is a process diagram illustrating the preferred manufacturing process for fabricating the preferred

array transducer of the present invention.

Detailed Description of the Preferred Embodiment

Reference is now made to the drawings wherein like numerals refer to like parts throughout. The discussion

in this section is organized with headings as follows: Functional Description, Hardware Description and Fabrication

Description.

1. Functional Description:

A block diagram of the preferred embodiment of the two-dirnensional transducer array is shown in Fig. 4.

A typical planar acoustic transducer array configuration 100 is depicted. Individual Array elements 102 are

electrically interconnected along front-side columns 104 and back-side rows 106. Array elements 102 are

interconnected to the associated beamformer 108, 110 through 2-axis transmitlreceive (Till) switches 118. The

transmit 108 and receive 110 beamformers may be either phase or time-delay beamformirig networks. The’

coordinate system used for the purposes of this description is as shown with the rows 106 oriented in the X axis,

columns 104 in the Y axis, and the Z axis normal to the plane face 116.

The array face 116 is circular, but other form factors such as ellipses or polygons which are generally

symmetrical in the two face dimensions are also suitable for forming narrow inclined beams of general conical form.

The array is composed of a large number of small elements 102 which have symmetrical faces, typically square,

circular, or rectangular in form (i.e., their facial crossection). The face width of each element is approximately 0.5A,

where /l is the acoustic wavelength in water of the desired center frequency. To form beams with 4° beam width,

an array diameter of approximately 16A is required, consisting of a 32 X 32 element array of approximately 800

elements. The backside rows 106 (X direction) and front side columns 104 (Y direction) of the array elements are
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electrically connected together along parallel lines of elements with thin acoustically transparent material, as shown

in Fig. 4. The rows and columns are normally but not necessarily orthogonal to each other.

Each of the array X axis rows 106 and Y axis columns 104 are connected to a TIR switch 118 which,

as controlled by a TIR logic signal 120, electrically connects the sets of X and Y lines to respective X and Y receive

beamformers 110 in the receive mode, and to X and Y transmit beamiormers 108 in the transmit mode. When in

the transmit mode, the array lines are connected through the Tlli switch 118 to the transmit beamlormers 108

which provide the electrical transmit drive signals from a low impedance electrical source (relative to the electrical

impedance of the line of transducer elements). When in the receive mode, the array lines are connected through the

TIR switch to receive beamformers 110 which receive the electrical signals from the transducer lines while providing

a low electrical impedance path (relative to the electrical impedance of the line of transducer elements) to signal

ground on each X and Y line.

This low electrical sourcelload impedance on each Y and Y line (low source impedance during transmit and

low load impedance during receive) allows simultaneous and independent access to each X row 106 and Y column

104 for application of transmit electrical drive signals and receipt of signals from each X row and Y column.

Furthermore, parallel sets of X and Y axis line arrays can be simultaneously and independently formed. X-axis

transmit and receive line arrays are formed by the parallel electrical connection along the back side rows 106 and

the presence of the low impedance signal ground on all of the front side Y-axis columns 104.

During transmit mode, transmit drive signals are applied through the Till switch to the parallel X-axis back

side electrical interconnection lines from a transmit amplifier which has a low output impedance relative to signal

ground. While the X-axis drive signals are being applied to individual X-axis line arrays, the entire Y-axis 32 parallel

line array face is maintained as a low impedance path to signal ground (via the signal path through the Y-axis TIR

switch 118a to the low impedance Y-axis drivers of the Y beamformer 108a) to ensure that'the“X-axis'~drive signal"

is imposed solely across the X-axis rows, and does not couple to the Y-axis side of the array. Similarly, while the

Y-axis drive signals are being applied to Y-axis line arrays, the entire X-axis array face is maintained as a low

impedance path to signal ground to allow signals to be independently applied the Y-axis without coupling to the X-

axis. Thus, by superposition of both X and Y axis transmit drive signals, the low impedance associated with the

transmit beamformer sources permits -X- and Y-axis line transmit arrays to be formed simultaneously and

independently.

During receive mode, the electrical signal present on each X-axis row 106 (with the front side low

impedance path to signal ground) represents the sum of the received electrical signals of all elements in each row.

Most conventional sonar receiver amplifiers provide a high impedance load to the receiving transducer. However, for

the 2-dimensional array application of the present invention, an amplifier has been developed for use in the receiving
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beamformer which provides a low impedance load while receiving. This is accomplished by connecting each of the

X and Y-axis lines to a virtual ground node la point having the same potential level as ground but not directly

connected to ground) on the receiving preamplifier within the receive beamformars. The signal current flowing into

each virtual ground node is the sum of the signal currents from all the ceramic elements in the column or row.

When receiving signals from a column, the column signal is independent of the row signals being simultaneously

received due to the low impedance load presented by the virtual ground on all rows. Similarly, when receiving signals

from row, because of the low impedance load presented by the virtual ground on all columns, this row signal is

independent of the column signals being simultaneously received.

This independent and simultaneous X row and Y column electrical access during both transmit and receive

modes via the X and Y signal lines allows the array to be used as a 2-dirnensional array to simultaneously and

independently form multiple inclined acoustic beam set in both the )(-Z and Y-Z planes. The beamforming operation

in each plane is the same as conventional l-dimensional phased andlor time-delay arrays. Thus, the 2—dimensional

beamforrning operation is in general the equivalent of two overlaid l-dimensional arrays, with one array rotated 90°.

During transmit mode operation, phase or time-delayed signals applied to the X rows form inclined acoustic

transmit beams in the Y direction (Y2 plane). Simultaneously and independently, phase or time-delayed signals applied

to the Y columns to produce inclined acoustic transmit beams in the X direction (XZ plane). During receive mode

operation electrical signals received on the X rows are phase or time delayed and combined in the X row receiver

beamformer to produce inclined receive acoustic beams in the Y direction. Simultaneously and independently, signals

received on the Y columns and combined in the Y side beamformer produce inclined receive acoustic beams in the

X direction. Thus, through superposition of the X and Y axis electrical and acoustic signals, 2-dimensional acoustic

beam formation from a single planar array in both transmit and receive modes is achieved.

To understand the fundamental principles of operation how these two-dimensional transmitand receive"

acoustic beams are formed, the operation of sixteen element array subset of the 32 X 32 element two-dimensional

array transducer is considered. Operation with both phase (narrowband) and time-delay lnarrowband or broadband)

beamformers is described herein.

Pliased Array Operation

Operation of a sixteen-element l4 X 4) subset of the previously described two-dimensional array with a

phase-shift baamformer is illustrated in Figs. 5 and 8. During receipt of a long tone burst acoustic signal at a single

frequency (narrowband), f, with wavelength, ll - clf, where c is the sound propagation velocity in the fluid media,

incoming sound ray wavefronts 200 traveling in the -X direction and at an angle 9 202 with the Z axis (2 being

normal to the array plane, or normal to the plane of the Figure) travel different distances to each of the Y-axis

lfrontside) column line-arrays 204, and thus strike each of the line arrays at different times, and in general, with
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different phases. As illustrated in Fig. 5, the path length differences between adjacent line-arrays la) 206 is related

to the element center-to-center separation distance ld) by

a - d sin9.

The wavefront arrival time differences (r) between adjacent line-arrays is

r - alc - ldlclsinfi

if the elements are spaced at distances corresponding to a half-wavelength of the arriving narrowband signal (d -

AI2), the path length difference expressed in terms of arriving signal wavelengths is given by

a - l/lI2)sin0.

For an arrival angle of 30°,

a - W2)sin30 - /ll4.

This corresponds to an inter-element angular phase shift of 90° for arriving narrowband signals. Thus, when the l

narrowband pulse is being received by all Y-axis line-arrays with the backside coupled to the low impedance virtual

grounds 208 as described above, the received electrical signal phases along the set of four Y-axis line-arrays will

be 0, 90, 180, and 270 degrees, respectively.

Receive operation of the frontside (Y) columns with the backside rows 106 all coupled to signal ground in

the X-axis receive beamformer 110b will first be considered. Each set of four X-axis electrical signals (in the 4x4

array used for illustration) are connected to virtual ground nodes 208 in the receiver preamplifier of the receive

beamformer 1103 to form a signal reference for the backside rows, and phase shifted -90° ‘between adjacent line-

arrays (0, -90, -180, and -270 degrees), as shown. The imposed phase shifts compensate for those arising from

the different inter-element path lengths of the narrowband acoustic pulse incident on the line arrays, as illustrated

in Fig. 5. The resulting four signals 210 will be in phase and, when summed, will form a maximum acoustic

interference pattern when receiving a wavefront arriving at a 30° incidence angle. This maximum corresponds to

the central axis of one of the main lobes of the formed beams.

A second receive beam can be formed for incoming sound ray wavefronts traveling in the -X direction and

at an angle 9 with the Z direction let a -30“ incidence angle) by reversing the sign of the 90° imposed phase shift

on the four signals and summing the signals. Since the set of four signal phases repeats for additional sets of four

linevarrays, larger arrays can be implemented by summing the signals from all sets of four line-arrays to further

enhance the interference patterns at 1 30°. When additional sets of four line-array segments are utilized as
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described, the acoustic signal gain along the 1 30° directions is increased, or correspondingly, the beamwidth in that
direction is reduced, as additional sets of arrays are added.

An equivalent beamforming method is to first sum all of the equal phase signals from different array sets,

then apply the imposed 90° phase shifts between the summed set of four signals. This can be accomplished by

simply electrically connecting each fourth line-array in parallel, as is commonly done in practice for one-dimensional

phased arrays as previously described (see Fig. 2). The effective beamwidth in the X direction is determined by the

number of line-array sets in the array. In the Y direction, the beamwidth is determined by the beam patterns of the

line-arrays, which is inversely proportional to the length (in acoustic wavelengths) of the array lines. For the ADVS

application, narrow inclined acoustic beams with similar widths in both planes are desired and the X and Y plane

dimensions are maintained about the same.

During the transmit mode, operation of the 2-axis array is similar to the above described receive mode

except the flow of signals is reversed, as illustrated in Fig. 6. Transmit operation of the frontside columns with the

backside rows all coupled to signal ground will first be considered. A long tone burst carrier frequency 300 is

applied to a phase shift transmit beamformer 108a, generating four drive signals with relative phases of 0, 90, 180

and 270 degrees. These are applied to the four parallel wired sets 302 of Y columns from low impedance drivers.

The imposed phase shifts will compensate for those arising from the different path lengths between line arrays, and

a transmitted acoustic signal interference pattern at a 30° incidence angle will be formed, corresponding to the

center of one of the main beam lobes. Another transmitted beam can be formed at a -30° incidence angle by

reversing the sign of the 90° imposed phase shift as previously described.

Receive and transmit operation in the Y~axis is the same. When considering signals applied and received

from the backside rows, the frontside columns are coupled through a low impedance to signal ground. The presence

of the low transmit drive and receiver load impedance to ground on each side results in fully ii1’depen'de‘nt X and Y‘

axis operation. From superposition of the X and Y axis signals, it can also be seen that both axes (i.e., rows and

columns) can be in operation simultaneously.

The above described 2-axis beamforming technique using fixed phase delays in forming narrow transmit and

receive beams and is referred to as a "two-dimensional phased array" transducer. it is suitable for use in

narrowband applications which transmit a single frequency lnarrowband) long tone burst. Four inclined narrow beams

positioned in the X-Z and Y-Z planes and all inclined at an angle relative to the 2 direction are formed from a single

flat array aperture, as shown in Fig. 3.

From the sound ray diagram in Fig. 5, it is seen that for a fixed element spacing of d, the angle of each

beam is related to the acoustic frequency by
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6 — sin'‘iAI4dl - sin"lcl4fd).

Thus, the beam angle will be frequency dependent and, if the incoming or outgoing wave has a broad spectrum, the

mainlohe beam pattern will be correspondingly broadened in angular space. Because of this bandwidth induced beam

spreading, the phased array technique described above does not work with broadband ADVS’s which transmit signals

with a broad spectrum (typically 20-50% of the carrier frequency). To use this 2-dimensional array method with

broadband signals requires an alternate time-delay beamforming method, as described in the following paragraphs.

Time delay Array operation:

As previously shown, incoming sound ray wavefronts traveling in the -X direction at a velocity c and at an

angle 0 with the Z direction, strike the various Y-axis front side column line-array locations at different times due

to the path length differences between adjacent line-arrays. The path length distance difference, a, was shown to

be equal to d sine. The corresponding path length time delay difference (r) is ld sinellc. While the phased array

employs a heamformer which compensates for the inter-element phase delays which apply only for narrowband

signals, the time delay array employs a heamformer which compensates for the inter-element time delays which apply

for signals of broader frequency band.

Considering now the receive mode of operation of a 4 X 4 array subset as illustrated in Fig. 7, with the

backside rows connected to virtual ground in the X-axis receive heamformer 110b, each set of four Y-axis electrical

received signals are connected to virtual ground nodes in the receiver heamformer amplifiers 402 to form a signal

reference for the backside rows. The amplifier outputs are applied to a tapped bidirectional time-delay summing

network 404 as shown in Fig. 7. The imposed inter-element electrical time delay 406, 1', compensates for the time

delay arising from the different inter-element path lengths of the arriving acoustic signals, resulting in formation of

two beams in the 3: X-axis lX—Z plane) at incidence angles of

0 - sin"(crid).

By inspection of this equation, it can be appreciated that the beam angles are new independent of the acoustic

frequency, and thus not spatially broadened in space by a broad frequency spectrum. This broadband capability is

the primary benefit of the time-delay technique over the previously described phase shift technique.

During the transmit mode, operation of the 4 X 4 array is similar to the above described receive mode

except the flow of signals is reversed as illustrated in Fig. 08. Considering first the operation of the frontside columns

with the backside rows all coupled to signal ground in the X-axis heamformer 500, the transmit signal 502 is applied

to a time delay transmit heamformer 504, generating four drive signals with relative time delays 508 of 0. T, 27',

and 37. These are applied to the four parallel wired sets 506 of Y columns from low output impedance drivers.
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The imposed time delays compensate for the time delays arising from the different path lengths between line arrays,

and a transmitted acoustic signal interference pattern at an incidence angle 6 will be formed, corresponding to the

center of one of the main beam lobes. Another transmitted beam can be formed at a -0 incidence angle by reversing

the direction of the signal flow through the time delay network.

Time-delay array receive and transmit operation in the other dimension (Y-axis) is completely analogous to

that previously described. In Y-axis operation, signals are applied to and received from the backside rows while the

frontside columns are coupled through a low impedance to signal ground. The presence of the low transmit drive

and receiver load impedance to signal ground on each side results in complete independence of X and Y axis

operation; accordingly, both X and Y axes can be in operation simultaneously.

For large arrays, the aforementioned time-delay method is more complex to implement than the phase shift

method because a separate time delay element is required between each individual line-array, whereas only four

discrete phase shifts are required when utilizing the phase shift method. A 32 element time delay network is

required for a 32 element array, thereby substantially increasing the complexity of a time delay. array over a

corresponding phased array of similar size. A further advantage of the time delay approach (in addition to the ability

to form narrow beams in broadband operating environments) is that because the beam angle 9 is determined by sin‘

‘lcrldl for a single fixed array physical configuration (element spacing if being fixed), multiple inclined beams in each

axis can easily be formed by using a different set of time delays for each beam set. This concept is illustrated in

Fig. 9. In this example, four sets of 4-beam combinations 550 oriented symmetrically about the Z axis 552 at four

inclination angles 6 are achieved by utilizing four sets of X and Y beamformers (BFTX - BF4X 554 and BF1Y - BF4Y

556), each set operating as described above for the basic time-delay array.

2. Hardware Description

As can be appreciated from the previous description, the present invention may be embodied to produce‘

many combinations of 2-axis inclined beams with different carrier frequency, beam characteristics and signal

bandwidth capabilities. The specific preferred hardware embodiment described in this section employs the time-delay

beamformer which was functionally described in the previous section, and produces two narrow beamwidth broadband

beams at a 150 kHz carrier frequency in each of two axes for use in ADVS applications.

The hardware associated with the preferred embodiment disclosed herein is comprised of a circular

transducer array and two substantially identical beamforming networks, each of which provide the electrical signal

transfer to form two inclined transmitlreceive beams. A top view of the transducer array is provided in Fig. 10.

The diameter D 600 of the array is approximately 180 mm. There are 800 individual square faced 150 kHz piezo-

electrical ceramic elements 102 closely spaced at a center to center distance of 5 mm 604 (about 112 wavelength

at 150 kHz, based on a propagation velocity of roughly 1500 mls).
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The multilayer construction of the transducer array is illustrated in the three dimensional view shown in

Fig. 11. This thickness dimension in this view is expanded to show the layered structure. The ceramic array

elements 700, e.g., the B00 elements 102 shown in Figure 10 are electrically and mechanically connected by two

pieces of thin, acoustically transparent flexible printed circuits lFPC) 702, 704 on the top and bottom surfaces of

the ceramics. Such circuits may be fabricated from Kapton"‘ lpolyimide) or other suitable material. Electrical

connection to each ceramic element 700 is achieved by press fitting and bonding (or alternatively, low temperature

soldering) the printed electrical conductor lines to the conductive face of the array elements. Bonding may be

accomplished by use of a suitable adhesive or glue, although it can be appreciated that other forms of bonding may

also be suitable. The connection pattern is along element columns on the front side and along rows on the back

side, with access to columns on one side (Y wires 705) and rows on another side (X wires 707). A piece of 1I8

inch (3.18 mm) thick fiberglass material 706 lsuch as that bearing the tradename "G-10" or other similar material)

with face dimensions matching the ceramic is bonded to the front of the top flexible circuit on each 150 lrllz

transducer array. This fiberglass (0-10 or equivalent) piece is an acoustic quarter wave transformer used to improve

the impedance coupling between the array and water, and to significantly increase the transducer element bandwidth.

The significant increase in the transducer bandwidth is required by the broadband ADVS technology. A layer of

urethane 708 bonded to the front of the fiberglass piece seals the face to the water in front. A layer of air filled

cardboard 710 is placed between the back plane of the housing 712 and the back of the bottom flexible circuit to

reflect the acoustic energy transmitted backward and to provide the necessary mechanical support against the water

pressure incident on the front of the transducer array surface 714.

The preferred time-delay receive mode beamformer circuitry (one axis only) is illustrated in Fig. 12. In the

receive mode of operation, the received signals from all frontside columns and backside rows 104, 106 are coupled

to the X and Y axis beamformers 110a, 110b, respectively, through TIR switches 118. Each Tlli switch is

implemented with a Field Effect Transistor (FET) 800 in series with the receiver amplifier input terminals 808. A

virtual ground low impedance load on all X and Y lines during receive mode operation is implemented with a high gain"

differential preamplifier 810 which has a low noise figure when coupled to the relatively low impedance transducer

line arrays. Each X and Y transducer line array is connected to thenegative terminal of the high input impedance

differential amplifier, the positive terminal is connected to signal ground 812, and a feedback impedance 814 is

connected between the low impedance preamplifier output and the negative input terminal. This forms a well known

inverting operational amplifier configuration (the resulting gain of the amplifier is proportional to the negative of the

ratio of the feedback impedance to source impedance 816) with the transducer line array providing the input signal

with a source impedance 816 equal to the electrical impedance of the line array. If the amplifier open loop gain is

much higher than the closed loop gain determined by the ratio of the feedback resistor to the source impedance of

each 150 kHz line array lz 200 ohms), the voltage across the input terminals will be small with respect to the

received signal. Since the positive amplifier terminal is grounded, the negative terminal is maintained by the amplifier
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loop action at essentially ground potential also. Thus, the negative terminal input 808 is considered a "virtual"

ground.

The output of the preamplifier is converted to a high output impedance current source via a transistor 818

which injects the signal current derived from the line array into a tapped analog time-delay summing network 404.

This network has 32 taps (corresponding to each of the 32 rows or columns used in each dimension); each segment

between the taps has a time delay of t microseconds, corresponding to the delay required to compensate for the

t microsecond acoustic time delay occurring for arriving and departing signals at the line arrays at the chosen angle

of incidence. Each time-delay segment is implemented with a four-component inductorlcapacitor network 822 which

approximates a second order all-pass filter. This inductorlcapacitor network provides an approximation of a wide

bandwidth time delay which is accurate to 0.1% over a 25% bandwidth.

The above description applies to the receive beamformer associated with one of the two axes of a 2-axis

array. it can be appreciated that a corresponding set of receive beamformer electrical hardware is utilized for

processing the receive signals for the other axis.

Fig. 13 shows the preferred time-delay transmit beamformer (one axis only) associated with the present

invention. The transmit beamformer time delays are achieved with digital circuits and square waveforms to simplify

the circuits and achieve precise time delays determined by an accurate clock signal. T81 and T82 8511 are square

waveforms at the frequency to be transmitted by the four acoustic beams. For each of the 32 rows, T81 and T82

are summed together by summing circuits 851 after an appropriate time delay (achieved through use of 32 bit shift

registers 852) and applied to the 32 array rows through the transmit amplifiers 854. Harmonics associated with

the square wave output signals of the transmit amplifiers are attenuated by the bandpass characteristics of the

transducer array row or column 856; the transmitted signal is therefore dominated by the fundamental transmit

frequency. The transmit amphfiers are implemented with low impedance FET pushlpull output stages 85§“which have

a low output impedance when driving the transducers. During receive mode operation, a high output impedance load

is supplied by turning both pushlpull stages off. 1

During the transmit mode, the electrical potential between the two faces of each ceramic element is

determined by the summation of four appropriately delayed waveforms: the two row drive signals (TB1 and TB2l

described above, and a corresponding set of time-delayed column drive signals (T83 and TB4). Four inclined acoustic

beams in 2 axes (X-Z and Y-Z planes) will be generated with these time delayed drive waveforms.

The time delay array forms four transmit and receive beams each with a 4° beam width (based on two

side, 3 dB downpoints). Fig. 14 is a graph of signal amplitude versus beam angle (measured from the Z-axis, normal

to the array face) for a 150 kHz nominal 32 x 32 phased array transducer, as viewed in the X-Z or Y-Z planes,
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illustrating the formation of one acoustic beam 900. As shown, the sidelobe attenuation at the neighbor and

opposite beam position l-+ 30 degree beam angle, 904) is about -40 dB.

3. Fabrication Description:

Another aspect of the present invention relates to a unique method of manufacturing a transducer array

suitable for use in such a multiple beam sonar in an economical manner, and which preserves the precise geometrical

relationships among the elements. This method is described in detail in the following paragraphs.

For high frequency arrays as previously described, the diameter of the individual transducer elements and the

distance between the individual transducer elements is small, e.g., < 5 mm, and a large number of precisely placed

elements are required. Since it is not practical to assemble this many small individual elements into the array, the

elements must remain in their original position during and after dicing, and must be electrically connected as

previously described. Therefore, one cannot simply glue the ceramic element, fiberglass, acoustically transparent

Flexible Printed Circuit (FPS), and backing material together and then cut it into the desired number of pieces. A

reliable and economical method of manufacturing the 2-axis transducer array which preserves precise geometrical

relationships among the elements is required.

The preferred process used to manufacture the preferred embodiment of the present invention is illustrated

in Fig. 15. The necessary components for assembly of the preferred transducer array include a cylindrical solid

fiberglass element 705 (6-10 or equivalent), front side (Y-axis) Y FPO sheets 702, a cylindrical ceramic element 700,

back side (X-axis) X FPB sheets 704, a cardboard backing layer 710, and a urethane layer 708. A cup housing may

also be utilized to house the transducer array assembly when the fabrication process is completed. Note that other

forms such as ellipses or polygons which are generally symmetrical in the two face dimensions are also suitable for

use in lieu of the aforementioned cylindrical shapes.

The fabrication process generally involves use of a parallel blade diamond saw to slice through the front

and back sides of a solid piece of ceramic and an attached impedance layer to create electrically and mechanically

independent elements. This is done in such a way that all array elements are held in place during and after slicing

to preserve precise geometrical relationships among the elements. Specifically, the disclosed process for

manufacturing the preferred embodiment of the present invention is as follows, with reference being made to Fig.

15:

1. First, a parallel blade diamond saw lnot shown) is used to slice the front face of the fiberglass

matching layer 706 halfway through its thickness, defined by the Z—axis, in the X and Y directions.

2. Second, a layer of acoustically transparent urethane 708 is bonded to the front face of the

fiberglass matching layer 706.
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3. The diamond saw is then used to slice the back side of the fiberglass matching layer 706 through

its remaining thickness in both the X and Y directions. V

4. Next, the diamond saw is used to slice the back face of the transducer array blank 700 halfway

through its thickness, defined by the Z axis, in the X and Y directions.

5. A thin layer of X-axis conducting foil (X FPCl 704 is then bonded on the back face of the blank

700.

6. A layer of backing material 710 is next bonded to the back face of the X-FPC 704.

7. The front face of the blank 700 is next sliced through its remaining thickness (2 direction) in the

X and Y directions.

8. A thin layer of Y-axis conducting foil (Y FPC) 702 is then bonded on the front face of the

ceramicIX FPC transducer assembly.

9. Finally, the sliced fiberglass matching layerlurethane assembly 706, 708 and ceramicIFPClbacking

assembly 700, 702, 704, 710 are bonded together as shown.

A cup housing or other support element may subsequently be fitted as required to provide for mounting the

transducer array to the desired platform (such as a ship bull or current profilerl and sealing against water intrusion.

It can be appreciated that a large number of different housing designs and sealing mechanisms may be utilized in

conjunction with the present invention to fulfill these needs.

While the above detailed description has shown, described, and pointed out the fundamental novel features

of the invention as applied to various embodiments, it will be understood that various omissions, substitutions, and

changes in the form and details of the device or process illustrated maybe made by those skilled in the art without

departing from the intent of the invention.
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WHAT IS CLAIMED IS:

1. An acoustic system, comprising:

a plurality of transducer elements arranged to form a single two-dimensional array, wherein the elements

are electrically connected into rows in a first dimension and columns in a second dimension and the rows are

electrically independent of the columns;

a first beamforming circuit forming a first plane of acoustic beams projected outside of the array plane and

substantially normal to the first transducer array dimension, the first beamforming circuit electrically connected to

the transducer elements in the second transducer array dimension, whereinthe first beamforming circuit delays

signals associated, respectively, with each column; and

a second beamforming circuit forming a first plane of acoustic beams projected outside of the array plane

and substantially normal to the second transducer arraydimension, the second beamforming circuit electrically

connected to the transducer elements in the first array dimension, wherein the second beamforming circuit delays

signals associated, respectively, with each row, the system thereby capable of forming at least two planes of

acoustic beams.

2. The acoustic system of Claim 1, wherein the acoustic beams formed by the system are in the

Janus configuration.

3. The acoustic system of Claim 1, wherein the transducer elements are arranged to substantially

form a pattern selected from the group consisting of circular, elliptical or polygonal shapes.

4. The acoustic system of Claim 1, whetein the rows and columns are orthogonal to one another.

5. - The acoustic system of Claim 1, wherein each transducer element has a facial crossection selected

from the group consisting of a circular, elliptical or polygonal shapes.

6. The acoustic system of Claim 1, wherein the transducer elements are arranged within the array

such that the centerline-to-centerline distance between individual elements is one-half of the wavelength of the

system acoustic carrier frequency as measured in water and at the front face of the array.

7. The acoustic system of claim 1, wherein the first and second beamforming circuits include multiple

bit shift registers.

B. The acoustic system of Claim 1, wherein each transducer element is symmetric in the facial plane.

9. The acoustic system of Claim 1, wherein the first and second beamforming circuits provide a

virtual ground load impedance to all rows and columns, respectively when the system is receiving signals.

10. The acoustic system of Claim 1, wherein the first and second beamforming circuits provide a low

source impedance to all rows and columns, respectively when the system is transmitting signals.

11. The acoustic system of Claim 1, wherein the rows and columns of transducer elements are

electrically connected into P sets of elements by interconnecting each Pth row and column, the first and second

beamfonning circuits being electrically connected to these P sets of rows and columns, respectively.
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12. An electro-acoustic transducer capable of forming multiple transmit or receive acoustic beams from

a single planar aperture, comprising:

a plurality of transducer elements arranged in a planar array of N substantially parallel rows and M

substantially parallel columns, each row of transducer elements being electrically connected along a first face of the

array, and each column of transducer elements being electrically connected along a second face;

a first transmitlreceive beamformer electrically connected to the rows;

a second transmitlreceive beamformer electrically connected to the columns and operating in electrical

independence of the first beamformer.

a transmitlreceive switch electrically connected, respectively, between the first and second beamformers

and the rows and columns,

wherein a transmit setting of the switch allows the first and second beamformers to apply signals to the

rows and columns of transducer elements, respectively, to form the transmit beams, the signals being time- or phase-

delayed, and,

wherein a receive setting of the switch allows the first and second beamformers to receive signals from

the row and column transducer elements, respectively, the signals from the_rows and columns being, respectively,

time- or phase-delayed and combined to form the receive beams.

13. The transducer of Claim 12, wherein the acoustic beams formed by the system are in the Janus

configuration.

14. The transducer of Claim 12, wherein the transducer elements are arranged to substantially form

a pattern selected from the group consisting of circular, elliptical or polygonal shapes.

15. The transducer of Claim 12, wherein the rows and columns are orthogonal to one another.

16. The transducer of Claim 12, wherein each transducer element has a facial crossection selected

from the group consisting of a circular, elliptical or polygonal shapes.

17. The transducer of Claim 12, wherein the transducer elements are arranged within the array such

that the centerline-to-centerline distance between individual elements is one-half bf the wavelength of the system‘

acoustic carrier frequency as measured in water and at the front face of the array.

18. The transducer of Claim 12, wherein the transmitlreceive beamformer includes multiple bit shift

registers.

19. The transducer of Claim 12. wherein each transducer element is symmetric in the facial plane.

20. The transducer of Claim 12, wherein the first and second transmitlreceive beamformers provide

a virtual ground load impedance to all rows and columns, respectively when the transmitlreceive switch is positioned

to receive signals.

21. The transducer of Claim 12, wherein the first and second transmitlreceive beamformers provide

a low source impedance to all rows and columns, respectively when the transmitlreceive switch is positioned to

transmit signals.
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22. The transducer of Claim 12, wherein the rows and columns of transducer elements are electrically

connected into P sets of elements by interconnecting each Pth row and column, the first and second transmitlreceive

heamformers being electrically connected to these P sets of rows and columns, respectively.

23. A method of forming multiple transmit or receive beams from a single planar array having a

plurality of transducer elements arranged in N substantially parallel rows and M substantially parallel columns,

wherein the planar array has a first transmitlreceive beamfonner electrically connected to the rows, 3

second transmitlreceive beamformer electrically connected to the columns, and a transmitlreceive switch electrically

connected, respectively, between the first and second heamformers and the rows and columns, the method comprising

the steps of:

setting the transmitlreceive switch to a transmit setting; and

applying signals from the first and second heamformers to the rows and columns of transducer elements,

respectively, to form transmit beams, the signals being time- or phase-delayed, or, alternatively,

setting the transmitlreceive switch to a receive setting; and

allowing signals from the rows and columns of transducer elements to be applied to the first and second

heamformers, respectively, with a time- or phase-delay, to form receive beams. _

24. The method of Claim 23, wherein the acoustic beams formed by the system are in the Janus

configuration.

25. The method of Claim 23, wherein the transducer elements are arranged to substantially form a

pattern selected from the group consisting of circular, elliptical or polygonal shapes.

26. The method of Claim 23, wherein the rows and columns are orthogonal to one another.

27. The method of Claim 23, wherein each transducer element has a facial crossection selected from

the group consisting of a circular, elliptical or polygonal shapes.

28. The method of Claim 23, wherein the transducer elements are arranged within the array such that

the centerline-to-centerline distance between individual elements is one-half of the wavelength of the system acoustic

carrier frequency as measured in water and at the front face of the array.

29. The method of Claim 23, wherein the transmitlreceive beamformer includes multiple bit shift

registers.

30. The method of Claim 23, wherein each transducer element is symmetric in the facial plane.

31. The method of Claim 23, wherein the first and second transmitlreceive heamformers provide a

virtual ground load impedance to all rows and columns, respectively when the transmitlreceive switch is positioned

to receive signals.

32. The method of Claim 23, wherein the first and second transmitlreceive heamformers provide a low

source impedance to all rows and columns, respectively when the transmitlreceive switch is positioned to transmit

signals.
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33. The method of Claim 23, wherein the rows and columns of transducer elements are electrically

connected into P sets of elements by interconnecting each Pth row and column, the first and second transmitlreceive

beamformers being electrically connected to these P sets of rows and columns, respectively.

34. The method of Claim 23, wherein the rows and columns of the planar array simultaneously form

either transmit or receive beams in two planes.

35. A method of fabricating an acoustic transducer having a plurality of elements comprising the steps

providing a transducer blank having first and second substantially parallel faces;

slicing said transducer blank partway through its thickness in one ormure dimensions of said first face;

bonding said first face of said transducer blank to a substantially rigid member, said member providing for

the electrical connection of one or more of said elements; and

slicing said transducer blank in one or more dimensions of said second face, said slicing of said second face

spatially coinciding with the slicing of said first face such that said blank is sliced completely through its thickness,

thereby forming individual transducer elements from said blank, each of said elements being bonded to said

substantially rigid member. V

36. The method of Claim 35, wherein the transducer blank consists of lead-zircon-titanate.

37. The method of Claim 35, wherein the faces of the transducer blank have a crossection selected

from the group consisting of circular, elliptical, square, polygonal, or rectangular shapes.

38. An electro-acoustic transducer capable of simultaneously forming multiple transmit or receive

acoustic beams in first and second orthogonal planes and from a single planar aperture, comprising:

a plurality of transducer elements arranged in a planar array of N substantially parallel rows and M

substantially parallel columns, each row of transducer elements being electrically connected along a first face of the

array, and each column of transducer elements being electrically connected along a second face;

a first transmitlreceive beamformer electrically connected to the rows;

a second transmitlreceive beamformer electrically connected to the columns and'ope‘rating"i’n electrical

independence of the first beamformer,

a transmitlreceive switch electrically connected, respectively, between the first and second beamformers

and the rows and columns.

wherein a transmit setting of the switch allows the first and second beamformers to apply signals to the

rows and columns of transducer elements, respectively, to form multiple transmit beams within the first and second

orthogonal planes, respectively, the beams being at the same angle of inclination relative to a direction normal to

the to first and second faces of the planar array, the signals being time- or phase-delayed, and,

wherein a receive setting of the switch allows the first and second beamformers to receive signals from

the row and column transducer elements, respectively, the signals from the rows and columns being, respectively,

time- or phase-delayed and combined to form receive beams oriented within the first and second orthogonal planes,
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the beams being at the same angle of inclination relative to a direction normal to the first and second faces of the

planar array.
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39. An electro-acoustic system capable of simultaneously transmitting or receiving multiple acoustic

beams in a fluid media, comprising:

a plurality of transducer elements arranged to form a single two-dimensional array wherein the

elements are electrically connected on a first array face in N rows in a first direction, and on a second

array face in M columns in a second direction, the connection on the first and second faces being

electrically independent;

a first transmitlreceive beamformer electrically interfaced to the N rows, wherein signals applied

to or received from the rows are electrically independent of signals simultaneously applied to or received

from the columns;

a means for operating the first transmitlreceive beamformer in a transmit mode, wherein the first

beamformer generates a set of hi electrical signals, each signal being time- or phase-delayed, and applies

each electrical signal to its respective transducer row element, thereby forming a set of multiple transmit

acoustic beams inclined outward from a direction normal to the first and second faces, and positioned

within a plane oriented normal to the first direction;

a means for operating the first transmitlreceive beamformer in a receive mode wherein the first

beamformer receives a set of electrical signals corresponding to each of the N rows and applies a time or

phase delay to each signal, the resulting time-or phase-delayed signals from each row being combined

together to form a set of multiple receive acoustic beams inclined outward from a direction normal to the

first and second faces, and positioned within a plane oriented normal to the first direction;

a means for operating the second transmitlreceive beamformer in a transmit mode, wherein the

second beamformer generates a set of M electrical signals, each signal being time- or phase-delayed, and

applies each electrical signal to its respective transducer column element, thereby forming a set of multiple

transmit acoustic beams inclined outward from a direction normal to ‘the first and"'seconil ‘faces, and"

positioned within a plane oriented normal to the second direction; and

a means for operating the second transmitlreceive beamformer in a receive mode wherein the

second beamformer receives a set of electrical signals corresponding to each of the M columns and applies

a time or phase delay to each signal, the resulting time-or phase-delayed signals being combined together

to form a set of multiple receive acoustic beams inclined outward from a direction normal to the first and

second faces, and positioned within a plane oriented normal to the second direction.
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Electronic Patent Application Fee Transmittal

Title of Invention: Downscan imaging sonar

First Named Inventor/Applicant Name: Brian T. Maguire

Utility under 35 USC111(a) Filing Fees

Sub-Total in

USD($)

 

Extension-of-Time:

Description Fee Code Quantity
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Miscellaneous:

Description Fee Code Quantity
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Application Type:
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Document Description
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Fee Worksheet (SB06) fee-info.pdf

Information:
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Information:

This Acknowledgement Receipt evidences receipt on the noted date by the USPTO ofthe indicated documents,

characterized by the applicant, and including page counts, where applicable. It serves as evidence of receipt similar to a
Post Card, as described in MPEP 503.

New Applications Under 35 U.S.C. 111

lfa new application is being filed and the application includes the necessary components for a filing date (see 37 CFR

1.53(b)-(d) and MPEP 506), a Filing Receipt (37 CFR 1.54) will be issued in due course and the date shown on this

Acknowledgement Receipt will establish the filing date of the application.

National Stage of an International Application under 35 U.S.C. 371

lfa timely submission to enter the national stage of an international application is compliant with the conditions of 35

U.S.C. 371 and other applicable requirements a Form PCT/DO/E0/903 indicating acceptance of the application as a

national stage submission under 35 U.S.C. 371 will be issued in addition to the Filing Receipt, in due course.

New International Application Filed with the USPTO as a Receiving Office

lfa new international application is being filed and the international application includes the necessary components for

an international filing date (see PCT Article 11 and MPEP 1810), a Notification of the International Application Number

and ofthe International Filing Date (Form PCT/R0/105) will be issued in due course, subject to prescriptions concerning

national security, and the date shown on this Acknowledgement Receipt will establish the international filing date of

the application.
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Attorney's Docket No. 038495/369324

PATENT

IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE

In re: Brian T. Maguire Confirmation No.2 9769

Appl. No.: 12/460,139 Art Unit: 3662
Filed: July 14, 2009 Examiner: HULKA, James R.
For: DOWNSCAN IMAGING

SONAR

Mail Stop Amendment
Commissioner for Patents

P.O. Box 1450

Alexandria, VA 22313-1450

INFORMATION DISCLOSURE STATEMENT

CITATION UNDER 37 C.F.R. § 1.97

Attached is a list of documents on form PTO-1449 along with a copy of any

cited foreign patent documents and non-patent literature document in accordance with 37

CFR 1.98(a)(2). Also enclosed is a translation or a concise explanation of each non-

English language document.

It is requested that the Examiner consider these documents and officially make

them of record in accordance with the provisions of 37 C.F.R. § 1.97 and Section 609 of

the MPEP. By identifying the listed documents, Applicant in no way makes any admission

as to the prior art status of the listed documents, but is instead identifying the listed

documents for the sake of full disclosure.

This Information Disclosure Statement is submitted in accordance with 37 C.F.R.

§ 1.97(c), before final Office Action or Allowance, whichever is earlier.
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In re: Brian T. Maguire

Appl. No.: 12/460,139

Filed: July 14, 2009

The $180.00 fee specified in 37 C.F.R. § 1.17(p) is being paid at the time of e-

filing. The Commissioner is authorized to charge any additional fee, or credit any refund,

to our Deposit Account No. 16-0605.

Respectfully submitted,

 
Patrick L. Kartes

Registration No. 64,678

Customer No. 00826

ALSTON & BIRD LLP

Bank of America Plaza

101 South Tryon Street, Suite 4000

Charlotte, NC 28280-4000

Tel Charlotte Office (704) 444-1000

Fax Charlotte Office (704) 444-1111

ELECTRONICALLY FILED USING THE EFS-WEB ELECTRONIC FILING SYSTEM OF THE UNITED STATES
PATENT & TRADEMARK OFFICE ON NOVEMBER 15, 2011.
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Electronic Acknowledgement Receipt
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Application Number: 12460139

International Application Number:
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Title of Invention: Downscan imaging sonar

First Named Inventor/Applicant Name: Brian T. Maguire

Customer Number: 826

Michael D. McCoy/Judy Creel

Filer Authorized By: Michael D. McCoy

Attorney Docket Number: 038495/369324

Receipt Date: 15-Nov-2011

Filing Date: 14-JUL—2009

Time Stamp: 11:59:41

Application Type: Utility under 35 USC111(a)

Payment information:

Submitted with Payment

File Listing:
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Message Digest Part /.zip (if appl.)Number
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Multipart Description/PDF files in .zip description
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Non Patent Literature

Non Patent Literature

Non Patent Literature

Non Patent Literature

Information:

15131138
369324_NPL_C|TES_199_205.
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04f96d

Multipart Description/PDF files in .zip description

Document Description

Non Patent Literature

Non Patent Literature

Non Patent Literature

Non Patent Literature

Non Patent Literature

Non Patent Literature

Non Patent Literature

Information:

22796785
369324_NPL_C|TES_206_213.

PDF (:17e28b412e81dcfb5fb35fbb8a95963aab

Multipart Description/PDF files in .zip description

Document Description

Non Patent Literature



Non Patent Literature 32
48
52
54
77

Total Files Size (in bytes) 58223843

This Acknowledgement Receipt evidences receipt on the noted date by the USPTO ofthe indicated documents,

characterized by the applicant, and including page counts, where applicable. It serves as evidence of receipt similar to a
Post Card, as described in MPEP 503.

New Applications Under 35 U.S.C. 111

lfa new application is being filed and the application includes the necessary components for a filing date (see 37 CFR

1.53(b)-(d) and MPEP 506), a Filing Receipt (37 CFR 1.54) will be issued in due course and the date shown on this

Acknowledgement Receipt will establish the filing date of the application.

National Stage of an International Application under 35 U.S.C. 371

lfa timely submission to enter the national stage of an international application is compliant with the conditions of 35

U.S.C. 371 and other applicable requirements a Form PCT/DO/E0/903 indicating acceptance of the application as a

national stage submission under 35 U.S.C. 371 will be issued in addition to the Filing Receipt, in due course.

New International Application Filed with the USPTO as a Receiving Office

lfa new international application is being filed and the international application includes the necessary components for

an international filing date (see PCT Article 11 and MPEP 1810), a Notification of the International Application Number

and ofthe International Filing Date (Form PCT/R0/105) will be issued in due course, subject to prescriptions concerning

national security, and the date shown on this Acknowledgement Receipt will establish the international filing date of

the application.
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PATENT COOPERATION TREATY /K/“Q9
 

From the INTERNATIONAL SEARCHING AUTHORITY
  
 

  

NOTIFICATION OF TRANSMITTAL OF
THE INTERNATIONAL SEARCH REPORT AND a

. . ,§ THE WRITTEN OPINION OF THE INTERNATIONAL
"W-‘ SEARCHING AUTHORITY, OR THE DECLARATION

‘Thorson, Chad L.
ALSTON & BIRD LLP

Bank of America Plaza [fig W5
101 South Tryon Street, Suite 4000 ° "
Charlotte, NC 28280-4000 t

ETATS-UNIS D'AMERlQUE 1 z

 
 

  

   
  

 
 (PCT Rule 44.1)

 
 

  
 
  

 

Date of mailing
(day/month/year)

11 October 2010 (11-10-2010)

Applicant's or agent's file reference

33495388215 FOR FURTHER ACTION See paragraphs 1 and 4 below

International application No. lntemational filing date

P°T’US2°’ °’°3944‘ (day/manwyear) 22 June 201 o (22-os-201 0)
Applicant

    
 NAVIOO, INC. 
 

Authority have been established and are transmitted herewith.

Filing of amendments and statement under Article 19:
The applicant is entitled, if he so wishes, to‘ amend the claims of the lntemational Application (see Rule 46):

When? The time limit for filing such amendments is nonnally two months from the date of transmittal of the
lntemational Search Report.

Where? Directly to the lntemational Bureau of WIPO, 34 chemin des Colombettes
1211 Geneva 20, Switzerland, Fascimile No.: (41-22) 338.8270

For more detailed instructions, see the notes on the accompanying sheet.

l

l
The applicant is hereby notified that the international search report and the written opinion of the international Searching I

l
l
l

The applicant is hereby notified that no international search report will be established and thatthe declaration under
Article 17(2)(a) to that effect and the written opinion of the lntemational Searching Authority are transmitted herewith.

With regard to any protest against payment of (an) additional fee(s) under Rule 40.2, the applicant is notified that:

the protest together with the decision thereon has been transmitted to the lntemational Bureau together with the
applicant's request to forward the texts of both the protest and the decision thereon to the designated Offices.

D no decision has been made yet on the protest; the applicant will be notified as soon as adecisicn is made.
4. Reminders

Shortly after the expiration of 18 months from the priority date, the intemational application will be published by the
lntemational Bureau. If the applicant wishes to avoid or postpone publication, a notice of withdrawal of the international
application, or of the priority claim, must reach the international Bureau as provided in Rules 90bIs.1 and 90bIs.3, respectively,
before the completion of the technical preparations for international publication.

l
l
l
l
l
l

l
l
l

lll
l

ll
l

The applicant may submit comments on an infonnal basis on the written opinion of the International Searching Authority to the
lntemational Bureau. The lntemational Bureau will send a copy of such comments to all designated Offices unless an 5
international preliminary examination report has been or is to be established. These comments would also be made available to l

the public but not before the expiration of 30 months from the priority date. i
Wrthin 19 months from the priority date, but only in respect of some designated Offices, a demand for international preliminary l
examination must be filed if the applicant wishes to postpone the entry into the national phase until 30 months from the priority
date (In some Offices even later); otherwise, the applicant must, within 20 months from the priority date, pertorm the prescribed l
acts for entry into the national phase before those designated Offices. l

l

l

ll

l
l
l

ll
ll
l

l
l

in respect of other designated Offices, the time limit of 30 months (or later) will apply even it no demand is filed within 19
months. ' '

See the Annex to Form PCT/IB/301 and, for details about the applicable time limits, Oflice by Office, see the PG‘TApplIcants

Guide, National Chapters. w

Name and mailing address of the lntemational Searching Authority Authorized officer

Tel. (+31—7o) 340-2040 Tel: +31 (0)70 340-1934

'''‘’’'_' European Patent Office, P.B. 5818 Patentlaan 2

NL-2280 HV Flijswijk KUES' Saba
_‘__...__ Fax: (+31 -70) 340-3016
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NOTES TO FORM PCTTISA/220

 

 
These Notes are intended to give the basic instructions concerning the filing of amendments under article 19. The

Notes are based on the requirements of the Patent Cooperation Treaty, the Regulations and the Administrative instructions
under that Treaty. in case oi discrepancy between these Notes and those requirements, the latter are applicable. For more
detailed information. see also the PCT Applicants Guide.

In these Notes. "Article". “Rule”. and "Section" refer to the provisions of the PCT, the PCT Regulations and the PCT
Administrative instructions, respectively.

  
  

 
 INSTRUCTIONS CONCERNING AMENDMENTS UNDER ARTICLE 19

 
  
 

The applicant has. after having received the international search report and the written opinion of the International
Searching Authority. one opportunity to amend the claims of the international application. it should however be emphasized
that, since all parts of the international application (claims.description and drawings) may be amended during the
international preliminary examination procedure. there is usually no need to file amendments of the claims under Article 19
except where, e.g. the applicant wants the latter to be published for the purposes of provisional protection or has another
reason for amending the claims before international publication. Furthermore, it should be emphasized that provisional
protection is available in some States only (see PCTApplicants Guide, Annex B).

 
  

  
  

 
 The attention of the applicant is drawn to the fact that amendments to the claims under Article 19 are not allowed where

the international Searching Authority has declared, under Article 17(2), that no international search report would be
established (see PCTAppIicanrs Guide, international Phase. paragraph 296).  
 
 
 What parts of the international application may be amended?

Under Article 19, only the claims may be amended.

During the international phase, the claims may also be amended (or further amended) under Article 34 before the
International Preliminary Examining Authority. The description and drawings may only be amended under
Article 34 before the lntemational Examining Authority.

 
  

  Upon entry into the national phase. all parts of the international application may be amended under Article 28 or,
where applicable, Article 41.

 

  Within 2 months from the date of transmittal oi the international search report or 16 months from the priority date.
whichever time limit expires later. It should be noted. however, that the amendments will be considered as having
been received on time it they are received by the lntemational Bureau after the expiration of the applicable time
limit but before the completion of the technical preparations for international publication (Rule 46.1).  
 
  
 

Where not to file the amendments?

  
The amendments may only be liled with the lntemational Bureau and not with the receiving Office or the
international Searching Authority (Rule 46.2).

Where a demand for international preliminary examination has beenfis filed, see below.  

  Either by cancelling one or more entire claims. by adding one or more new claims or by amending the text of one
or more of the claims as tiled.

A replacement sheet or sheets containing a complete set of claims in replacement of all the claims previously tiled
must be submitted.

Where a claim is cancelled. no renumbering of the other claims is required. In all cases where claims are
renumbered, they must be renumbered consecutively in Arabic numerals (Section 205(a)).

 

  
 
 
 
 

  
 

The amendments must be made in thelanguage in which the International application is to be published.

What documents mustlmay accompany the amendments?

Letter (Section 205(b)):

The amendments must be submitted with a letter.

 
 
  

  
 
 The letter will not be published with the international application and the amended claims. it should not be

confused with the “Statement under Article 19(1)" (see below. under "Statement under Article 19(1)").
 

 

 
  

 
The letter must be in English or French, at the choice of the applicant. However, it the language of the
international application is English, the letter must be in English; it the language at the lntemational application
is French. the letter must be in French.

 
Notes to Form PCT/ISA/220 (first sheet) (July 2009)
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NOTES TO FORM PCT/ISA/220 (continued)

The letter must indicate the differences between the claims as filed and the claims as amended. it must. in
particular. indicate, in connection with each claim appearing in the international application (it being understood
that identical indications concerning several claims may be grouped),whether

(i) the claim is unchanged;

(ii) the claim is cancelled;

(iii) the claim is new;

(iv) the claim replaces one or more claims as filed;

(v) the claim is the result of the division of a claim as filed.

The following examples illustrate the manner in which amendments must be explained in the
accompanying letter:

1. {Where originally there were 48 claims and after amendment of some claims there are 51]:
"Claims 1 to 29. 31 , 32, 34, 35. 37 to 48 replaced by amended claims bearing the same numbers;
claims 30, 33 and 36 unchanged; new claims 49 to 51 added."

[Where originally there were 15 claims and after amendment of all claims there are 11]:
"Claims 1 to 15 replaced by amended claims 1 to 11.“ .

. iwherle ioriglinally there were 14 claims and the amendments consist in cancelling some claims and in addingnew c a ms :

"Claims 1 to 6 and 14, unchanged; claims 7 to 13 cancelled; new claims 15, 16 and 17 added." or
"Claims. 7 to 13 cancelled; new claims 15, 16 and 17 added: all other claims unchanged."

[Where various kinds of amendments are made]:
"Claims 1-10 unchanged; claims 11 to 13, 18 and 19 cancelled; claims 14, 15 and 16 replaced by amended
claim 14; claim 17 subdivided into amended claims 15, 16 and 17; new claims 20 and 21 added."

"Statement under article 19(1)" (Rule 46.4)

The amendments may be accompanied by a statement explaining the amendments and indicating any impact
that such amendments might have on the description and the drawings (which cannot be amended under Article 19(1)).

The statement will be published with the international application and the amended claims.

it must be in the language in which the international application is to be published.

it must be brief, not exceeding 500 words if in English or if translated into English.

it should not be confused with and does not replace the letter indicating the differences between the claims as filed
and as amended. it must be filed on a separate sheet and must be identified as such by a heading, preferably by
using the words "Statement under Article 19(1)." .

it may not contain any disparaging comments on the international search report or the relevance of citations
contained in that report. Reference to citations, relevant to a given claim, contained in the international search
report may be made only in connection with an amendment of that claim.

Consequence if a demand for international preliminary examination has already been filed

it, at the time of filing any amendments and any accompanying statement. under Article 19, a demand for
international preliminary examination has already been submitted, the applicant must preferably. at the time of i
filing the amendments (and any statement ) with the lntematlonal Bureau. also file with the international i
Preliminary Examining Authority a copy of such amendments (and of any statement) and. where required. a ‘
translation of such amendments for the procedure before that Authority (see Rules 55.3(a) and 62.2, first
sentence). For further information, see the Notes to the demand form (PCT/IPEA/401).

ii a demand for international preliminary examination is made. the written opinion of the lntemational Searching
Authority will. except in certain cases where the lntemational Preliminary Examining Authority did not act as
international Searching Authority and where it has notified the international Bureau under Rule 66.1 bis(b). be
considered to be a written opinion of the international Preliminary Examining Authority. if a demand is made, the
applicant may submit to the lntemational Preliminary Examining Authority a reply to the written opinion together,
where appropriate. with amendments before the expiration of 3 months from the date of mailing of Fonn
PCT/lSA/220 or before the expiration of 22 months from the priority date. whichever expires later (Flule 43bis.1(c)).

Consequence with regard to translation of the international application for entry into the national phase

The applicants attention is drawn to the fact that. upon entry into the national phase. a translation of the claims as
amended under Article 19 may have to be furnished to the designated/elected Offices. instead of, or in addition to.
the translation of the claims as filed.

For further details on the requirements of each designated/elected Office, see the PCT/lpplicanls Guide.
National Chapters.

Notes to Form PCT/ISA/220 (second sheet) (July 2009)
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PATENT COOPERATION TREATY

PCT

INTERNATIONAL SEARCH REPORT

(PCT Article 18 and Rules 43 and 44)

FOR FURTHER

ACTION

lntemational filing date (day/month/year)

see Form PCT/ISA/220
as well as. where applicable. item 5 below.

Applicants or agents tile reference

38495/388216

(Earliest) Priority Date (day/month/year)lntemational application No.

PCT/US20l0/039441 22/06/2010 14/07/2009
Applicant

NAVICO, INC .

This lntemational search report has been prepared by this Intematlonai Searching Authority and is transmitted to the applicant
according to Article 18. A copy is being transmitted to the lntemational Bureau.

This international search report consists of a total of i sheets.

it is also accompanied by a copy of each prior art document cited in this report.

. Basis of the report
a. With regard to the language, the international search was carried out on the basis of:

the International application in the language in which it was flied
a translation of the lntematlonal application into , which is the language
of a translation furnished for the purposes of lntemaiional search (Rules 12.3(a) and 23.1(b))

This lntematlonai search report has been established taking into account the rectification of an obvious mistake
authorized by or notified to this Authority under Rule 91 (Rule 43.6bls(a)).

With regard to any nucleotide andlor amino acid sequence disclosed in the international application, see Box No. I.

Certain claims were found unsearchabie (See Box No. ii)

Unity of invention is lacking (see Box No ill)

. With regard to the title,

the text is approved as submitted by the applicant

E] the text has been established by this Authority to read as follows:

. with regard to the abstract,

the text is approved as submitted by the applicant
the text has been established, according to Flule 38.2(b), by this Authority as it appears in Box No. IV. The applicant
may, within one month from the date of mailing of this lntemational search report, submit comments to this Authority

. with regard to the drawings,

a. the figure of the drawings to be published with the abstract is Figure No. _2A________

D as suggested by the applicant

D as selected by this Authority, because the applicant failed to suggest a figure

as selected by this Authority, because this figure better characterizes the Invention
none of the figures is to be published with the abstractb.I:|

Form PCT/ISA/210 (first sheet) (July 2009)
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 INTERNNHONALSEARCHREPORT   International application No

PCT/US2010/039441    
SUBJECT MATTER

001515/89

A.cLAsmHcAnoNo
INV. G01$15 87
ADD.  

 
  

 

According to lntemational Patent Classification (IPC) orio both national classification and lPC
B. FIELDS SEARCHED

Minimum documentation searched (classification system followed by classification symbols)
G013  
 
  

 
 

Documentation searched other than minimum documentation to the extent that such documents are included in the fields searched

  
Electronic data base consulted during the international search (name of data base and. where practical, search temis used)

EPO—Internal 

 
  

 
C. DOCUMENTS CONSIDERED TO BE RELEVANT

Citation of document, with indication, where appropriate. oi the relevant passages Relevant to claim No.
Y 1 73US 5 991 239 A (FATEMI—BOOSHEHRI MOSTAFA

[US] ET AL) 23 November 1999 (1999-11-23)
figures 3,10
* abstract

column 4, line 55 - line 58

US 5 805 528 A (HAMADA TOKIHIKO [JP] ET

AL) 8 September 1998 (1998-09-08)
figures 9,10
* abstract

   
  

  
  

  
 

 US 4 939 700 A (BRETON J RAYMOND [US])

3 July 1990 (1990-07-03)
figure 1
* abstract  

 See patent family annex.

'T' tater document published after the intematlonal filing date
or priority date and not in conflict with the application but

glad to understand the principle or theory underlying thevenlion

'X' document of particular relevance; the claimed Inventioncannot be considered novel or cannot be considered to
involve an inventive step when the document is taken alone

'Y' document of particular relevance; the claimed invention
cannot be considered to involve an inventive step when thedocument is combined with one or more other such docu-

irnetnts. finch combination being obvious to a person skilledn t e a .

'8.‘ document member at the same patent family

Date oi mailing of the lntem atlonal search report

Further documents are listed in the continuation of Box C.   ' Special categories of cited documents :

  'A' document defining the general state of the art which is not
considered to be of particular relevance

'E' eartier document but published on or afterthe International
tiling date

'L' document which may throw doubts on priority ciaim(s) or
which is cited to establish the publication date of another
citation or other special reason (as specified)

'0‘ document referring to an oral disclosure, use. exhibition orother means

‘P' document published prior to the lntematlonal filing date but
later than the priority date claimed

Date of the actual completion of the Intematlonal search

  

    

  
  

  

 
 

 
   11/10/2010

Authorized officer

1 October 2010

Name and mailing address of the ISAI )
European Patent Office, RB. 5818 Patentlaan 2
NL - 2280 HV Fliiswljk

Tel. (+31 -70) 340-2040.
Fax: (+31-70) 340-3016
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C(Col'Itinuatlon). DOCUMENTS CONSIDERED TO BE RELEVANT

 

International application No

PCT/US2010/039441

Category‘ Citation of document, with Indication. whens appropriate. of the relevant passages Relevant to claim No.

US 2003/202426 A1 (ISHIHARA SHINJI [JP] ET
AL) 30 October 2003 (2003-10-30)
figure 5B
* abstract

 
 
 
 

Form PCTIISA/210 (oonflnuaflon 01 second afieel) (Apfil 2005)

page 2 of 2
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Intormatlon on patent family members

   
 

lntematlonal application No

PCT/US2010/039441

Patent document Publication Patent family Publication
cited In search report date member(s) date

US 5991239 23-11-1999 US 5903516 A 11-05-1999.-..—.—.__—.._._._..__......_._.....-._..—.-—_———_—_—--—-.—..—.-—....._—_..........__....___...__.__...._....._.——-—.—.———..__........_..—

 

 

 

 

   
_.————._..—____———_—_.—_..—____......._——————_______—_—._———————_—___—._————______

30-10-2003 GB 2387907 A 29-10-2003

JP 4033704 82 16-01-2008
JP 2003315453 A 06-11-2003—....._........—..——-—.——.—....—.—_.—..._..__.._.—_._._._......._._—.___._._....———_.—..—_——.....—_.._.._.._..._...—..——————._—..——
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From the
INTERNATIONAL SEARCHING AUTHORITY

PCT

WRITTEN OPINION OF THE

INTERNATIONAL SEARCHING AUTHORITY

(PCT Rule 43bis.1)

see form PCT/ISA/220

 Date of mailing
(day/month/year) see form PCT/ISA/210 (second sheet)

  
 
  

 Applicant‘s or agent's file reference

see fOl’I'i'l PCT/ISA/220 See paragraph 2 below

International application No. International filing date (day/month/year) Priority date (day/fnonth/year)
PCT/US2010/039441 22.06.2010 14.07.2009

lntemational Patent Classification (IPC) or both national classification and IPC
INV. G01S15/87 G01S15/89

FOR FURTHER ACTION

    
 Applicant

NAVICO. INC.

 
 

  
This opinion contains indications relating to the following items:

  
Box No. I Basis of the opinion

[I Box No. II Priority

CI Box No. Ill Non-establishment of opinion with regard to novelty, inventive step and industrial applicability

Cl Box No. IV Lack of unity of invention

E Box No. V Reasoned statement under Rule 43bis.1(a)(i) with regard to novelty, inventive step and industrial
applicability; citations and explanations supporting such statement

CI Box No. Vl Certain documents cited

X Box No. Vll Certain defects in the international application

  
>14

Box No. Vlll Certain observations on the international application

FURTHER ACTION

  

 

  

 

 
 

If a demand for international preliminary examination is made, this opinion will usually be considered to be a
written opinion of the lntemational Preliminary Examining Authority ("lPEA") except that this does not apply where
the applicant chooses an Authority other than this one to be the IPEA and the chosen IPEA has notifed the
International Bureau under Rule 66.1bis(b) that written opinions of this International Searching Authority
will not be so considered.

  
  
 

  
 

If this opinion is, as provided above, considered to be a written opinion of the IPEA, the applicant is invited to
submit to the IPEA a written reply together, where appropriate. with amendments, before the expiration of 3 months
from the date of mailing of Form PCT/ISA/220 or before the expiration of 22 months from the priority date,
whichever expires later.

  
  

 For further options, see Form PCT/ISA/220. 
 For further details, see notes to Form PCT/ISA/220. 

 
 

 
  

 

Authorized Officer
 Name and mailing address of the ISA: Date of completion of

- this opinion

9) European Patent OfficeP.B. 5818 Patentlaan 2
""""—- NL-2280 HV Rijswijk - Pays Bas

Tel. +31 70 340 - 2040
Fax: +31 70 340 v 3016
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international application No.
PCT/US2010/039441

WRITTEN OPINION OF THE

INTERNATIONAL SEARCHING AUTHORITY

Box No. I Basis of the opinion

1. With regard to the language, this opinion has been established on the basis of:

>14 the international application in the language in which it was filed

[3 a translation of the international application into ,which is the language of a translation furnished for the
purposes of international search (Rules 12.3(a) and 23.1 (b)).

2. E] This opinion has been established taking into account the rectification of an obvious mistake authorized
by or notified to this Authority under Rule 91 (Rule 43bis.1(a))

3. With regard to any nucleotide and/or amino acid sequence disclosed in the international application, this
opinion has been established on the basis of a sequence listing filed or furnished:

a. (means)

III on paper

E] in electronicform

b. (time)

CI in the international application as filed

III subsequently to this Authority for the purposes of search

4. D In addition, in the case that more than one version or copy of a sequence listing has been filed or furnished,
the required‘ statements that the information in the subsequent or additional copies is identical to that in the
application as filed or does not go beyond the application as filed, as appropriate, were furnished.

5. Additional comments:

Box No. V Reasoned statement under Rule 43bis.1(a)(i) with regard to novelty, inventive step or

E] together with the international application in electronic form

industrial applicability; citations and explanations supporting such statement

1. Statement

Novelty (N) Yes: Claims 1-73
No: Claims

Inventive step (ls) Yes: Claims
No: Claims 1-73

Industrial applicability (lA) Yes: Claims 173
No: Claims

2. Citations and explanations

see separate sheet
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WRITTEN OPINION OF THE International application No.
INTERNATIONAL SEARCHING AUTHORITY PCT/US2010/039441 

 

 

 

Box No. VII Certain defects in the international application

The following defects in the form or contents of the international application have been noted:

see separate sheet

 

 Box No. VIII Certain observations on the international application

The following observations on the clarity of the claims, description, and drawings or on the question whether the
claims are fully supported by the description, are made:

see separate sheet
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WRITTEN OPINION OF THE international application No.

INTERNATIONAL SEARCHING

AUTHORITY SSEPARATE SHEET) PCT/US2010/039441

Re Item V.

1 References

Reference is made to the following documents:

D1 US 5 991 239 A (FATEMI-BOOSHEHRI MOSTAFA [US] ET AL) E
23 November 1999 (1999-11-23)

D2 US 5 805 528 A (HAMADA TOKIHIKO [JP] ET AL) 8 September

1998 (1998-09-08)

2 Independent claims 1, 20 and 39

The present application does not meet the criteria of Article 33(1) PCT,
because the subject-matter of claims 1, 20 and 39 does not involve an E

inventive step in the sense of Article 33(3) PCT.

2,1 Document D1 is regarded as being the closest prior art to the subject—matter I

of claim 1, and discloses (the references in parentheses applying to this _ I
document):

a method comprising:

a) receiving first conical downscan sonar data from a circular

downscan transducer (fig.3 and 10);

b) receiving second downscan sonar data from a second

downscan transducer (abs.);

c) combining the conical downscan sonar data and the second

downscan sonar data to produce combined downscan sonar data

(abs.).

The subject-matter of claim 1 therefore differs from this known method in that

the second downscan data are generated by a "linear" downscan transducer.

The problem to be solved by the present invention may therefore be regarded
as:

A linear, or fan-shaped, beam is described in document D2 (see, e.g., fig.9

and 10) as providing the same advantages as in the present application. The

skilled person would therefore regard it as a normal design option to include

this feature in the method described in D1 in order to solve the problem

posed.  

i
l
l

I

how to improve the efficiency of a sonar imaging method. I
Form PCT/ISA/237 (Separate Sheet) (Sheet 1) (EPO-April 2005)
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WRITTEN OPINION OF THE international application No.

INTERNATIONAL SEARCHING

AUTHORITY (SEPARATE SHEET)

2.2

2.3

PCT/US2010/039441 

Therefore, the subject-matter of independent claim 1 is not inventive in the

sense of Article 33(3) PCT.

The subject—matter of claim 20 corresponds in terms of computer program

features to that of claim 1. The objections raised in respect of claim 1,

therefore, also apply, mutatis mutandis, to claim 20. For this reason, also

claim 20 is not inventive within the meaning of Article 33(3) PCT.

The subject~matter of claim 39 corresponds in terms of apparatus features to

that of claim 1. The objections raised in respect of claim 1, therefore, also

apply, mutatis mutandis, to claim 39. For this reason, also claim 39 is not

inventive within the meaning of Article 33(3) PCT.

Dependent claims 2-19, 21-38 and 40-73

Dependent claims 2-19, 21-38 and 40-73 do not appear to contain any

additional features which, in combination with the features of any claim to

which they refer, meet the requirements of the PCT in respect inventive step

(Article 33(3) PCT).

Re Item VII.

4

4.1

4.2

4.3

Contrary to the requirements of Rule 5.1 (a)(ii) PCT, the relevant background

art disclosed in documents D1 and D2 is not mentioned in the description, nor
are these documents identified therein.

Independent claims 1, 20 and 39 are not in the two-part form in accordance

with Rule 6.3(b) PCT, which in the present case would be appropriate, with

those features known in combination from the prior art (document D1) being

placed in the preamble (Rule 6.3(b)(l) PCT) and with the remaining features

being included in the characterising part (Rule 6.3(b)(ii) PCT).

The features of the claims are not provided with reference signs placed in

parentheses (Rule 6.2(b) PCT).

Re Item Vlll.

5

5.1 Claim 31, disclosing computer program features, is indicated as dependent on
method claim 18.

- Form PCT/ISA/237 (Separate Sheet) (Sheet 2) (EPO-April 2005)
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Possible steps after receipt of the international search report (ISR) and

written opinion of the international Searching Authority (WO-ISA)

General

information

Amending claims
under

Art. 19 PCT

Filing a demand
for international

preliminary
examination

Filing informal
comments

End of the

international

phase

Relevant PCT

Rules and more

information

BNSDOClD: <XS 200704010CK_l_>

 

For all international applications filed on or after 01/01/2004 the competent

ISA will establish an ISR It is accompanied by the W0-lSA Unlike the

former written opinion of the IPEA (Rule 66.2 PCT), the WOISA is not
meant to be responded to, but to be taken into consideration for further

procedural steps. This document explains about the possibilities.
 

Within 2 months after the date of mailing of the lSR and the WO-ISA the
applicant may file amended claims under Art. 19 PCTdirectly with the

international Bureau of Wl P0. The PCT reform of 2004 did not change
this procedure. For further information please see Rule 46 PCT as well as
form PCT/lSA/220 and the corresponding Notes to form PCTI ISA/220.
 

In principle, the WOISA will be considered as the written opinion of the
lPEA. This should, in many cases, make it unnecessary to file a demand for
international preliminary examination. if the applicant nevertheless wishes

to file a demand this must be done before expiry of 3 months after the

date of mailing of the lSR/W0-lSA or 22 months after priority
date, whichever expires later (Rule 54bis PCT). Amendments under Art.

34 PCT can be filed with the IPEA as before, normally at the same time as
filing the demand (Rule 66.1 (b) PCT).

If a demand for international preliminary examination is filed and no
comments/amendments have been received the W0-lSA will be transformed

by the lPEA into an lPRP (international Preliminary Report on Patentability)
which would merely reflect the content of the W0-lSA. The demand can still

be withdrawn (Art. 37 PCT).
 

After receipt of the lSR/W0-lSA the applicant may file informal comments
on the W0-ISA directly with the international Bureau of WI PO. These

will be communicated to the designated Offices together with the IPRP
(International Preliminary Report on Patentability) at 30 months from the
priority date. Please also refer to the next box.
 

At the end of the international phase the International Bureau of WIPO will

transform the W0-ISA or, if a demand was filed, the written opinion of the
IPEA into the IPRP, which will then be transmitted together with possible
informal comments to the designated Offices. The lPRP replaces the former
lPER (international preliminary examination report).
 

Rule 43 PCT, Rule 43bis PCT, Rule 44 PCT, Rule 44bis PCT, PCT Newsletter
12/2003, OJ 11/2003, OJ 12/2003
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PATENT COOPERATION TREATY

 
From the INTERNATIONAL SEARCHING AUTHORITY  
 NOTIFICATION OF TRANSMITTAL OF

THE INTERNATIONAL SEARCH REPORT AND
THE WRITTEN OPINION OF THE INTERNATIONAL
SEARCHING AUTHORITY, OR THE DECLARATION

Thorson, Chad L.
ALSTON & BIRD LLP

Bank of America Plaza

101 South Tryon Street, Suite 4000
Charlotte, NC 28280-4000
ETATS-UNIS D'AMERlQUE

   
  

 

  
 
 
 

 
(PCT Rule 44.1) 

 

Date of mailing
(day/month/year)

  6 October 2010 (O6-10-201 0)
Applicant's or agent's file reference

38495/388217 FOR FURTHER ACTION See paragraphs 1 and 4 below

lntemational application No. lntemational filing date

P°T’”S2°‘ °’°394"3 (day/mom/year) 22 June 201 0 (22-06-2010)

 

  
   
 

Applicant

 
 

 

NAVICO, INC.

 
 The applicant is hereby notified that the international search report and the written opinion of the International Searching

Authority have been established and are transmitted herewith.

Filing of amendments and statement under Article 19:

The applicant is entitled, if he so wishes, to amend the claims of the International Application (see Flute 46):
When? The time limit for filing such amendments is nonnally two months from the date of transmittal cf the

lntemational Search Report.

Where? Directly to the lntemational Bureau of WIPO, 34 chemin des Colombettes
1211 Geneva 20, Switzerland, Fascimile No.: (41-22) 338.8270

For more detailed instructions, see the notes on the accompanying sheet.

  

  

  
  2. D The applicant is hereby notified that no_ international search report will be established and that the declaration under

Article 17(2)(a) to that effect andthe written opinion of the International Searching Authority are transmitted herewith.

With mgard to any protest against payment of (an) additional fee(s) under Rule 40.2, the applicant is notified that:

 the protest together with the decision thereon has been transmitted to the international Bureau together with the
applicant's request to forward the texts of both the protest and the decision thereon to the designated Offices.
no decision has been made yet on the protest; the applicant will be notified as soon as adecision is made. 

 

 
 

4. Reminders

Shortly after the expiration of 18 months from the priority date, the international application will be published by the
lntemational Bureau. if the applicant wishes to avoid or postpone publication, a notice of withdrawal of the international
application, or of the priority claim, must reach the International Bureau as provided in Rules 90bls.1 and 90bls.3, respectively,
before the completion of the technical preparations for international publication.

The applicant may submit comments on an informal basis on the written opinion of the lntemational Searching Authority to the
International Bureau. The lntemational Bureau will send a copy of such comments to all designated Offices unless an
international preliminary examination report has been or is to be established. These comments would also be made available to
the public but not before the expiration of 30 months from the priority date.

Within 19 months from the priority date, but only in respect of some designated Offices, a demand for international preliminary
examination must be filed if the applicant wishes to postpone the entry into the national phase until 30 months from the priority
date an some Offices even later); otherwise, the applicant must, within 20 months from the priority date, perform the prescribed
acts for entry into the national phase before those designated Offices.

in respect of other designated Offices, the time limit of 30 months (or later) will apply even if no demand is filed within 19months.

 

  
  
  

  
  
 See the Annex to Form PCT/IB/301 and, for details about the applicable time limits, Office by Office, see the PG‘TAppIlcant's

Guide, National Chapters.

 

 
Authorized officer

WALSH, Eric

Tel: +31 (0)70 340-3813

Name and mailing address of the lntemational Searching Authority
European Patent Office, P.B. 5818 Patentlaan 2
NL~2280 HV Flijswijk

, 0 Tel. (+31 -70) 340-2040
Fax: (+31-70) 340-3016
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  (See notes on accoanying sheet) Form PCTIISA/220 (July 2009)



PATENT COOPERATION TREATY

PCT

INTERNATIONAL SEARCH REPORT

(PCT Article 18 and Rules 43 and 44)

Applicants or agents file reference [:03 FURTHEF; 898 Fan“ PC-T/ISA/.220
3 84 9 5 /3 8 82 1 ,7 Ac1'|0N as well as, where applicable, item 5 below.

lntematlonal application No. international filing date (day/month/year) (Earliest) Priority Data (day/month/year) 

 

 
 

 

 

 
 

  
 

  PCT/US2010/039443 22/06/2010 14/07/2009
Applicant

 

  
 

NAVICO , INC .

This international search report has been prepared by this lntematlonal Searching Authority and is transmitted to the applicant
according to Article 18. A copy is being transmitted to the lntematlonal Bureau.  
 
 
 This lntematlonal search report consists of a total of 4 sheets.

it is also accompanied by a copy of each prior art document cited In this report. 

  1. Basis of the report
a. With regard to the language, the lntematlonal search was carried out on the basis of:

the international application In the language in which it was filed

D a translation of the lntematlonal application into _____j__________ , which is the language
of a translation furnished for the purposes of international search (Flules 12.3(a) and 23.i(b))

 

  
  b. E] This lntematlonal search report has been established taking into account the rectification of an obvious mistake

authorized by or notified to this Authority under Rule 91 (Rule 43.6bis(a)).

With regard to any nucleotide andlor amino acid sequence disclosed in the lntemational application, see Box No. i.  
 Certain claims were found unsearchable (See Box No. ll) 

 
 

Unity of invention is lacking (see Box No iii)

 4. With regard to the title,

the text is approved as submitted by the applicant
D the text has been established by this Authority to read as follows:

 

  
  

5. with regard to the abstract,

the text is approved as submitted by the applicant
the text has been established, according to Rule 38.2(b), by this Authority as it appears in Box No. iv. The applicant
may, within one month from the date of mailing of this international search report, submit comments to this Authority

 

  
6. With regard to the drawings,

a. the figure of the drawings to be published with the abstract is Figure No. ga

E] as suggested by the applicant

as selected by this Authority, because the applicant tailed to suggest a figure

D as selected by this Authority, because this figure better characterizes the invention

b. 1:] none of the figures is to be published with the abstract
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international application No

PCT/U$2010/039443

 
A. CLA$SlFlCA11ON o sueaecr MATTER

INV. G01S15 89 G01S15/96
ADD.  

 
  

 

According to lntemational Patent Classification (IPC) or to both national classification and IPC
B. FIELDS SEARCHED

Minimum documentation searched (classification system followed by classification symbols)
G015

 
  
  

 
 

Documentation searched other than minimum documentation to the extent that such documents are included in the fields searched

  
Electronic data base consulted during the intematicnai search (name of data base and, where practical, search lemts used)

EPO-Internal 

 

  
C. DOCUMENTS CONSIDERED TO BE RELEVANT

Category‘ Citation ol document. with indication. where appropriate, of the relevant passages Relevant to claim No.

1N0 98/15846 A1 (ROWE DEINES INSTR INC

[US]) 16 April 1998 (1998-04-16)
figures 3,4
* abstract

page 7, line 32
claim 1

 

   
   

  
 US 3 618 006 A (WRIGHT CHARLES P)

2 November 1971 (1971-11-02)

* abstract; figures 1,2

US 5 184 330 A (ADAMS JAMES N [US] ET AL)
2 February 1993 (1993-02-02)
figures 4,5,6
* abstract

  
  
 

 
 

  
 See patent family annex.

'1" later document published after the international filing date
or priority date and not in conflict with the application but

cited tic)understand the principle or theory underlying thenven n '

‘X’ document of particular relevance; the claimed inventionnnot be considered novel or cannot be considered to
involve an inventive step when the document is taken alone

‘Y’ document of particular relevance; the claimed invention
cannot be considered to involve an inventive step when thedocument is combined with one or more other such docu-

ments, such combination being obvious to a person skilledint e art.

'8.‘ document member oi the same patent family

Further documents are listed in the continuation of Box C.   ' Special categories ct cried documents :
 

 
'A' document defining the general state of the art which is not

considered to be oi particular relevance
'E' earlier document but published on or aiterthe intemellonal

filing date
'L' document which may throw doubts on priority clalm(s) or

which is cited to establish the publication date of another
citation or other special reason (as specified)

'0' document referring to an oral disclosure. use, exhibition orother means

'P' document published prior to the international tiling date but
later than the priority date claimed

Date of the actual completion of the international search

 
  

 

  
  

  

 
 

  

  

 

Date of mailing of the intematlonal search report

06/10/2010

Authorized officer

29 September 2010

Name and mailing address of the lSA/
European Patent Office, P.B. 5818 Patentlaan 2
NL — 2280 HV Flijswiik

Tel. (+31-70) 340-2040.
Fax: (+31—70) 340-3016

   
 
  

 
 
   Alberga, Vito

Fonn PCTIISA/210 (second sheet) (April 2005)
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 lntematlonal application No

PCT/US2010/039443
c(ContinuatIon). DOCUMENTS cONSlDERED TO BE RELEVANT

Citation of document, with Indication. where appropriate, of the relevant passages Relevant to claim No.
US 4 879 697 A (LOWRANCE DARRELL J [US] ET
AL) 7 November 1989 (1989-11-07)
figure 4
* abstract

 

US 5 694 372 A (PERENNES MARC [FR])
2 December 1997 (1997-12-02)
figures 1,2
* abstract

Fonn PCT/ISA/210 (continuation oi second sheet) (April 2005)

page 2 of 2
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NTERNAHONALSEARCHREPORT

information on patent family members

Patent document Publication
cited in search report date    

 

international application No

PCT/US2010/039443

member(s) date
 
 

  
  
  
  

  
  
 

 

NO 9815846 A1 16-04-1998 AT 236409 T 15-04-2003
DE 69720483 D1 08-05-2003
DE 69720483 T2 24-12-2003
EP 0929825 A1 21-07-1999
JP 3995270 B2 24-10-2007
JP 2001502058 T 13-02-2001

JP 4087430 B2 21-05-2008
JP 2007192830 A 02-08-2007
NO 991555 A 04-06-1999

 

  
 

 

5808967 A 15-09-1998
 

_———_._....____________—......_—...—....._._._———-—..——.—._...—-.-..—.—.....——-—.——.-——————————————___

69402084 D1 17-04-1997  
 

  
 
 

DE 69402084 T2 19-06-1997

EP 0716751 A1 19-06-1996
FR 2709559 A1 10-03-1995

 
  

9506885 A1 09-03-1995
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PATENT COOPERATION TREATY

From the
INTERNATIONAL SEARCHING AUTHORITY

PCT

WRITTEN OPINION OF THE

INTERNATIONAL SEARCHING AUTHORITY

(PCT Rule 43bis.1)

 
see form PCT/ISA/220

  
Date of mailing

(day/month/year) see fonn PCT/lSA210 (second sheet)
 
  

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Applicants or agents file reference
see form PCT/ISA/220

lntemational application No. lntemational filing date (day/fnonthzyear)
PCT/US2010/039448 22.06.2010

lntemational Patent Classification (IPC) or both national classification and IPC

INV. G01 81 5/39 G01 S1 5/95

FOR FURTHER ACTION
See paragraph 2 below  
 
 

 

 
  

Priority date (day/fnonth/year)
1 4.07.2009

 
  

  
 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 

Applicant T

NAVICO, INC.

“——l

1. This opinion contains indications relating to the following items:

E Box No. I Basis of the opinion

CI Box No. II Priority

CI Box No. Ill Non-establishment of opinion with regard to novelty. inventive step and industrial applicability
CI Box No. IV Lack of unity of invention

Box No. V Reasoned statement under Rule 43bis.1(a)(i) with regard to novelty. inventive step and industrial
applicability: citations and explanations supporting such statement

CI Box No. Vl Certain documents cited

Box No. Vll Certain defects in the international application

'1‘ Box No. Vlll Certain observations on the international application

2. FURTHER ACTION

If a demand for international preliminary examination is made, this opinion will usually be considered to be a
written opinion of the International Preliminary Examining Authority ("IPEA") except that this does not apply where
the applicant chooses an Authority other than this one to be the IPEA and the chosen IPEA has notifed the
International Bureau under Rule 66.1bis(b) that written opinions of this International Searching Authoritywill not be so considered.

If this opinion is. as provided above, considered to be a written opinion of the IPEA, the applicant is invited to
submit to the IPEA a written reply together. where appropriate, with amendments. before the expiration of 3 months
from the date of mailing of Form PCT/ISA/220 or before the expiration of 22 months from the priority date,
whichever expires later.

For further options, see Form PCT/ISA/220.

3. For further details. see notes to Form PCT/ISA/220.
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Box No. I Basis of the opinion 

1. With regard to the language, this opinion has been established on the basis of:

the international application in the language in which it was filed

El atranslation of the international application into ,which is the language of a translation furnished for the
purposes of international search (Rules 12.3(a) and 23.1 (b)).

2. D This opinion has been established taking into account the rectification of an obvious mistake authorized
by or notified to this Authority under Rule 91 (Rule 43bis.1(a))

3. With regard to any nucleotide and/or amino acid sequence disclosed in the international application, this
opinion has been established on the basis of a sequence listing filed or furnished:

a. (means)

[1 on paper

E] in electronic form

b. (time)

III in the international application as filed

E] together with the international application in electronic form

El subsequently to this Authority for the purposes of search

4. E] in addition, in the case that more than one version or copy of a sequence listing has been filed or furnished,
the required statements that the information in the subsequent or additional copies is identical to that in the
application as filed or does not go beyond the application as filed, as appropriate, were furnished.

5. Additional comments:

 

Box No. V Reascned statement under Rule 43bis.1(a)(i) with regard to novelty, inventive step or
industrial applicability; citations and explanations supporting such statement

1. Statement

Novelty (N) Yes: Claims 1-99
No: Claims

inventive step (ls) Yes: Claims
No: Claims 1-99

Industrial applicability (IA) Yes: Claims 1- 9
No: Claims

2. Citations and explanations

see separate sheet
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Box No. Vll Certain defects in the international application

The following defects in the form or contents of the international application have been noted:

see separate sheet

 

Box No. Vlll Certain observations on the international application

The following observations on the clarity of the claims, description, and drawings or on the question whether the
claims are fully supported by the description, are made:

see separate sheet
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WRITTEN OPINION OF THE

INTERNATIONAL SEARCHING

AUTHORITY (SEPARATE SHEET! A PCT/US2010/039443

Re Item V.

1 References

International application No.

Reference is made to the following documents:

D1 WO 98/15846 A1 (ROWE DEINES INSTR INC [US]) 16 April 1998

(1998-04-16)

D2 US 3 618 006 A (WRIGHT CHARLES P) 2 November 1971

(1971-11-02)

D3 US 5 184 330 A (ADAMS JAMES W [US] ET AL) 2 February 1993
(1993-02-02) ’

D4 US 4 879 697 A (LOWRANCE DARRELL J [US] ET AL) 7

November 1989 (1989-11-07)

D5 US 5 694 372 A (PERENNES MARC [FR]) 2 December 1997

(1997-12-02)

2 independent claims 1, 32, 57 and 76

Further to a lack of clarity discussed below, the present application does not

meet the criteria of Article 33(1) PCT, because the subject-matter of claims 1,

32, 57 and 76 does not involve an inventive step in the sense of Article 33(3)
PCT.

The document D1 is regarded as being the closest prior art to the subject-
matter of claim 1, and insofar as this claim can be understood, this document

shows the following features thereof (the references in parentheses applying
to this document):

2.1

a transducer array (abs.) comprising:

a plurality of transducer elements (fig.3), each one of the plurality of

transducer elements having a substantially rectangular shape (pag.

7, l.32) configured -to produce a sonar beam having a beamwidth in

a direction parallel to longitudinal length of the transducer elements

that is significantly less than a beamwidth of the sonar beam in a

direction perpendicular to the longitudinal length of the transducer

elements (fig.3 and 4), wherein the plurality of transducer elements

are positioned such that longitudinal lengths of at least two of the

Form PCT/ISA/237 (Separate Sheet) (Sheet 1 ) (EPOvApril 2oo5)
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plurality of transducer elements are substantially parallel to each

other (fig.4), and wherein the plurality of transducer elements
include at least:

i) a first linear transducer element to project sonar pulses in

a first direction (fig.3),

ii) a second linear transducer element positioned to lie

substantially in a plane with the first linear transducer element

and to project sonar pulses in a second direction that is

generally opposite of the first side (fig.3), and

iii) a third linear transducer element positioned to project

sonar pulses in a direction substantially perpendicular to the

plane (fig.3).

The subject-matter of claim 1 therefore differs from this known system in that

the transducer elements are positioned within a housing.

The problem to be solved by the present invention may therefore be regarded
as:

how to conveniently arrange the transducer elements of an array.

A housing is described in document D2 (see, e.g., fig.1) as providing the same

advantages as in the present application. The skilled person would therefore (

regard it as a normal design option to include this feature in the system
described in D1 in order to solve the problem posed.

Therefore, the subject-matter of independent claim 1 is not inventive in the

sense of Article 33(3) PCT.

2.2 Claims 32, 57 and 76 appear to be just reformulations of claim 1. The

objections raised in respect of this claim also apply, mutatis mutandis, to

claims 32, 57 and 76. The subject~matter of independent claims 32, 57 and 76

is therefore not inventive (Article 33(3) PCT).

3 Dependent claims 2-31, 33-56, 58-75 and 77-99

3.1 Claims 2-31, 33-56, 58-75 and 77-99 are dependent on claims 1, 32, 57 and

76, respectively, and as such also do not meet the requirements of PCT with

respect to inventive step (Article 33(3) PCT).

Re Item VII.

Form PCT/lSAl237 (Separate Sheet) (Sheet 2) (EPO-April 2005)
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4

4.1 Contrary to the requirements of Rule 5.1 (a)(ii) PCT, the relevant background

art disclosed in documents D1, D2, D3, D4 and D5 is not mentioned in the

description, nor are these documents identified therein.

42 independent claims 1, 32, 57 and 76 are not in the two—part form in

accordance with Rule 6.3(b) PCT, which in the present case would be

appropriate, with those features known in combination from the prior art

(document D1) being placed in the preamble (Rule 6.3(b)(l) PCT) and with the

remaining features being included in the characterising part (Rule 6.3(b)(ii)

PCT).

4,3 The features of the claims are not provided with reference signs placed in

parentheses (Rule 6.2(b) PCT).

Re Item VIII.

5

5.1 Although claims 1, 32, 57 and 76 have been drafted as separate independent

claims, they appear to relate effectively to the same subject-matter and to

differ from each other only with regard to the definition of the subject-matter

for which protection is sought and in respect of the terminology used for the

features of that subject-matter. The aforementioned claims therefore lack

conciseness and as such do not meet the requirements of Article 6 PCT.

5.2 Terms like "substantially", "significantly", "generally" used, e.g., in claim 1 and

in several other claims, are unclear and leave the reader in doubt as to the

meaning of the technical features to which they refer, thereby rendering the

definition of the subject-matter of said claims unclear (Article 6 PCT).

Form PCT/lSA/287 (Separate Sheet) (Sheet 3) (EPO-April 2005)
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Application No. App|icant(s)

12/460,139 MAGUIRE, BRIAN T.

Office Action Summary Examiner A“ Unit

JAMES HULKA 3662

-- The MAILING DA TE of this communication appears on the cover sheet with the correspondence address --

Period for Reply

A SHORTENED STATUTORY PERIOD FOR REPLY IS SET TO EXPIRE § MONTH(S) OR THIRTY (30) DAYS,
WHICHEVER IS LONGER, FROM THE MAILING DATE OF THIS COMMUNICATION.

Extensions of time may be available under the provisions of 37 CFR 1.136(a). In no event, however, may a reply be timely filed
after SIX (6) MONTHS from the mailing date of this communication.

— If NO period for reply is specified above, the maximum statutory period will apply and will expire SIX (6) MONTHS from the mailing date of this communication.
— Failure to reply within the set or extended period for reply will, by statute, cause the application to become ABANDONED (35 U.S.C. § 133).

Any reply received by the Office later than three months after the mailing date of this communication, even if timely filed, may reduce any
earned patent term adjustment. See 37 CFR 1.704(b).

Status

1)IXl Responsive to communication(s) filed on 29 August 2011.

2a)I:I This action is FINAL. 2b)IXl This action is non—final.

3)I:l An election was made by the applicant in response to a restriction requirement set forth during the interview on

; the restriction requirement and election have been incorporated into this action.

4)I:l Since this application is in condition for allowance except for formal matters, prosecution as to the merits is

closed in accordance with the practice under Exparte Quayle, 1935 C.D. 11, 453 O.G. 213.

Disposition of Claims

5)IZl Claim(s) $9 is/are pending in the application.

5a) Of the above claim(s) 1-56 is/are withdrawn from consideration.

6)I:l Claim(s)j is/are allowed.

7)|Zl Claim(s) L99 is/are rejected.

8)I:l Claim(s)j is/are objected to.

9)I:l Claim(s)jare subject to restriction and/or election requirement.

Application Papers

10)I:I The specification is objected to by the Examiner.

11)|:| The drawing(s) filed onj is/are: a)I:I accepted or b)I:l objected to by the Examiner.

Applicant may not request that any objection to the drawing(s) be held in abeyance. See 37 CFR 1.85(a).

Replacement drawing sheet(s) including the correction is required if the drawing(s) is objected to. See 37 CFR 1.121 (d).

12)I:I The oath or declaration is objected to by the Examiner. Note the attached Office Action or form PTO-152.

Priority under 35 U.S.C. § 119

13)I:I Acknowledgment is made of a claim for foreign priority under 35 U.S.C. § 119(a)-(d) or (f).

a)|:| All b)I:l Some * c)|:| None of:

1.|:I Certified copies of the priority documents have been received.

2.|:| Certified copies of the priority documents have been received in Application No. _.

3.I:I Copies of the certified copies of the priority documents have been received in this National Stage

application from the International Bureau (PCT Rule 17.2(a)).

* See the attached detailed Office action for a list of the certified copies not received.

Attachment(s)

1) IX] Notice of References Cited (PTO-892) 4) El Interview Summary (PTO-413)
2) D Notice of Draftsperson‘s Patent Drawing Review (PTO-948) Paper N°(5)/II/Ia" DaTe- L
3) IX] Information Disclosure Statement(s) (PTO/SB/08) 5) I:I Notice of informal Patent Application

Paper No(s)/Mail Date 20101028. 6) D Other: .
U.S. Patent and Trademark Office : A - . .
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Art Unit: 3662

DETAILED ACTION

Election/Restrictions

1. Applicant’s election without traverse of Species ll, Claims 57-99, in the reply

filed on 29 August 2011 is acknowledged. Claims 1-56 have been withdrawn from

further consideration pursuant to 37 CFR 1.142(b) as being drawn to a nonelected

Species, there being no allowable generic or linking claim. Election was made without

traverse in the reply filed on 29 August 2011.

Claim Rejections - 35 USC § 1 12

2. The following is a quotation of the second paragraph of 35 U.S.C. 112:

The specification shall conclude with one or more claims particularly pointing out and distinctly
claiming the subject matter which the applicant regards as his invention.

3. Claims 59, 60, 62 and 72 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 112, second

paragraph, as being indefinite for failing to particularly point out and distinctly claim

the subject matter which applicant regards as the invention.

4. Regarding Claim 59, the phrase "about 455 kHz and 800 KHz" is indefinite. The

examiner interprets frequencies within 50 KHz above or below each value to be about

455 KHz or about 800 KHz.

Regarding Claim 60, the phrases "about 0.8 degrees", "about 32 degrees",

"about 1.4 degrees", and “about 56 degrees" are indefinite. The examiner interprets any

angle between 0.3 and 1.3 degrees to be about 0.8 degrees. The examiner interprets

any angle between 0.9 and 1.9 degrees to be about 1.4 degrees. The examiner
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interprets any angle between 27 and 37 degrees to be about 32 degrees. The examiner

interprets any angle between 51 and 61 degrees to be about 56 degrees.

Regarding Claim 62, the phrases “about 120 mm” and “about 3 mm” are

indefinite. The examiner interprets any length between 100 mm and 140 mm to be

about 120 mm. The examiner interprets any width between 2 mm and 4 mm to be about

3 mm.

Regarding Claim 72, the phrase “substantially perpendicular" is indefinite. The

examiner interprets any angle between the center of the beams that is between 85

degrees and 95 degrees to be substantially perpendicular.

Claim Rejections - 35 USC § 103

5. The following is a quotation of 35 U.S.C. 103(a) which forms the basis for all

obviousness rejections set forth in this Office action:

(a) A patent may not be obtained though the invention is not identically disclosed or described as set
forth in section 102 of this title, if the differences between the subject matter sought to be patented and
the prior art are such that the subject matter as a whole would have been obvious at the time the
invention was made to a person having ordinary skill in the art to which said subject matter pertains.
Patentability shall not be negatived by the manner in which the invention was made.

6. Claims 57, 61, 72, 75-76, 78-79, 94 and 97 are rejected under 35 U.S.C.

103(a) as being unpatentable over Nishimori (5,561,641) in view of Shah

(2006/0002232).

7. Regarding Claim 57, Nishimori teaches a transducer array comprising:, the linear

transducer element having a substantially rectangular shape configured to produce a

sonar beam having a beam width in a direction parallel to longitudinal length of the

linear transducer element wherein the linear transducer element is positioned within
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the housing to project sonar pulses in a direction substantially perpendicular to a plane

corresponding to the surface [Col. 18 Lines 1-20]. Nishimori does not explicitly teach a

housing mountable to a watercraft Shah teaches a housing mountable to a watercraft

[0029]. It would have been obvious to modify the array of Nishimori with a housing

mountable to a watercraft because it would allow the transducer to be transported

without being damaged.

Regarding Claim 61, Nishimori does not teach communicating with a single

transceiver. Shah teaches communicating with a single transceiver [0029]. It would

have been obvious to modify the array of Nishimori to include communicating with a

single transceiver to reduce equipment costs.

Regarding Claim 76, Nishimori teaches a linear transducer element positioned

the linear transducer element having a substantially rectangular shape configured to

produce a sonar beam having a beam width in a direction parallel to longitudinal length

of the linear transducer element that is significantly less than a beam width of the sonar

beam in a direction perpendicular to the longitudinal length of the transducer element,

wherein the linear transducer element is positioned to project sonar pulses in a direction

substantially perpendicular to a plane corresponding to the surface of a body of water; a

sonar module configured to enable operable communication with the transducer array,

the sonar module including: a sonar signal processor [Col 12, Lines 30-45] to process

sonar return signals received via the linear transducer element. Nishimori does not

teach a housing or at least one transceiver configured to provide communication

between the linear transducer element and the sonar signal processor. Shah teaches a
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housing or at least one transceiver configured to provide communication between the

linear transducer element and the sonar signal processor [OO29]. It would have been

obvious to modify the array of Nishimori with a housing because it would allow the

transducer to be transported without being damaged, and the transceiver would allow

for more efficient and faster processing of the location data.

Regarding Claims 72 and 94, Nishimori also teaches a circular transducer

element [Col 18, Lines 1-20].

Regarding Claims 75 and 97, Nishimori also teaches sonar signal returns from

the circular transducer element and linear transducer element provide generally

simultaneous data [Col 22, Lines 5-15].

Regarding Claim 78, Nishimori also teaches a sonar module is provided within a

separate housing [Fig. 18].

Regarding Claim 79, Nishimori also teaches at least one display unit [86 of

Fig. 18].

8. Claims 58, 65-71, 74, 80-81, 83, 88-93, 96, 98 and 99 are rejected under 35

U.S.C.103(a) as being unpatentable over Nishimori (5,561,641) in view of Shah

(2006/0002232) as applied to claims 57, 72, 76 and 94 above, and further in view of

Zimmerman (2007/0025183).

9. Regarding Claims 58 and 83, Nishimori does not explicitly teach a linear

transducer element is configured to operate at a selected one of at least two selectable

operating frequencies. Zimmerman teaches a linear transducer element is configured to
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operate at a selected one of at least two selectable operating frequencies [OOO3]. It

would have been obvious to modify the system of Nishimori to be able to detect different

types of objects effectively.

Regarding Claim 65, Nishimori does not explicitly teach a beam width in the

direction parallel to longitudinal length of the linear transducer element is less than

about five percent as large as the beam width of the sonar beam in the direction

perpendicular to the longitudinal length of the linear transducer element. Zimmerman

teaches a beam width in the direction parallel to longitudinal length of the linear

transducer element is less than about five percent as large [Fig. 3]. It would have

been obvious to modify the system of Nishimori to include a narrow beam in one

direction to increase resolution of successive 2-D images.

Regarding Claims 66, 67 and 88, Nishimori does not explicitly teach images

corresponding to data received via the linear transducer provide data regarding bottom

features over less than fifty (or twenty) percent of a display screen when displayed.

Zimmerman teaches images corresponding to data received via the linear transducer

provide data regarding bottom features over less than fifty (or twenty) percent of a

display screen when displayed [Claim 9]. It would have been obvious to modify the

system of Nishimori to include display of images on less than fifty or twenty percent of a

display screen to be able to see multiple images at one time, or to analyze a time series

of data.

Regarding Claims 68-70, 89-91 and 93, Nishimori does not explicitly teach

images of sonar data representing bottom data, depth data, water column data, or
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data below the linear transducer element. Zimmerman teaches images of sonar data

corresponding to data received via the linear transducer element representing bottom

data, depth, data water column data, or data below the linear transducer element [0063-

0065]. It would have been obvious to modify the system of Nishimori to include

providing images with depth data, water bottom data, depth data, or data from vertically

below the element in order to notify the operators of any physical obstacles or hazards.

Regarding Claims 71 and 92, Nishimori does not explicitly teach sonar data

images of two or more of Zimmerman teaches sonar data images of two or more of

[0063-0065]. It would have been obvious to modify the system of Nishimori to include

providing images or two or more of depth data, water bottom data, or depth data in

order to notify the operators of any physical obstacles or hazards.

Regarding Claims 74 and 96, Nishimori does not teach linear transducer and

circular transducer elements are positioned to project fan-shaped and conical sonar

beams to sonify areas of the bottom that at least partially overlap. Zimmerman

teaches linear transducer and circular transducer elements are positioned to project fan-

shaped and conical sonar beams to sonify areas of the bottom that at least partially

overlap [OO27]. It would have been obvious to modify the system of Nishimori to include

overlapping circular and linear transducer beams to improve sonar image resolution.

Regarding Claim 80, Nishimori does not explicitly teach a display and the sonar

module are in the same housing. Zimmerman teaches a display and the sonar module

are in the same housing [Fig. 4a]. It would have been obvious to modify the system of
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Nishimori to put both items in the same housing to reduce the number of pieces of

equipment on board the vessel.

Regarding Claim 81, Nishimori does not explicitly teach at least one display of

the plurality of displays is enabled to simultaneously provide different images...

Zimmerman teaches at least one display of the plurality of displays is enabled to

simultaneously provide different images... [Claim 9]. It would have been obvious to

modify the system of Nishimori to include display of different images simultaneously to

be able to see multiple images at one time, or to analyze a time series of data.

Regarding Claim 98, Nishimori does not explicitly teach data from at least one of

the group of radar, GPS, digital mapping, time and temperature. Zimmerman teaches

data from at least one of the group of radar, GPS, digital mapping, time and

temperature [O023, 0064]. It would have been obvious to modify the system of Nishimori

to include data from at least one of those resources to improve location tracking of

desired underwater targets.

Regarding Claim 99, Nishimori does not explicitly teach display of the data is in a

user-selectable format. Zimmerman teaches display of the data is in a user-selectable

format [0064-O65]. It would have been obvious to modify the system of Nishimori to

include a user selectable display format screen to be able to see multiple images at one

time, or to analyze a time series of data.
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10. Claims 64, 73, 77, 85, 87 and 95 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 103(a) as being

unpatentable over Nishimori (5,561,641) in view of Shah (2006/0002232) as applied

to claims 57, 72 and 76 above, and further in view of Thompson (7,542,376).

11. Regarding Claim 64, Nishimori does not teach a housing has a streamlined

shape. Thompson teaches a housing has a streamlined shape [Col. 2, Lines 35-55]. It

would have been obvious to modify the system of Nishimori to include a streamlined

housing in order to protect the contents of the system from being damaged.

Regarding Claims 73 and 95, Nishimori does not explicitly teach linear and

circular transducer elements are in the same housing or that the circular transducer

element produces a conical downscan beam from within the same housing. Thompson

teaches linear and circular transducer elements are in the same housing or that the

circular transducer element produces a conical downscan beam from within the same

housing [Col. 2, Lines 35-55]. It would have been obvious to modify the system of

Nishimori to include putting both transducers in the same housing to reduce material

cost.

Regarding Claim 77, Nishimori does not explicitly teach an Ethernet hub

Thompson teaches an Ethernet Hub [Col. 6, Lines 10-15]. It would have been

obvious to modify the system of Nishimori to include an Ethernet hub to allow multiple

users to analyze the sonar data and images, or to increase the speed of data transfer.

Regarding Claims 85 and 87, Nishimori does not explicitly teach a housing being

mountable to a watercraft capable of traversing a surface of a body of water.

Thompson teaches a housing being mountable to a watercraft capable of traversing
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a surface of a body of water [Col. 2 Lines 30-45]. It would have been obvious to modify

the system of Nishimori to include mounting a housing to a watercraft in order to

examine different areas of a body of water more efficiently.

12. Claim 60 is rejected under 35 U.S.C.103(a) as being unpatentable over

Nishimori (5,561 ,641) in view of Shah (2006/0002232) as applied to claim 57 above,

and further in view of Audi (5,438,552).

13. Regarding Claim 60, Nishimori does not teach a beam width of a linear

transducer element is about 0.8 degrees by about 32 degrees or about 1.4 degrees by

about 56 degrees. Audi teaches a beam width of a linear transducer element is about

0.8 degrees by about 32 degrees or about 1.4 degrees by about 56 degrees [Col. 1,

Lines 15-35]. It would have been obvious to modify the system of Nishimori to produce

a wide, thin beam to cover a large area while also producing higher resolution sonar

images.

14. Claim 62 is rejected under 35 U.S.C.103(a) as being unpatentable over

Nishimori (5,561,641) in view of Shah (2006/0002232) as applied to claim 57 above,

and further in view of Blue (5,850,372) and Bird (4,774,837).

15. Regarding Claim 62, Nishimori does not teach a length of a rectangular face of

the linear transducer element is about 120 mm and a width of the rectangular face of

the linear transducer element is about 3 mm. Blue [Col 6, Lines 1-5] and Bird [Col 2.

Lines 40-60] teach a length of a rectangular face of the linear transducer element is
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about 120 mm and a width of the rectangular face of the linear transducer element is

about 3 mm. It would have been obvious to modify the system of Nishimori to make a

specific size transducer to produce a beam for desired applications and also to

eliminate unnecessary costs.

16. Claims 59 and 84 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 103(a) as being unpatentable

over Nishimori (5,561,641) in view of Shah (2006/0002232) as applied to claims 57

and 76 above, and further in view of Zimmerman (2007/0025183), Richard

(4,538,249) and Adams (5,184,330).

17. Regarding Claim 59, Nishimori does not explicitly teach selectable operating

frequencies include about 455 kHz and 800 KHz. Zimmerman [0003], Adams [Col. 5,

Lines 1-5], and Richard [Col. 8, Lines 45-60]. It would have been obvious to modify the

system of Nishimori to include specific frequencies depending on the types of objects

being tracked by the sonar in the water.

18. Claim 82 is rejected under 35 U.S.C.103(a) as being unpatentable over

Nishimori (5,561,641) in view of Shah (2006/0002232) as applied to claim 76 above,

and further in view of Wilcox (5,142,502).

19. Regarding Claim 82, Nishimori does not explicitly teach configuration settings

defining a predefined set of display images Wilcox teaches configuration settings

defining a predefined set of display images [Col. 3, Lines 50-70]. It would have been
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obvious to modify the system of Nishimori to include configuration settings to allow the

user to compare different sonar images taken during different surveys.

20. Claims 63 and 86 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 103(a) as being unpatentable

over Nishimori (5,561,641) in view of Shah (2006/0002232) as applied to claims 57,

76, and 85 above, further in view of Thompson (7,542,376) and Zimmerman

(2007/0025183).

21. Regarding Claims 63 and 86, Nishimori does not teach a housing is mountable to

a vessel to generate sonar pulses defining a fan-shaped beam extending from one side

of the vessel to an opposite side of the vessel. Nishimori does not explicitly teach a

housing mountable to a watercraft Thompson teaches a housing mountable to a

watercraft [Col. 2 Lines 35-55]. It would have been obvious to modify the array of

Nishimori with a housing mountable to a watercraft because it would allow the

transducer to be transported without being damaged. Zimmerman teaches a fan-shaped

beam [Fig 3]. It would have been obvious to modify the system of Nishimori to include

a fan-shaped beam to identify objects in a larger area near the vessel.

Conclusion

Any inquiry concerning this communication or earlier communications from the

examiner should be directed to JAMES HULKA whose telephone number is (571)270-

7553. The examiner can normally be reached on Monday thru Thursday 7:30am-5pm,

Every 2nd Friday, 7:30am — 4pm.
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If attempts to reach the examiner by telephone are unsuccessful, the examiner’s

supervisor, Thomas Tarcza can be reached on 571-272-6979. The fax phone number

for the organization where this application or proceeding is assigned is 571-273-8300.

Information regarding the status of an application may be obtained from the

Patent Application Information Retrieval (PAIR) system. Status information for

published applications may be obtained from either Private PAIR or Public PAIR.

Status information for unpublished applications is available through Private PAIR only.

For more information about the PAIR system, see http://pair-direct.uspto.gov. Should

you have questions on access to the Private PAIR system, contact the Electronic

Business Center (EBC) at 866-217-9197 (toll-free). If you would like assistance from a

USPTO Customer Service Representative or access to the automated information

system, call 800-786-9199 (IN USA OR CANADA) or 571-272-1000.

/J. H./

Examiner, Art Unit 3662

/Thomas H. Tarcza/

Supervisory Patent Examiner, Art Unit 3662
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Attorney's Docket No. 03 8495/369324
PATENT

IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE

In re: Maguire Confirmation No.: 9769

Appl. No.2 12/460,139 Group Art Unit: 3662
Filed: 07/14/2009 Examiner: James R. Hulka

For: DOWNSCAN IMAGING SONAR

Mail Stop Amendment
Commissioner for Patents

P.O. Box 1450

Alexandria, VA 22313-1450

RESPONSE TO RESTRICTION REQUIREMENT

This is in response to the Office Action dated July 28, 2011, in which the Examiner has

required restriction between Species I and Species II. Species I is described in Claims 1-56, drawn

to a plurality of rectangular transducers, and a sonar system including the plurality of rectangular

transducers. Species II is described in Claims 57-99, drawn to a linear transducer array, and a sonar

system including the linear transducer array. Applicant hereby elects to prosecute the claims of

Species II (Claims 57-99) and expressly reserves the right to file divisional applications or take

such other appropriate measures deemed necessary to protect the inventions in the remaining

claims.

It is not believed that extensions of time or fees for net addition of claims are required,

beyond those, which may otherwise be provided for in documents accompanying this paper.

However, in the event that additional extensions of time are necessary to allow consideration of this

paper, such extensions are hereby petitioned under 37 CFR § 1.136(a), and any fee required therefor

(including fees for net addition of claims) is hereby authorized to be charged to Deposit Account

No. 16-0605.

spe sub 'tted,

 
Donald M. Hill, Jr.

Registration No. 40,646
Customer No. 00826

ALSTON & BIRD LLP

101 South Tryon Street, Suite 4000

Charlotte, NC 28280-4000

Tel Charlotte Office (704) 444-1000

ELECTRONICALLY FILED USING THE EFS-WEB ELECTRONIC FILING SYSTEM OF THE UNITED STATES PATENT &
TRADEMARK OFFICE ON AUGUST 29, 2011.
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This Acknowledgement Receipt evidences receipt on the noted date by the USPTO ofthe indicated documents,

characterized by the applicant, and including page counts, where applicable. It serves as evidence of receipt similar to a
Post Card, as described in MPEP 503.

New Applications Under 35 U.S.C. 111

lfa new application is being filed and the application includes the necessary components for a filing date (see 37 CFR

1.53(b)-(d) and MPEP 506), a Filing Receipt (37 CFR 1.54) will be issued in due course and the date shown on this

Acknowledgement Receipt will establish the filing date of the application.

National Stage of an International Application under 35 U.S.C. 371

lfa timely submission to enter the national stage of an international application is compliant with the conditions of 35

U.S.C. 371 and other applicable requirements a Form PCT/DO/E0/903 indicating acceptance of the application as a
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New International Application Filed with the USPTO as a Receiving Office

lfa new international application is being filed and the international application includes the necessary components for

an international filing date (see PCT Article 11 and MPEP 1810), a Notification of the International Application Number
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national security, and the date shown on this Acknowledgement Receipt will establish the international filing date of
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Application No. App|icant(s)

12/460,139 MAGUIRE, BRIAN T.

Office Action Summary Examiner A“ Unit

JAMES HULKA 3662

-- The MAILING DA TE of this communication appears on the cover sheet with the correspondence address --

Period for Reply

A SHORTENED STATUTORY PERIOD FOR REPLY IS SET TO EXPIRE 1 MONTH(S) OR THIRTY (30) DAYS,
WHICHEVER IS LONGER, FROM THE MAILING DATE OF THIS COMMUNICATION.

Extensions of time may be available under the provisions of 37 CFR 1.136(a). In no event, however, may a reply be timely filed
after SIX (6) MONTHS from the mailing date of this communication.

— If NO period for reply is specified above, the maximum statutory period will apply and will expire SIX (6) MONTHS from the mailing date of this communication.
— Failure to reply within the set or extended period for reply will, by statute, cause the application to become ABANDONED (35 U.S.C. § 133).

Any reply received by the Office later than three months after the mailing date of this communication, even if timely filed, may reduce any
earned patent term adjustment. See 37 CFR 1.704(b).

Status

1)IXl Responsive to communication(s) filed on 14 July 2009.

2a)I:I This action is FINAL. 2b)IXl This action is non—final.

3)I:l Since this application is in condition for allowance except for formal matters, prosecution as to the merits is

closed in accordance with the practice under Exparte Quayle, 1935 C.D. 11, 453 O.G. 213.

Disposition of Claims

4)IZl Claim(s) $9 is/are pending in the application.

4a) Of the above claim(s) is/are withdrawn from consideration.

Application Papers

9)I:l The specification is objected to by the Examiner.

10)|:| The drawing(s) filed onj is/are: a)I:I accepted or b)I:l objected to by the Examiner.

Applicant may not request that any objection to the drawing(s) be held in abeyance. See 37 CFR 1.85(a).

Replacement drawing sheet(s) including the correction is required if the drawing(s) is objected to. See 37 CFR 1.121 (d).

11)I:I The oath or declaration is objected to by the Examiner. Note the attached Office Action or form PTO-152.

Priority under 35 U.S.C. § 119

12)I:I Acknowledgment is made of a claim for foreign priority under 35 U.S.C. § 119(a)-(d) or (f).

a)|:| All b)I:l Some * c)|:| None of:

1.|:I Certified copies of the priority documents have been received.

2.|:| Certified copies of the priority documents have been received in Application No. _.

3.I:I Copies of the certified copies of the priority documents have been received in this National Stage

application from the International Bureau (PCT Rule 17.2(a)).

* See the attached detailed Office action for a list of the certified copies not received.

Attachment(s)

1) El Notice of References Cited (PTO-892) 4) El Interview Summary (PTO-413)
2) D Notice of Draftsperson‘s Patent Drawing Review (PTO-948) Paper N°(5)/II/Ia" DaTe- L
3) |:| Information Disclosure Statement(s) (PTO/SB/08) 5) I:I Notice of informal Patent Application

Paper No(s)/Mail Date . 6) D Other: .
U.S. Patent and Trademark Office : A - . .
PTOL-326 (Rev. 08-06) Office Action Summary Part of Paper No./Mail Date 201 10152763 of 737



Application/Control Number: 12/460,139

Art Unit: 3662

Page 2

DETAILED ACTION

Election/Restrictions

1. This application contains claims directed to the following patentably

distinct Species I and II. The species are independent or distinct because Species ll

includes a linear transducer array (Fig. 14) and has a different functionality than Species

I which uses a plurality of planar arrays. Linear and planar arrays use different

mathematical equations in determining directivity of objects detected, require different

costs, and potentially different levels of accuracy or efficiency. In addition, these species

are not obvious variants of each other based on the current record. Species I is

described in Claims 1-56, drawn to a plurality of rectangular transducers, and a sonar

system including and using the plurality of rectangular transducers, classified in class

367, subclasses 153 and 88.. Species II is described in Claims 57-99, drawn to a

linear transducer array, and a sonar system using and including the linear transducer

array, classified in class 367, subclasses 154 and 87.

Applicant is required under 35 U.S.C. 121 to elect a single disclosed species,

or a single grouping of patentably indistinct species, for prosecution on the merits

to which the claims shall be restricted if no generic claim is finally held to be allowable.

Currently, a sonar system comprising one or more transducer arrays are generic.

There is a search and/or examination burden for the patentably distinct species

as set forth above because at least the following reason(s) apply:

The application as written describes inventions that require searches in 4

different subclasses.
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Application/Control Number: 12/460,139

Art Unit: 3662

Page 3

Applicant is advised that the reply to this requirement to be complete must

include (i) an election of a species or a grouping of patentably indistinct species

to be examined even though the requirement fly be traversed (37 CFR 1.143) and

(ii) identification of the claims encompassing the elected species or grouping of

patentably indistinct species, including any claims subsequently added. An argument

that a claim is allowable or that all claims are generic is considered nonresponsive

unless accompanied by an election.

The election may be made with or without traverse. To preserve a right to

petition, the election must be made with traverse. If the reply does not distinctly and

specifically point out supposed errors in the election of species requirement, the election

shall be treated as an election without traverse. Traversal must be presented at the time

of election in order to be considered timely. Failure to timely traverse the requirement

will result in the loss of right to petition under 37 CFR 1.144. If claims are added after

the election, applicant must indicate which of these claims are readable on the elected

species or grouping of patentably indistinct species.

Should applicant traverse on the ground that the species, or groupings of

patentably indistinct species from which election is required, are not patentably distinct,

applicant should submit evidence or identify such evidence now of record showing them

to be obvious variants or clearly admit on the record that this is the case. In either

instance, if the examiner finds one of the species unpatentable over the prior art, the

evidence or admission may be used in a rejection under 35 U.S.C. 103(a) of the other

species.
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Application/Control Number: 12/460,139

Art Unit: 3662

Page 4

Upon the allowance of a generic claim, applicant will be entitled to consideration

of claims to additional species which depend from or otherwise require all the limitations

of an allowable generic claim as provided by 37 CFR 1.141.

Conclusion

Any inquiry concerning this communication or earlier communications from the

examiner should be directed to JAMES HULKA whose telephone number is (571)270-

7553. The examiner can normally be reached on Monday thru Thursday 7:30am-5pm,

Every 2nd Friday, 7:30am - 4pm.

If attempts to reach the examiner by telephone are unsuccessful, the examiner’s

supervisor, Thomas Tarcza can be reached on 571-272-6979. The fax phone number

for the organization where this application or proceeding is assigned is 571-273-8300.

Information regarding the status of an application may be obtained from the

Patent Application Information Retrieval (PAIR) system. Status information for

published applications may be obtained from either Private PAIR or Public PAIR.

Status information for unpublished applications is available through Private PAIR only.

For more information about the PAIR system, see http://pair-direct.uspto.gov. Should

you have questions on access to the Private PAIR system, contact the Electronic

Business Center (EBC) at 866-217-9197 (toll-free). If you would like assistance from a

USPTO Customer Service Representative or access to the automated information

system, call 800-786-9199 (IN USA OR CANADA) or 571-272-1000.
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Application/Control Number: 12/460,139 Page 5

Art Unit: 3662

/J. H./

Examiner, Art Unit 3662

/Thomas H. Tarcza/

Supervisory Patent Examiner, Art Unit 3662
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PLUS Search Results for S/N 12460139, Searched Fri Jul 22 08:50:33 EDT 2011

The Patent Linguistics Utility System (PLUS) is a USPTO automated search system

for U.S. Patents from 1971 to the present PLUS is a query-by-example search system which

produces a list of patents that are most closely related linguistically to the application

searched. This search was prepared by the staff of the Scientific and Technical Information
Center, SIRA.
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TWD-DIMENSIONAL ARRAY TRANSDUCER AND BEAMFDRMER

Background of the invention

1. Field of the Invention

The present invention relates to a planar array sonar transducer which simultaneously forms multiple, narrow

dispersion acoustic beam sets in two planar dimensions normal to the array face.

2. Description of Related Technology

Transducers which simultaneously generate multiple narrow acoustic beams inclined outward in two axes

from a plane are currently used in different types of acoustic backscatter systems that measure velocity and/or

distance in two or three dimensions. Examples include Acoustic Doppler Velocity Sensors lADVS) which employ a

simple set of four beams in a "Janus" configuration for two or three axis velocity measurement, sonars which

measure distance to target in the water (such as forward scanning sonarsl, and bottom mapping sonars.

ADVS's are widely used for measurement of vertical profiles of water current measurements and for earth

andlor water referenced velocity measurement for vessel navigation. They measure 3-axis velocities by measuring

velocity along lines of position defined by narrow acoustic beams. A minimum of three beams oriented at different

directions are required to measure the three orthogonal velocity components. Typically four narrow (l4°) conical

transmitlreceive beams are employed positioned in two axes of a plane surface and inclined relative to the normal

to that plane. This configuration, well known in the acoustic arts, is referred to as a Janus configuration; the two

sets of narrow conical beams are symmetrically inclined outward and positioned at four 90° circumferential

increments on the surface of a larger (typically 60°) outward opening cone. Durrently'avai|able'transilucertechnology "

used to produce this four beam configuration include assemblies of 4-piston transducers or a pair of one-dimensional

phased array transducers (i.a., arrays in which acoustic beams are formed in one plane only).

Conventional 4-piston transducer assemblies consist of four independent circular piston-type transducers,

each producing a single narrowly dispersed conical transmitlreceive beam directed normal to the piston face. As

shown in Fig. 1, the four transducers are physically positioned in a rigid assembly to achieve the required Janus beam

configuration. For conventional narrowband ADVS applications, each of these transducers requires an effective

transmit and receive bandwidth of approximately 2% of the nominal acoustic carrier frequency. Typical carrier

frequencies range from 100 kHz to 5 MHz. Each piston transducer is typically fabricated from either a single solid

disc of ceramic material or from a flat array of small ceramic elements. Modern broadband ADVS's operate with

fractional bandwidths on the order of 50%. They are also fabricated from solid ceramic discs or flat arrays, but
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have one or more additional impedance matching layers bonded to the face to achieve the required bandwidth. U.S.

Patent No. 5,343,443, "Broadband Acoustic Transducer", discloses such a system. The primary advantage of this

4-piston method is simplicity of the transducer construction and operation. Each piston transducer is driven by a

separate signal, and no beamformer circuitry is required.

Single beam transducers such as those previously described may also be beamforming arrays. These arrays

generally have all of the transducer elements electrically connected in parallel. Beam angle alignment is achieved

primarily by virtue of proper positioning of the piston. Disadvantages associated with such arrays include 1) the

requirement for a large, heavy mechanical structure to support the transducers; 2) the shape of its face, whether

concave or convex, does not lend itself to a smooth hydrodynamic fonn unless a thick, acoustically transparent

material with a flat face is attached to the front portion of the assembly; 3) a large aperture is required to form

the beams; and 4) accurate measurement of velocity requires that the speed of sound at the transducer face be

known.

An improved transducer physical configuration for producing the four Janus configuration beams in 2 axes

for ADVS applications is to use a pair of one-dimensional phased array transducers. As shown in Fig. 2, a single

one-dimensional planar array produces two conical beams inclined relative to the direction perpendicular to the

longitudinal axis of the array (see U.S. Patent No. 4,641,291, "Phased Array Doppler Sonar Transducer"). To

produce the four ADVS beams, two adjacently positioned arrays are used, with one rotated 90° relative to the other

about the aforementioned perpendicular direction. Since each one-dimensional array utilizes a single aperture, which

is only slightly larger than a single beam piston, to produce two beams, a factor of approximately two improvement

in aperture spatial efficiency is realized relative to the multiple piston approach.

One-dimensional phased arrays are typically constructed with parallel line arrays separated by a half

wavelength of the carrier frequency. Each line array may be constructed using a number of small-square-or circular "

ceramic elements wired in parallel on both faces, or from a singular, elongated rectangular element. Alternate line

arrays are wired together electrically in parallel to provide the necessary beamforming functions. One such wiring

arrangement involves electricallyconnecting each fourth line array in parallel. Both circular and rectangular array

geometries are used. To produce a beam dispersion of 4° required for a typical ADVS, an aperture of about 16

wavelengths (32 elements spaced at 1l2 wavelengths) in diameter is required. For typical ADVS operating

frequencies in the range of 100 kHz to 5 MHz (single piece commercially available line elements normally operate

in this region), an array of 32 parallel long elements is preferred over a 32 X 32 diced array li.e., one which is cut

or diced from a single solid element) due to production assembly cost advantages.

When the array is operating in the "receive" mode li.e., receiving incoming signals), a simple phase shift

beamformer is used to phase shift the signals received by the two arrays (assuming the configuration previously
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described) by :90“ to compensate for the time delay produced by acoustic propagation over the hall wavelength

path length in the medium between alternate line arrays. A phase shift is an approximation to time delay which is

valid only for narrow fractional bandwidth signals. For narrowband signals, the summation process forms two receive

beams inclined to the flat array plane surface. When operating in the "transmit" mode, the two arrays are driven

by narrowband signals with appropriate relative phase shifts to form the four (two per array) simultaneously

transmitted beams.

When these phased arrays are driven by wideband signals, the different frequencies contained in the signals

are dispersed from the transducers in different angular directions, effectively broadening the beams. The phased

array technique forms narrow beams only when signal bandwidths are less than about 3%. This is adequate for

narrowband ADVS applications, but falls short of the bandwidth associated with modern broadband ADVS systems

by a factor of roughly between 8 and 16 (see, for example, U.S. Patent No. 5,483,499, "Broadband Acoustic Doppler

Current Profi|er").

An improvement in bandwidthldispersion performance can be obtained for the pair of one-dimensional phased

array transducers previously described by replacing the simple 90° phase shifting beamformer network (in both

transmit and receive modes) with a more complex time-delay network. Use of the time delay decouples frequency

from the relative angle of incidence of the receivedltransmitted wave, thereby reducing angular beam spreading in

large bandwidth applications. With this time-delay array method, each of the individual line array signals are time

delayed and summed together to form a composite signal which is independent of the angle of incidence. The

primary drawback associated with this technique is the more complex transmit and receive beamformer.

An added performance benefit of the phased and time-delay array approach is that, for the ADVS

application, the velocity components parallel to the array face are inherently self-correcting for changes in the speed

of sound through the medium. As the speed of sound varies, differential path lengths and thecorresponding time"

delays associated with various array transducers Will vary accordingly. Self-correction results from the fact that

the beam angle varies with the speed of sound in such a way as to directly compensate for errors in computing the

velocity component parallel to the transducer face (usually horizontal). This minimizes, but does not completely

eliminate, the need to measure sound velocity at the transducer face for high accuracy navigation.

Thus, relative to 4-piston assemblies, one-dimensional phased arrays provide improved spatial efficiency for

fixed beam characteristics, have a flat face for better hydrodynamic performance, and have improved velocity

resolution in media with varying sound propagation velocities. yet do not adequately support broadband ADVS

operation. One-dimensional time-delay arrays have the added benefit of supporting broadband ADVS operation as
well.
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One-dimensional phased and time-delay array techniques are also commonly used for bottom mapping and

forward scanning applications to form more than two beams within a single plane of the array face. For these

applications, multiple phase andlor time-delay beamformers are coupled to a single one-dimensional array, each

beamformer having different phaseltime-delays to simultaneously form multiple beams at different angles of inclination

relative to the array face, but all within a single planar orientation perpendicular to the array face. lf measurement

in a second planar orientation is required, two adjacent one-dimensional phase or time-delay arrays are used, with

one physically rotated 90° from the other as previously described.

For each of the above mentioned techniques of forming multiple acoustic beams inclined within two planes

perpendicular to the array face plane, an aperture of at least twice the size of that required to form any single

narrow beam is necessary. It is possible to form two or more conical beams within two planes perpendicular to the

array face if the proper signal can be provided to each element of the array. The formation of four beams in two

perpendicular planes from a single planar array is depicted in Fig. 3. It is well understood in the art that such planar

arrays can form beams centered around arbitrary angles relative to the array face if appropriate phase shifts are

introduced between individual transducer elements; this concept has been in use for many years in radar antenna

arrays and to a lesser extent in sonar transducer arrays. It is also well understood that beam forming for wide

bandwidth applications requires true time delays between elements to compensate for the time delays produced by

propagation over different path lengths in the medium associated with different elements.

A substantial reduction in the size, weight, and cost of the ADVS transducer assembly could be achieved

if four inclined beams oriented in two planes perpendicular to the array face could be formed from a single planar

array of transducer elements, using the full available aperture to form all beams, as shown in Fig. 3. To accomplish

this, a 32 x 32 array of about 800 elements is required, with the array elements precisely aligned at 112 wavelength

increments in both plane face dimensions, i.e., with respect to the X-Y coordinate system of Fig. 2. Assembly of

this precision array from 800 individual elements is relatively complex. Comp|ex~phase andlorrtime-delay circuitry"

is also required to support beamforming in two dimensions for this large number of elements. Using existing array

technology, a separate power amplifier and phase andlor time-delay circuit would generally be required for each

individual element of the array. These array fabrication and beamformer complexity factors make the use of a two

dimensional planar array an economically impractical solution for nearly all applications.

Hence, it would be highly desirable to provide an improved planar array which could produce narrow

dispersion beam sets in two dimensions relative to the array face within a substantially reduced aperture, and which

would utilize simplified phase andlor time-delay beamforming circuitry to support the large number of individual

transducer elements inherent in such arrays. Furthermore, it would be highly desirable to provide an efficient and

cost-effective method of fabricating the aforementioned array to make its manufacture and use economically practical.
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Summary of the Invention

The present invention satisfies the aforementioned needs by providing an improved system and method of

forming a multl-planar narrowband or broadband beam set inclined relative to a transducer array face, with reduced

aperture area. A cost effective and simplified method for manufacturing the transducer array is also disclosed.

In a first aspect of the invention, each 2-axis beam set formed from the single 2-axis planar array of

transducer elements uses all of the elements in the array and the full available aperture to form each of the beams.

From an aperture spatial efficiency viewpoint, this is an optimal approach to farming multiple narrow 2-axis beams,

because each beam can be made as narrow as allowed by the available aperture area. The overall aperture area

will be minimized for a given beamwidth of each of the multiple 2-axis beams. Relative to the previously described

4-piston approach, the aperture diameter is reduced by a factor of 2.5, la factor of 6 for the area), the transducer

face is substantially more hydrodynamic (thereby reducing flow resistance, noise, and potential inaccuracies resulting

from air coalescing near the aperture), and the transducer assembly volume is reduced by a factor of roughly 10.

Relative to the previously described dual 1-dimensional array approach, the aperture area is reduced by a factor of
Will].

in a second aspect of the invention, the multi-planar (2 axis) array disclosed herein utilizes a greatly reduced

number of phase or time-delay beamforming circuits relative to the number of elements in the array. The capability

to produce multiple narrow beams in two axes from a single planar array is achieved by a method of electrically

interfacing independently with the two sides of the array permitting independent and simultaneous formation of

multiple inclined transmit and receive beams in two dimensions of the array plane. This is accomplished by

electrically connecting together the backside rows and frontside columns of the array, connecting the backside and

frontside parallel sets to beamformer networks which have a low electrical impedance (relative to the impedance of

the rows and columns) in both the transmit and receive mode of operation, and processirigthe transmitlreceive‘

signals tolfrom the two array sides to simultaneously and independently form multiple inclined transmitlreceive beams

in two dimensions of the array plane. The two directions are normally but not necessarily orthogonal to each other.

in another aspect of the invention, a cost effective method of fabricating the planar array of approximately

800 precisely aligned elements is disclosed. While, as previously described, prior art one-dimensional multibeam

arrays may be fabricated from an array of on the order of 32 long rectangular transducer elements of about 1/2

wavelength in width, the preferred embodiment of the present invention requires the use of array elements which

have dimensions of approximately 1l2 wavelength of carrier frequency in both face dimensions. Furthermore to

achieve the necessary bandwidth for broadband applications, each element must be constructed of several layers of

different materials which must be bonded together. Hence, an array of roughly 800 multi-layered elements (32 x

32) is required to be precisely assembled in a cost effective manner to make the aforementioned design economically
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feasible. To accomplish this, an improved method of fabricating this complex array is disclosed in which several

cylindrical discs (each having a diameter equal to that of the final array) are sequentially bonded together and

partially sliced with a parallel diamond blade saw at various stages of the process such that at all stages of

fabrication, the sliced elements are rigidly held together by a solid layer. When completed, the array is internally

diced into the desired form with the required precision, and held in shape by the combination of a mechanically rigid

and acoustically transparent front facing and a solid backing disc.

The aforementioned simplified design and fabrication techniques make it economically practical to produce

cost effective commercial products with the form and performance advantages of the 2-dimensional flat array. The

present invention provides significantly improved performance for typical ADVS (Le. a four beam 150 kHz transducer

with 4° one-way heamwidths) applications. These and other objects and features of the present invention will

become more fully apparent from the following description and appended claims taken in conjunction with the

following drawings.

Brief Description of the Drawings

Fig. 1 is a top view of a prior art 4—piston transducer array in Janus configuration.

Fig. 2 is a perspective view of a prior art one-dimensional phased acoustic array, illustrating the formation

of two narrow acoustic beams.

Fig. 3 is a perspective view illustrating a typical configuration of four acoustic beams inclined relative to

the array normal (i.e., Z-axis) and positioned within two planes perpendicular to the array face plane li.e., X-Y plane).

Fig. 4 a functional block diagram of the preferred embodiment of the two-dimensional transducer array,

including the method of electrical array element interconnection, and the method of array-to-beamformer

interconnection to the transmit and receive beamformers.

Fig. 5 is a functional block diagram illustrating the operation of a simplified sixteen"element 2-"dimensional

phased array transducer operating in the receive mode.

Fig. 6 is a functional block diagram illustrating the operation of a simplified sixteen element 2-dimensional

phased array transducer operating in the transmit mode.

Fig. 7 is a functional block diagram illustrating the operation of a simplified sixteen element 2-dimensional

time-delay transducer operating in the receive mode.

Fig. 8 is a functional block diagram illustrating the operation of a simplified sixteen element 2-dimensional

time-delay transducer operating in the transmit mode.

Fig. 9 is a perspective view illustrating the formation of multiple beams in two planes perpendicular to the

face of an array using the time-delay technique.

Fig. 10 is a top view of one preferred circular 150 kHz transducer array with 8liD individual square faced

piezo-electrical ceramic elements closely spaced at a center-to-center distance of 5mm.
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Fig. 11 is a perspective view of one preferred embodiment of the transducer assembly with the thickness

dimension expanded to illustrate the layered construction thereof.

Fig. 12 is a schematic block diagram of one preferred embodiment of the time-delay receive beamformer

used in conjunction with the present invention.

Fig. 13 is a schematic block diagram of one preferred embodiment of the time-delay transmit beamformer

used in conjunction with the present invention.

Fig. 14 is a graph of signal amplitude versus beam angle (measured from the Z-axis, normal to_the array

face) for a 150 kHz nominal 32 x 32 phased array transducer, as viewed in the X-Z or Y-2 planes, illustrating the

formation of acoustic one beam.

Fig. 15 is a process diagram illustrating the preferred manufacturing process for fabricating the preferred

array transducer of the present invention.

Detailed Description of the Preferred Embodiment

Reference is now made to the drawings wherein like numerals refer to like parts throughout. The discussion

in this section is organized with headings as follows: Functional Description. Hardware Description and Fabrication

Description.

1. Functional Description:

A block diagram of the preferred embodiment of the two-dimensional transducer array is shown in Fig. 4.

A typical planar acoustic transducer array configuration 100 is depicted. Individual Array elements 102 are

electrically interconnected along front-side columns 104 and back-side rows 106. Array elements 102 are

interconnected to the associated beamformer 108, 110 through 2-axis transmitlreceive (TIR) switches 118. The

transmit 108 and receive 110 heamformers may be either phase or time-delay beamformlfig networks. The‘

coordinate system used for the purposes of this description is as shown with the rows 106 oriented in the X axis,

columns 104 in the Y axis, and the Z axis normal to the plane face116.

The array face 116 is circular, but other form factors such as ellipses or polygons which are generally

symmetrical in the two face dimensions are also suitable for forming narrow inclined beams of general conical form.

The array is composed of a large number of small elements 102 which have symmetrical faces, typically square,

circular, or rectangular in form (ie., their facial crossection). The face width of each element is approximately 0.5A,

where /l is the acoustic wavelength in water of the desired center frequency. To form beams with 4° beam width,

an array diameter of approximately 16/i is required, consisting of a 32 X 32 element array of approximately 800

elements. The back side rows 106 (X direction) and front side columns 104 (Y direction) of the array elements are
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electrically connected together along parallel lines of elements with thin acoustically transparent material, as shown

in Fig. 4. The rows and columns are normally but not necessarily orthogonal to each other.

Each of the array X axis rows 106 and Y axis columns 104 are connected to a TIR switch 118 which,

as controlled by a TIR logic signal 120, electrically connects the sets of X and Y lines to respective X and Y receive

beamfonners 110 in the receive mode, and to X and Y transmit beamformers 108 in the transmit mode. When in

the transmit mode, the array lines are connected through the TIR switch 118 to the transmit beamformers 108

which provide the electrical transmit drive signals from a low impedance electrical source (relative to the electrical

impedance of the line of transducer elements). When in the receive mode, the array lines are connected through the

TIR switch to receive beamformers 110 which receive the electrical signals from the transducer lines while providing

a low electrical impedance path (relative to the electrical impedance of the line of transducer elements) to signal

ground on each X and Y line.

This low electrical sourcelload impedance on each Y and Y line (low source impedance during transmit and

low load impedance during receive) allows simultaneous and independent access to each X row 106 and Y column

104 for application of transmit electrical drive signals and receipt of signals from each X row and Y column.

Furthermore, parallel sets of X and Y axis line arrays can be simultaneously and independently formed. X-axis

transmit and receive line arrays are formed by the parallel electrical connection along the back side rows 106 and

the presence of the low impedance signal ground on all of the front side Y-axis columns 104.

During transmit mode, transmit drive signals are applied through the TIR switch to the parallel X-axis back

side electrical interconnection lines from a transmit amplifier which has a low output impedance relative to signal

ground. While the X~axis drive signals are being applied to individual X-axis line arrays, the entire Y-axis 32 parallel

line array face is maintained as a low impedance path to signal ground (via the signal path through the Y-axis TIR

switch 118a to the low impedance Y-axis drivers of the Y beamformer 108a) to ensure that‘ the‘X-axis'*drive signal ’

is imposed solely across the X-axis rows, and does not couple to the Y-axis side of the array. Similarly, while the

Y-axis drive signals are being applied to Y-axis line arrays, the entire X-axis array face is maintained as a low

impedance path to signal ground to allow signals to be independently applied the Y-axis without coupling to the X-

axis. Thus, by superposition of both X and Y axis transmit drive signals, the low impedance associated with the

transmit beamformer sources permits X- and Y-axis line transmit arrays to be formed simultaneously and

independently.

During receive mode, the electrical signal present on each X-axis row 106 (with the front side low

impedance path to signal ground) represents the sum of the received electrical signals of all elements in each row.

Most conventional sonar receiver amplifiers provide a high impedance load to the receiving transducer. However, for

the 2-dimensional array application of the present invention, an amplifier has been developed for use in the receiving
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beamformer which provides a low impedance load while receiving. This is accomplished by connecting each of the

X and Y-axis lines to a virtual ground node la point having the same potential ievel as ground but not directly

connected to ground) on the receiving preamplifier within the receive beamiormers. The signal current flowing into

each virtual ground node is the sum of the signal currents from all the ceramic elements in the column or row.

When receiving signals from a column, the column signal is independent of the row signals being simultaneously

received due to the low impedance load presented by the virtual ground on all rows. Similarly, when receiving signals

from row, because of the low impedance load presented by the virtual ground on all columns, this row signal is

independent of the column signals being simultaneously received.

This independent and simultaneous X row and Y column electrical access during both transmit and receive

modes via the X and Y signal lines allows the array to he used as a 2-dimensional array to simultaneously and

independently form multiple inclined acoustic beam set in both the X-Z and Y-Z planes. The beamforming operation

in each plane is the same as conventional 1-dimensional phased andlor time-delay arrays. Thus, the 2-dimensional

beamforming operation is in general the equivalent of two overlaid 1-dimensional arrays, with one array rotated 90°.

During transmit mode operation, phase or time-delayed signals applied to the X rows form inclined acoustic

transmit beams in the Y direction (YZ plane). Simultaneously and independently, phase or time-delayed signals applied

to the Y columns to produce inclined acoustic transmit beams in the X direction (X2 plane). During receive mode

operation electrical signals received on the X rows are phase or time delayed and combined in the X row receiver

beamformer to produce inclined receive acoustic beams in the Y direction. Simultaneously and independently, signals

received on the Y columns and combined in the Y side beamformer produce inclined receive acoustic beams in the

X direction. Thus, through superposition of the X and Y axis electrical and acoustic signals, 2-dimensional acoustic

beam formation from a single planar array in both transmit and receive modes is achieved.

To understand the fundamental principles of operation how these two-dimensional transmifand receive"

acoustic beams are formed, the operation of sixteen element array subset oi the 32 X 32 element two-dimensional

array transducer is considered. Operation with both phase (narrowband) and time~delay lnarrowband or broadband)

beamiormers is described herein.

Phased Array 0/Ieratian

Operation of a sixteen-element (4 X 4) subset of the previously described two—dimensional array with a

phase-shift beamformer is illustrated in Figs. 5 and 6. During receipt of a long tone burst acoustic signal at a single

frequency lnarrowband), f, with wavelength, A - clf, where c is the sound propagation velocity in the fluid media,

incoming sound ray wavefronts 200 traveling in the -X direction and at an angle 0 202 with the Z axis (2 being

normal to the array plane, or normal to the plane of the Figure) travel different distances to each of the Y-axis

(frontside) column line-arrays 204, and thus strike each of the line arrays at different times, and in general, with
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different phases. As illustrated in Fig. 5, the path length differences between adjacent line-arrays (a) 205 is related

to the element center-to-center separation distance ld) by

a - d sin0.

The wavefront arrival time differences (r) between adjacent line-arrays is

r - alc - ldIc)sin9

If the elements are spaced at distances corresponding to a half-wavelength of the arriving narrowhand signal ld -

/ll2), the path length difference expressed in terms of arriving signal wavelengths is given by

a - l/lI2)sin9.

For an arrival angle of 30°.

a - lAI2)sin30 - M4.

This corresponds to an inter-element angular phase shift of 90° for arriving narrowhand signals. Thus, when the

narrowhand pulse is being received by all Y-axis line-arrays with the backside coupled to the low impedance virtual

grounds 208 as described above, the received electrical signal phases along the set of four Y-axis line-arrays will

be 0, 90, 180, and 270 degrees, respectively.

Receive operation of the frontside (Y) columns with the backside rows 106 all coupled to signal ground in

the X-axis receive beamformer l10b will first be considered. Each set of four X-axis electrical signals (in the 4x4

array used for illustration) are connected to virtual ground nodes 208 in the receiver preamplifier of the receive

beamformer 110a to form a signal reference for the backside rows, and phase shifted -90” ‘between adjacent line-

arrays (0, -90, -180, and -270 degrees), as shown. The imposed phase shifts compensate for those arising from

the different inter-element path lengths of the narrowhand acoustic pulse incident on the line arrays, as illustrated

in Fig. 5. The resulting four signals 210 will be in phase and, when summed, will form a maximum acoustic

interference pattern when receiving a wavefront arriving at a 30° incidence angle. This maximum corresponds to

the central axis of one of the main lobes of the formed beams.

A second receive beam can be formed for incoming sound ray wavefronts traveling in the -X direction and

at an angle 0 with the Z direction (at a -30° incidence angle) by reversing the sign of the 90° imposed phase shift

on the four signals and summing the signals. Since the set of four signal phases repeats for additional sets of four

|ine—arrays, larger arrays can be implemented by summing the signals from all sets of four line-arrays to further

enhance the interference patterns at ;t 30°. When additional sets of four line-array segments are utilized as
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described, the acoustic signal gain along the : 30° directions is increased, or correspondingly, the beamwidth in that
direction is reduced, as additional sets of arrays are added.

An equivalent beamforming method is to first sum all of the equal phase signals from different array sets,

then apply the imposed 90° phase shifts between the summed set of four signals. This can be accomplished by

simply electrically connecting each fourth line-array in parallel, as is commonly done in practice for one-dimensional

phased arrays as previously described (see Fig. 2). The effective beamwidth in the X direction is determined by the

number of line-array sets in the array. in the Y direction, the beamwidth is determined by the beam patterns of the

line-arrays, which is inversely proportional to the length (in acoustic wavelengths) of the array lines. For the ADVS

application, narrow inclined acoustic beams with similar widths in both planes are desired and the X and Y plane

dimensions are maintained about the same.

During the transmit mode, operation of the 2-axis array is similar to the above described receive mode

except the flow of signals is reversed, as illustrated in Fig. 6. Transmit operation of the frontside columns with the

backside rows all coupled to signal ground will first be considered. A long tone burst carrier frequency 300 is

applied to a phase shift transmit beamfermer 108a, generating four drive signals with relative phases of 0, 90, 180

and 270 degrees. These are applied to the four parallel wired sets 302 of Y columns from low impedance drivers.

The imposed phase shifts will compensate for those arising from the different path lengths between line arrays, and

a transmitted acoustic signal interference pattern at a 30° incidence angle will be formed, corresponding to the

center of one of the main beam lobes. Another transmitted beam can be formed at a -30° incidence angle by

reversing the sign of the 90° imposed phase shift as previously described.

Receive and transmit operation in the Y-axis is the same. When considering signals applied and received

from the backside rows, the frontside columns are coupled through a low impedance to signal ground. The presence

of the low transmit drive and receiver load impedance to ground on each side results in fully ir‘i‘depen"de‘nt X and Y"

axis operation. From superposition of the X and Y axis signals, it can also be seen that both axes li.e., rows and

columns) can be in operation simultaneously.

The above described 2-axis beamforrning technique using fixed phase delays in forming narrow transmit and

receive beams and is referred to as a "two-dimensional phased array" transducer. It is suitable for use in

narrowband applications which transmit a single frequency (narrowband) long tone burst. Four inclined narrow beams

positioned in the X-Z and Y-Z planes and all inclined at an angle relative to the 2 direction are formed from a single

flat array aperture, as shown in Fig. 3.

From the sound ray diagram in Fig. 5, it is seen that for a fixed element spacing of d, the angle of each

beam is related to the acoustic frequency by
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6 — sin‘‘(AI4d) - sin“(cl4fd).

Thus, the beam angle will be frequency dependent and, if the incoming or outgoing wave has a broad spectrum, the

mainlobe beam pattern will be correspondingly broadened in angular space. Because of this bandwidth induced beam

spreading, the phased array technique described above does not work with broadband ADVS's which transmit signals

with a broad spectrum (typically 20-50% of the carrier frequency). To use this 2-dimensional array method with

broadband signals requires an alternate time-delay beamforming method, as described in the following paragraphs.

Time delay Array operation.-

As previously shown, incoming sound ray wavefronts traveling in the -X direction at a velocity c and at an

angle 9 with the Z direction, strike the various Y-axis front side column line-array locations at different times due

to the path length differences between adjacent line-arrays. The path length distance difference, a, was shown to

be equal to d sin9. The corresponding path length time delay difference (1') is (d sin9llc. While the phased array

employs a beamformer which compensates for the inter-element phase delays which apply only for narrowband

signals, the time delay array employs a beamformer which compensates for the inter-element time delays which apply

for signals of broader frequency band.

Considering now the receive mode of operation of a 4 X 4 array subset as illustrated in Fig. 7, with the

backside rows connected to virtual ground in the X-axis receive beamformer l10h, each set of four Y-axis electrical

received signals are connected to virtual ground nodes in the receiver beamformer amplifiers 402 to form a signal

reference for the backside rows. The amplifier outputs are applied to a tapped bidirectional time-delay summing

network 404 as shown in Fig. 7. The imposed inter-element electrical time delay 406, r, compensates for the time

delay arising from the different inter-element path lengths of the arriving acoustic signals, resulting in formation of

two beams in the 1 X-axis (X-Z plane) at incidence angles of

9 - sin“lcrId).

By inspection of this equation, it can be appreciated that the beam angles are now independent of the acoustic

frequency, and thus not spatially broadened in space by a broad frequency spectrum. This broadband capability is

the primary benefit of the time-delay technique over the previously described phase shift technique.

During the transmit mode, operation of the 4 X 4 array is similar to the above described receive mode

except the flow of signals is reversed as illustrated in Fig. 8. Considering first the operation of the frontside columns

with the backside rows all coupled to signal ground in the X-axis beamformer 500, the transmit signal 502 is applied

to a time delay transmit beamformer 504, generating four drive signals with relative time delays 508 of 0, r, 27,

and 37'. These are applied to the four parallel wired sets 506 of Y columns from low output impedance drivers.
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The imposed time delays compensate for the time delays arising from the different path lengths between line arrays,

and a transmitted acoustic signal interference pattern at an incidence angle 9 will be formed, corresponding to the

center of one of the main beam lobes. Another transmitted beam can be formed at a -9 incidence angle by reversing

the direction of the signal flow through the time delay network.

Time-delay array receive and transmit operation in the other dimension (Y-axis) is completely analogous to

that previously described. In Y-axis operation, signals are applied to and received from the backside rows while the

frontside columns are coupled through a low impedance to signal ground. The presence of the low transmit drive

and receiver load impedance to signal ground on each side results in complete independence of X and Y axis

operation; accordingly, both X and Y axes can be in operation simultaneously.

For large arrays, the aforementioned time-delay method is more complex to implement than the phase shift

method because a separate time delay element is required between each individual line-array, whereas only four

discrete phase shifts are required when utilizing the phase shift method. A 32 element time delay network is

required for a 32 element array, thereby substantially increasing the complexity of a time delay array over a

corresponding phased array of similar size. A further advantage of the time delay approach lin addition to the ability

to form narrow beams in broadband operating environments) is that because the beam angle 9 is determined by sin‘

‘lcrldl for a single fixed array physical configuration (element spacing d being fixed), multiple inclined beams in each

axis can easily be formed by using a different set of time delays for each beam set. This concept is illustrated in

Fig. 9. In this example, four sets of 4-beam combinations 550 oriented symmetrically about the Z axis 552 at four

inclination angles 9 are achieved by utilizing four sets of X and Y beamformers lBF1X - BF4X 554 and BFiY - BF4Y

556), each set operating as described above for the basic time-delay array.

2. Hardware Description

As can be appreciated from the previous description, the present invention may be embodied to produce‘

many combinations of 2~axis inclined beams with different carrier frequency, beam characteristics and signal

bandwidth capabilities. The specific preferred hardware embodiment described in this section employs the time-delay

beamformer which was functionally described in the previous section, and produces two narrow beamwidth broadband

beams at a 150 kHz carrier frequency in each of two axes for use in ADVS applications.

The hardware associated with the preferred embodiment disclosed herein is comprised of a circular

transducer array and two substantially identical beamforming networks, each of which provide the electrical signal

transfer to form two inclined transmitlreceive beams. A top view of the transducer array is provided in Fig. 10.

The diameter D 600 of the array is approximately 160 mm. There are 800 individual square faced 150 kHz piezo-

electrical ceramic elements 102 closely spaced at a center to center distance of 5 mm 604 (about ll2 wavelength

at 150 kHz, based on a propagation velocity of roughly 1500 mls).
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The multilayer construction of the transducer array is illustrated in the three dimensional view shown in

Fig. 11. This thickness dimension in this view is expanded to show the layered structure. The ceramic array

elements 700, e.g., the 800 elements 102 shown in Figure 10 are electrically and mechanically connected by two

pieces of thin, acoustically transparent flexible printed circuits (FPO) 702, 704 on the top and bottom surfaces of

the ceramics. Such circuits may be fabricated from Kapton” lpolyimide) or other suitable material. Electrical

connection to each ceramic element 700 is achieved by press fitting and bonding (or alternatively, low temperature

soldering) the printed electrical conductor lines to the conductive face of the array elements. Bonding may be

accomplished by use of a suitable adhesive or glue, although it can be appreciated that other forms of bonding may

also be suitable. The connection pattern is along element columns on the front side and along rows on the back

side, with access to columns on one side (Y wires 705) and rows on another side (X wires 707). A piece of 1I8

inch (3.18 mm) thick fiberglass material 706 (such as that hearing the tradenama "G-10" or other similar material)

with face dimensions matching the ceramic is bonded to the front of the top flexible circuit on each 150 kHz

transducer array. This fiberglass (6-10 or equivalent) piece is an acoustic quarter wave transformer used to improve

the impedance coupling between the array and water, and to significantly increase the transducer element bandwidth.

The significant increase in the transducer bandwidth is required by the broadband ADVS technology. A layer of

urethane 708 bonded to the front of the fiberglass piece seals the face to the water in front. A layer of air filled

cardboard 710 is placed between the back plane of the housing 712 and the back of the bottom flexible circuit to

reflect the acoustic energy transmitted backward and to provide the necessary mechanical support against the water

pressure incident on the front of the transducer array surface 714.

The preferred time-delay receive mode beamformer circuitry (one axis only) is illustrated in Fig. 12. in the

receive mode of operation, the received signals from all frontside columns and backside rows 104, 106 are coupled

to the X and Y axis beamformers 110a, 110b, respectively, through TIR switches 118. Each TIR switch is

implemented with a Field Effect Transistor (FET) 806 in series with the receiver amplifier input terminals 808. A

virtual ground low impedance load on all X and Y lines during receive mode operation is implemented with ahigh gain"

differential preamplifier 810 which has a low noise figure when coupled to the relatively low impedance transducer

line arrays. Each X and Y transducer line array is connected to the negative terminal of the high input impedance

differential amplifier, the positive terminal is connected to signal ground 812, and a feedback impedance 814 is

connected between the low impedance preamplifier output and the negative input terminal. This forms a well known

inverting operational amplifier configuration (the resulting gain of the amplifier is proportional to the negative of the

ratio of the feedback impedance to source impedance 816) with the transducer line array providing the input signal

with a source impedance 816 equal to the electrical impedance of the line array. if the amplifier open loop gain is

much higher than the closed loop gain determined by the ratio of the feedback resistor to the source impedance of

each 150 kHz line array (z 200 ohms), the voltage across the input tanninals will be small with respect to the

received signal. Since the positive amplifier terminal is grounded, the negative terminal is maintained by the amplifier
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loop action at essentially ground potential also. Thus, the negative terminal input 808 is considered a "virtual"

ground.

The output of the preamplifier is converted to a high output impedance current source via a transistor 818

which injects the signal current derived from the line array into a tapped analog time-delay summing network 404.

This network has 32 taps (corresponding to each of the 32 rows or columns used in each dimension); each segment

between the taps has a time delay of t microseconds, corresponding to the delay required to compensate for the

t microsecond acoustic time delay occurring for arriving and departing signals at the line arrays at the chosen angle

of incidence. Each time-delay segment is implemented with a four-component inductorlcapacitor network 822 which

approximates a second order all-pass filter. This inductorlcapecitor network provides an approximation of a wide

bandwidth time delay which is accurate to 0.1% over a 25% bandwidth.

The above description applies to the receive beamformer associated with one of the two axes of a 2-axis

array. It can be appreciated that a corresponding set of receive beamformer electrical hardware is utilized for

processing the receive signals for the other axis.

Fig. 13 shows the preferred time-delay transmit beamfonner (one axis only) associated with the present

invention. The transmit beamformer time delays are achieved with digital circuits and square waveforms to simplify

the circuits and achieve precise time delays determined by an accurate clock signal. TB1 and T82 85!] are square

waveforms at the frequency to be transmitted by the four acoustic beams. For each of the 32 rows, T81 and T82

are summed together by summing circuits 851 after an appropriate time delay (achieved through use of 32 bit shift

registers 852) and applied to the 32 array rows through the transmit amplifiers 854. Harmonics associated with

the square wave output signals of the transmit amplifiers are attenuated by the bandpass characteristics of the

transducer array row or column 856; the transmitted signal is therefore dominated by the fundamental transmit

frequency. The transmit amplifiers are implemented with low impedance FET pushlpull output stages 853"whic'h have i

a low output impedance when driving the transducers. During receive mode operation, a high output impedance load

is supplied by turning both pushlpull stages off.

During the transmit mode, the electrical potential between the two faces of each ceramic element is

determined by the summation of four appropriately delayed waveforms: the two row drive signals (TB1 and TB2l

described above, and a corresponding set of time-delayed column drive signals (TB3 and TB4). Four inclined acoustic

beams in 2 axes (X-Z and Y-Z planes) will be generated with these time delayed drive waveforms.

The time delay array forms four transmit and receive beams each with a 4° beam width (based on two

side, 3 dB downpoints). Fig. 14 is a graph of signal amplitude versus beam angle (measured from the Z-axis, normal

to the array face) for a 150 kHz nominal 32 x 32 phased array transducer, as viewed in the X-Z or Y-Z planes,
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illustrating the formation of one acoustic beam 900. As shown, the sidelobe attenuation at the neighbor and

opposite beam position l-+30 degree beam angle, 904) is about -40 dB.

3. Fabrication Description:

Another aspect of the present invention relates to a unique method of manufacturing a transducer array

suitable for use in such a multiple beam sonar in an economical manner, and which preserves the precise geometrical

relationships among the elements. This method is described in detail in the following paragraphs.

For high frequency arrays as previously described, the diameter of the individual transducer elements and the

distance between the individual transducer elements is small, e.g., < 5 mm, and a large number of precisely placed

elements are required. Since it is not practical to assemble this many small individual elements into the array, the

elements must remain in their original position during and after dicing, and must be electrically connected as

previously described. Therefore, one cannot simply glue the ceramic element, fiberglass, acoustically transparent

Flexible Printed Circuit (FPS), and backing material together and then cut it into the desired number of pieces. A

reliable and economical method of manufacturing the 2-axis transducer array which preserves precise geometrical

relationships among the elements is required.

The preferred process used to manufacture the preferred embodiment of the present invention is fllustrated

in Fig. 15. The necessary components for assembly of the preferred transducer array include a cylindrical solid

fiberglass element 706 (0-10 or equivalent), front side (Y-axis) Y FPC sheets 702, a cylindrical ceramic element 700,

back side (X-axis) X FPC sheets 704, a cardboard backing layer 710, and a urethane layer 708. A cup housing may

also be utilized to house the transducer array assembly when the fabrication process is completed. Note that other

forms such as ellipses or polygons which are generally symmetrical in the two face dimensions are also suitable for

use in lieu of the aforementioned cylindrical shapes.

The fabrication process generally involves use of a parallel blade diamond saw to slice through the front

and back sides of a solid piece of ceramic and an attached impedance layer to create electrically and mechanically

independent elements. This is done in such a way that all array elements are held in place during and after slicing

to preserve precise geometrical relationships among the elements. Specifically, the disclosed process for

manufacturing the preferred embodiment of th present invention is as follows, with reference being made to Fig.

15:

1. First, a parallel blade diamond saw (not shown) is used to slice the front face of the fiberglass

matching layer 706 halfway through its thickness, defined by the Z-axis, in the X and Y directions.

2. Second, a layer of acoustically transparent urethane 708 is bonded to the front face of the

fiberglass matching layer 708.
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3. The diamond saw is then used to slice the back side of the fiberglass matching layer 706 through

its remaining thickness in both the X and Y directions. '

4. Next, the diamond saw is used to slice the back face of the transducer array blank 700 halfway

through its thickness, defined by the Z axis, in the X and Y directions.

5. A thin layer of X-axis conducting foil (X FPO) 704 is then bonded on the back face of the blank

700.

6. A layer of backing material 710 is next bonded to the back face of the X-FPC 704.

7. The front face of the blank 700 is next sliced through its remaining thickness (2 direction) in the

X and Y directions.

8. A thin layer of Y-axis conducting foil (Y FPO) 702 is then bonded on the front face of the

ceramicIX FPC transducer assembly.

9. Finally, the sliced fiberglass matching layerlurethane assembly 706, 708 and ceramicIFPOIbacking

assembly 700, 702, 704, 710 are bonded together as shown.

A cup housing or other support element may subsequently be fitted as required to provide for mounting the

transducer array to the desired platform (such as a ship bull or current profiler) and sealing against water intrusion.

It can be appreciated that a large number of different housing designs and sealing mechanisms may be utilized in

conjunction with the present invention to fulfill these needs.

While the above detailed description has shown, described, and pointed out the fundamental novel features

of the invention as applied to various embodiments, it will be understood that various omissions, substitutions, and

changes in the form and details of the device or process illustrated may be made by those skilled in the art without

departing from the intent of the invention.
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WHAT IS CLAIMED IS:

1. An acoustic system, comprising:

a plurality of transducer elements arranged to form a single two-dimensional array, wherein the elements

are electrically connected into rows in a first dimension and columns in a second dimension and the rows are

electrically independent of the columns;

a first beamforming circuit forming a first plane of acoustic beams projected outside of the array plane and

substantially normal to the first transducer array dimension, the first beamforming circuit electrically connected to

the transducer elements in the second transducer array dimension, whereinthe first beamforming circuit delays

signals associated, respectively, with each column; and

a second beamforming circuit forming a first plane of acoustic beams projected outside of the array plane

and substantially normal to the second transducer arraydimension, the second beamforming circuit electrically

connected to the transducer elements in the first array dimension, wherein the second beamforming circuit delays

signals associated, respectively, with each row, the system thereby capable of forming at least two planes of

acoustic beams.

2. The acoustic system of Claim 1, wherein the acoustic beams formed by the system are in the

Janus configuration.

3. The acoustic system of Claim 1, wherein the transducer elements are arranged to substantially

form a pattern selected from the group consisting of circular, elliptical or polygonal shapes.

4. The acoustic system of Claim 1, wherein the rows and columns are orthogonal to one another.

5. The acoustic system of Claim 1, wherein each transducer element has a facial crossection selected

from the group consisting of a circular, elliptical or polygonal shapes.

6. The acoustic system of Claim 1, wherein the transducer elements are arranged within the array

such that the centerline-to-centerline distance between individual elements is one-half of the wavelength of the

system acoustic carrier frequency as measured in water and at the front face of the array."

7. The acoustic system of Claim 1, wherein the first and second beamforming circuits include multiple

bit shift registers. 1

8. The acoustic system of Claim 1, wherein each transducer element is symmetric in the facial plane.

9. The acoustic system of Claim 1, wherein the first and second beamforming circuits provide a

virtual ground load impedance to all rows and columns, respectively when the system is receiving signals.

11]. The acoustic system of Claim 1, wherein the first and second beamforming circuits provide a low

source impedance to all rows and columns, respectively when the system is transmitting signals.

11. The acoustic system of Claim 1, wherein the rows and columns of transducer elements are

electrically connected into P sets of elements by interconnecting each Pth row and column, the first and second

beamforming circuits being electrically connected to these P sets of rows and columns, respectively.
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12. An electro-acoustic transducer capable of forming multiple transmit or receive acoustic beams from

a single planar aperture, comprising:

a plurality of transducer elements arranged in a planar array of N substantially parallel rows and M

substantially parallel columns, each row of transducer elements being electrically connected along a first face of the

array, and each column of transducer elements being electrically connected along a second face;

a first transmitlreceive beamformer electrically connected to the rows;

a second transmitlreceive beamformer electrically connected to the columns and operating in electrical

independence of the first beamformer,

a transmitlreceive switch electrically connected, respectively, between the first and second beamformers

and the rows and columns,

wherein a transmit setting of the switch allows the first and second beamformers to apply signals to the

rows and columns of transducer elements, respectively, to form the transmit beams, the signals being time- or phase-

delayed, and,

wherein a receive setting of the switch allows the first and second beamformers to receive signals from

the row and column transducer elements, respectively, the signals from the rows and columns being, respectively,

time- or phase—delayed and combined to form the receive beams.

13. The transducer of Claim 12, wherein the acoustic beams formed by the system are in the Janus

configuration.

14. The transducer of Claim 12, wherein the transducer elements are arranged to substantially form

a pattern selected from the group consisting of circular, elliptical or polygonal shapes.

15. The transducer of Claim 12, wherein the rows and columns are orthogonal to one another.

16. The transducer of claim 12, wherein each transducer element has a facial crossection selected

from the group consisting of a circular, elliptical or polygonal shapes.

17. The transducer of Claim 12, wherein the transducer elements are arranged within the array such

that the centerline-to-centerline distance between individual elements is one-half of the wavelength of the system

acoustic carrier frequency as measured in water and at the front face of the array.

18. The transducer of Claim 12, wherein the transmitlreceive beamformer includes multiple bit shift

registers.

19. The transducer of Claim 12, wherein each transducer element is symmetric in the facial plane.

20. The transducer of Claim 12, wherein the first and second transmitlreceive beamformers provide

a virtual ground load impedance to all rows and columns, respectively when the transmitlreceive switch is positioned

to receive signals.

21. The transducer of Claim 12, wherein the first and second transmitlreceive beamformers provide

a low source impedance to all rows and columns, respectively when the transmitlreceive switch is positioned to

transmit signals.
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22. The transducer of Claim 12, wherein the rows and columns of transducer elements are electrically

connected into P sets of elements by interconnecting each Pth row_and column, the first and second transmitlreceive

beamformers being electrically connected to these P sets of rows and columns, respectively.

23. A method of forming multiple transmit or receive beams from a single planar array having a

plurality of transducer elements arranged in N substantially parallel rows and M substantially parallel columns,

wherein the planar array has a first transmitlreceive beamfonner electrically connected to the rows, a

second transmitlreceive beamformer electrically connected to the columns, and a transmitlreceive switch electrically

connected, respectively, between the first and second beamformers and the rows and columns, the method comprising

the steps of:

setting the transmitlreceive switch to a transmit setting: and

applying signals from the first and second beamlorrners to the rows and columns of transducer elements,

respectively, to form transmit beams, the signals being time- or phase-delayed, or, alternatively,

setting the transmitlreceive switch to a receive setting; and

allowing signals from the rows and columns of transducer elements to be applied to the first and second

beamformers, respectively, with a time- or phase-delay, to form receive beams. _

24. The method of Claim 23, wherein the acoustic beams formed by the system are in the Janus

configuration.

25. The method of Claim 23, wherein the transducer elements are arranged to substantially form a

pattern selected from the group consisting of circular, elliptical or polygonal shapes.

26. The method of Claim 23, wherein the rows and columns are orthogonal to one another.

27. The method of Claim 23, wherein each transducer element has a facial crossection selected from

the group consisting of a circular, elliptical or polygonal shapes.

28. The method of Claim 23, wherein the transducer elements are arranged within the array such that

the centerline-to-centerline distance between individual elements is one-half of the wavelength of the system acoustic

carrier frequency as measured in water and at the front face of the array.

29. The method of Claim 23, wherein the transmitlreceive beamformer includes multiple bit shift

registers.

30. The method of Claim 23, wherein each transducer element is symmetric in the facial plane.

31. The method of Claim 23, wherein the first and second transmitlreceive beamformers provide a

virtual ground load impedance to all rows and columns, respectively when the transmitlreceive switch is positioned

to receive signals.

32. The method of Claim 23, wherein the first and second transmitlreceive beamformers provide a low

source impedance to all rows and columns, respectively when the transmitlreceive switch is positioned to transmit

signals.
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33. The method of Claim 23, wherein the rows and columns of transducer elements are electrically

connected into P sets of elements by interconnecting each Pth row and column, the first and second transmitlreceive

beamformers being electrically connected to these P sets of rows and columns, respectively.

34. The method of Claim 23, wherein the rows and columns of the planar array simultaneously form

either transmit or receive beams in two planes.

35. A method of fabricating an acoustic transducer having a plurality of elements comprising the steps

providing a transducer blank having first and second substantially parallel faces;

slicing said transducer blank partway through its thickness in one ormore dimensions of said first face;

bonding said first face of said transducer blank to a substantially rigid member, said member providing for

the electrical connection of one or more of said elements; and

slicing said transducer blank in one or more dimensions of said second face, said slicing of said second face

spatially coinciding with the slicing of said first face such that said blank is sliced completely through its thickness,

thereby forming individual transducer elements from said blank, each of said elements being bonded to said

substantially rigid member. »

36. The method of Claim 35, wherein the transducer blank consists of lead-zircon-titanate.

37. The method of Claim 35, wherein the faces of the transducer blank have a crossection selected

from the group consisting of circular, elliptical, square, polygonal, or rectangular shapes.

38. An electro-acoustic transducer capable of simultaneously forming multiple transmit or receive

acoustic beams in first and second orthogonal planes and from a single planar aperture, comprising:

a plurality of transducer elements arranged in a planar array of N substantially parallel rows and M

substantially parallel columns, each row of transducer elements being electrically connected along a first face of the

array, and each column of transducer elements being electrically connected along a second face;

a first transmitlreceive baamformer electrically connected to the rows;

a second transmitlreceive beamformer electrically connected to the columns and’ope"rating'in electrical

' independence of the first beamfonner,

a transmitlreceive switch electrically connected, respectively, between the first and second beamformers

and the rows and columns,

wherein a transmit setting of the switch allows the first and second beamformers to apply signals to the

rows and columns of transducer elements, respectively, to form multiple transmit beams within the first and second

orthogonal planes, respectively, the beams being at the same angle of inclination relative to a direction normal to

the to first and second faces of the planar array, the signals being time- or phase-delayed, and,

wherein a receive setting of the switch allows the first and second beamformers to receive signals from

the row and column transducer elements, respectively, the signals from the rows and columns being, respectively,

time- or phase-delayed and combined to form receive beams oriented within the first and second orthogonal planes,
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the beams being at the same angle of inclination relative to a direction normal to the first and second faces of the

planar array.

39. An electro-acoustic system capable of simultaneously transmitting or receiving multiple acoustic

beams in a fluid media, comprising:

a plurality of transducer elements arranged to form a single two-dimensional array wherein the

elements are electrically connected on a first array face in N rows in a first direction, and on a second

array face in M columns in a second direction, the connection on the first and second faces being

electrically independent;

a first transmitlreceive beamformer electrically interfaced to the N rows, wherein signals applied

to or received from the rows are electrically independent of signals simultaneously applied to or received

from the columns;

a means for operating the first transmitlreceive beamformer in a transmit mode, wherein the first

beamformer generates a set of N electrical signals, each signal being time- or phase-delayed, and applies

each electrical signal to its respective transducer row element, thereby forming a set of multiple transmit

acoustic beams inclined outward from a direction normal to the first and second faces, and positioned

within a plane oriented normal to the first direction;

a means for operating the first transmitlreceive beamformer in a receive mode wherein the first

beamformer receives a set of electrical signals corresponding to each of the N rows and applies a time or

phase delay to each signal, the resulting time-or phase-delayed signals from each row being combined

together to form a set of multiple receive acoustic beams inclined outward from a direction normal to the

first and second faces, and positioned within a plane oriented normal to the first direction;

a means for operating the second transmitlreceive beamformer in a transmit mode, wherein the

second beamformer generates a set of M electrical signals, each signal being time- or phase-delayed, and

applies each electrical signal to its respective transducer column element, thereby forming a set of multiple

transmit acoustic beams inclined outward from a direction normal to ‘the first and"secon'rl"faces, and

positioned within a plane oriented normal to the second direction; and

a means for operating the second transmitlreceive beamformer in a receive mode wherein the

second beamformer receives a set of electrical signals corresponding to each of the M columns and applies

a time or phase delay to each signal, the resulting time-or phase-delayed signals being combined together

to form a set of multiple receive acoustic beams inclined outward from a direction normal to the first and

second faces, and positioned within a plane oriented normal to the second direction.
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the text is approved as submitted by the applicant
the text has been established by this Authority to read as follows:

5. With reard to the abstract,

the text is approved as submitted by the applicant
the text has been established, according to Rule 38.2(b), by this Authority as it appears in Box No. IV. The applicant
may. within one month from the date of mailing of this international search report, submit comments to this Authority

6. With regard to the drawings,

a. the figure of the drawings to be published with the abstract is Figure No. ga

as suggested by the applicant

as selected by this Authority, because the applicant failed to suggest a figure

as selected by this Authority, because this figure better characterizes the Invention

b. [:1 none of the figures is to be published with the abstract
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From the

PATENT COOPERATION TREATY

INTERNATIONAL SEARCHING AUTHO RITY

see form PCT/ISA/220 
PCT

WRITTEN OPINION OF THE

lNTERNATlONAL SEARCHING AUTHOR

(PCT Rule 43bis.1)

Date of mailing
(day/monthzyear) see form PCT/ISA/210 (second sheet)

Applicant's or agent's file reference
see form PCT/lSA220

FOR FURTHER ACTION
See paragraph 2 below

lntemational application No.

PCT/US201 0/039443
Priority date (day/month/year)
1 4.07.2009

lntemational filing date (day/month/year)
2206.201 0

Intemational Patent Classification (IPC) or both national classification and IPC

INV. (301815/89 G01S15/96

Applicant

NAVICO, INC.

This opinion contains indications relating to the following items:

Box No. Basis of the opinion

CI Box No. ll Priority

I.__I Box No. lll Non-establishment of opinion with regard to novelty, inventive step and industrial applicability
CI Box No. IV Lack of unity of invention

Box No. V Reasoned statement under Rule 43bis.1(a)(i) with regard to novelty. inventive step and industrial
applicability: citations and explanations supporting such statement

CI Box No. Vl Certain documents cited

5* Box No. Vll Certain defects in the international application

*3‘ Box No. VIII Certain observations on the international application

FURTHER ACTION

If a demand for international preliminary examination is made, this opinion will usually be considered to be a
written opinion of the International Preliminary Examining Authority ("lPEA") except that this does not apply where
the- applicant chooses an Authority other than this one to be the IPEA and the chosen IPEA has notifed the
International Bureau under Rule 66.1bis(b) that written opinions of this International Searching Authoritywill not be so considered.

If this opinion is. as provided above, considered to be a written opinion of the IPEA. the applicant is invited to
submit to the IPEA a written reply together. where appropriate. with amendments. before the expiration of 3 months
from the date of mailing of Form PCT/ISA/220 or before the expiration of 22 months from the priority date,
whichever expires later.

For further options. see Form PCT/lSA220.

For further details, see notes to Form PCT/ISA/220.

Name and mailing address of the ISA:

E European Patent Office
PB. 5818 Patentlaan 2
NL-2280 HV Rijswijk - Pays Bas
Tel. +31 70 340 - 2040

Fax: +31 70 340 - 3016“

  

 
Date of completion of Authorized Officer
this opinion
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WRITTEN OPINION OF THE

INTERNATIONAL SEARCHING AUTHORITY
international application No.
PCT/US201 O/039443 

 

Box No. I Basis of the opinion 

1. With regard to the language, this opinion has been established on the basis of:

IE the international application in the language in which it was filed

El a translation of the international application into , which is the language of a translation furnished for the
purposes of international search (Rules 12.3(a) and 23.1 (b)).

2. El This opinion has been established taking into account the rectification of an obvious mistake authorized
by or notified to this Authority under Rule 91 (Rule 43bis.1(a))

3. With regard to any nucleotide and/or amino acid sequence disclosed in the international application, this
opinion has been established on the basis of a sequence listing filed or furnished:

a. (means)

lZl- on paper

D in electronic form

b. (time)

El in the international application as filed

El together with the international application in electronic form

C] subsequently to this Authority for the purposes of search

4. E1 in addition, in the case that more than one version or copy of a sequence listing has been filed or furnished,
the required statements that the information in the subsequent or additional copies is identical to that in the
application as filed or does not go beyond the application as filed, as appropriate, were furnished.

5. Additional comments:

 

Box No. V Reasoned statement under Rule 43bis.1(a)(i) with regard to novelty, inventive step or
industrial applicability; citations and explanations supporting such statement 

1 . Statement

Novelty (N) Yes: Claims 1-99
No: Claims

inventive step (IS) Yes: Claims
No: Claims 1- 9

industrial applicability (lA) Yes: Claims 1- 9
No: Claims

2. Citations and explanations

see separate sheet
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WRITTEN OPINION OF THE

INTERNATIONAL SEARCHING AUTHORITY
international application No.
PCT/US201 0/039443 

 

Box No. VII Certain defects in the international application 

The following defects in the form or Contents of the international application have been noted:

see separate sheet

 

Box No. VIII Certain observations on the international application 

The following observations on the clarity of the claims, description, and drawings or on the question whether the
ciaims are fully supported by the description, are made:

see seggrate sheet
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WRITTEN OPINION OF THE

. INTERNATIONAL SEARCHING

AUTHORITY (SEPARATE SHEET)

international application No.

PCT/US201 0/039443 

Re Item V.

1 References

Reference is made to the following documents:

D1 wo 98/15846 A1 (ROWE DEINES INSTR lNC [us]) 16 April 1998

(1998-04-16)

D2 US 3 618 006 A (WRIGHT CHARLES P) 2 November 1971

- (1971-11-02)

D3 US 5 184 330 A (ADAMS JAMES W [US] ET AL) 2 February 1993

(1993-02-02)

D4 US 4 879 697 A (LOWRANCE DARRELL J [US] ET AL) 7

November 1989 (1989-11-07)

D5 US 5 694 372 A (PERENNES MARC [FR]) 2 December 1997

(1997-12-02)

2 Independent claims 1, 32, 57 and 76

Further to a lack of clarity discussed below, the present application does not

meet the criteria of Article 33(1) PCT, because the subject-matter of claims 1,

32, 57 and 76 does not involve an inventive step in the sense of Article 33(3)
PCT.

2_1 The document D1 is regarded as being the closest prior art to the subject-

matter of claim 1, and insofar as this claim can be understood, this document

shows the following features thereof (the references in parentheses applying
to this document):

a transducer array (abs.) comprising:

a plurality of transducer elements (fig.3), each one of the plurality of ’

transducer elements having a substantially rectangular shape (pag.

7, l.32) configured to produce a sonar beam having a beamwidth in

a direction parallel to longitudinal length of the transducer elements

that is significantly less than a beamwidth of the sonar beam in a

direction perpendicular to the longitudinal length of the transducer

elements (fig.3 and 4), wherein the plurality of transducer elements

are positioned such that longitudinal lengths of at least two of the

Farm PCT/ISNZ37 (Separate Sheet) (Sheet 1) (EPO-April 2005)
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WRITTEN OPINION OF THE

INTERNATIONAL SEARCHING

AUTHORITY (SEPARATE SHEET)

international application No.

PCT/US2010/039443 

plurality of transducer elements are substantially parallel to each

other (fig.4), and wherein the plurality of transducer elements
include at least:

i) a first linear transducer element to project sonar pulses in

a first direction (fig.3),

ii) a second linear transducer element positioned to lie

substantially in a plane with the first linear transducer element

and to project sonar pulses in a second direction that is

generally opposite of the first side (fig.3), and

iii) a third linear transducer element positioned to project

sonar pulses in a direction substantially perpendicular to the

plane (fig.3).

The subject-matter of claim 1 therefore differs from this known system in that

the transducer elements are positioned within a housing.

The problem to be solved by the present invention may therefore be regarded
as:

how to conveniently arrange the transducer elements of an array.

A housing is described in document D2 (see, e.g., fig.1) as providing the same

advantages as in the present application. The skilled person would therefore

regard it as a normal design option to include this feature in the system

described in D1 in order to solve the problem posed.

Therefore, the subject-matter of independent claim 1 is not inventive in the

sense of Article 33(3) PCT.

2.2 Claims 32, 57 and 76 appear to be just reformulations of claim 1. The

objections raised in respect of this claim also apply, mutatls mutandis, to

claims 32, 57 and 76. The subject-matter of independent claims 32, 57 and 76

is therefore not inventive (Article 33(3) PCT).

3 Dependent claims 2-31, 33-56, 58-75 and 77-99

3_1 Claims 2-31 , 33-56, 58-75 and 77-99 are dependent on claims 1, 32, 57 and
76, respectively, and as such also do not meet the requirements of PCT with

respect to inventive step (Article 33(3) PCT).

Re Item VII.

Form PCT/ISA/237 (Separate Sheet) (Sheet 2) (EPO-April 2005)
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WRITTEN OPINION OF THE

INTERNATIONAL SEARCHING
AUTHORITY (SEPARATE SHEET)

International application No.

PCT/U 8201 O/039443 

4.1 Contrary to the requirements of Rule 5.1 (a)(ii) PCT, the reievant background

art disclosed in documents D1, D2, D3, D4 and D5 is not mentioned in the

description, nor are these documents identified therein.

4.2 Independent claims 1, 32, 57 and 76 are not in the two-part form in

accordance with Rule 6.3(b) PCT, which in the present case would be

appropriate, with those features known in combination from the prior art

(document D1) being placed in the preamble (Rule 6.3(b)(l) PCT) and with the

remaining features being included in the characterising part (Rule 6.3(b)(ii)

PCT).

43 The features of the claims are not provided with reference signs placed in

parentheses (Rule 6.2(b) PCT).

Re Item VIII.

5

51 Although claims 1, 32, 57 and 76 have been drafted as separate independent

ciaims, they appear to relate effectively to the same subject—matter and to

differ from each other only with regard to the definition of the subject-matter

for which protection is sought and in respect of the terminology used for the

features of that subject—matter. The aforementioned claims therefore lack

conciseness and as such do not meet the requirements of Article 6 PCT.

52 Terms like "substantially", "significantly", "generally" used, e.g., in claim 1 and

in several other claims, are unclear and leave the reader in doubt as to the '

meaning of the technical features to which they refer, thereby rendering the

definition of the subject-matter of said claims unclear (Article 6 PCT).

Form PCTIISAIZ37 (Separate Sheet) (Sheet 3) (EPO-April 2005)
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Attorney’s Docket No. 038495/369324 PATENT

IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE

In re: Brian T. Maguire Confirmation No.2 9769

Appl No.: 12/460,139 Group Art Unit: 3662
Filed: July 14, 2009
For: DOWNSCAN IMAGING SONAR

Mail Stop Amendment
Commissioner for Patents

P.O. Box 1450

Alexandria, VA 22313-1450

INFORMATION DISCLOSURE STATEMENT

CITATION UNDER 37 C.F.R. § 1.97

Attached is a list of documents on form PTO-1449 along with a copy of any cited foreign

patent documents and non-patent literature documents in accordance with 37 CFR 1.98(a)(2).

It is requested that the Examiner consider these documents and officially make them of

record in accordance with the provisions of 37 C.F.R. § 1.97 and Section 609 of theyMPEP. By

identifying the listed documents, Applicant in no way makes any admission as to the prior art

status of the listed documents, but is instead identifying the listed documents for the sake of full

disclosure.

Respectfully submitted,

/1 4 ’
‘Chad L. Thorson

Registration No. 55,675

Customer No. 00826

ALSTON & BIRD LLP

Bank of America Plaza

101 South Tryon Street, Suite 4000

Charlotte, NC 28280-4000

Tel Charlotte Office (704) 444-1000

Fax Charlotte Office (704) 444-1111

ELECTRONICALLY FILED USING THE EFS-WEB ELECTRONIC FILING SYSTEM OF THE UNITED STATES PATENT &
TRADEMARK OFFICE ON OCTOBER 28, 2010.
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APPLICATION FILING or GRP ART
NUMBER 371(c) DATE UNIT F FEE REC'D ATTY.DOCKET.NO TOT CLAHVIS IND CLAIMS
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CONFIRMATION NO. 9769

826 UPDATED FILING RECEIPT
ALSTON & BIRD LLP

BANK OF AMERICA PLAZA lllllllllllllIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIllllllllllllllllllllflllllllllllllllllllllllllllll0000000377292 3
101 SOUTH TRYON STREET, SUITE 4000

CHARLOTTE, NC 28280-4000

Date Mailed: 09/14/2009

Receipt is acknowledged of this non-provisional patent application. The application will be taken up for examination

in due course. Applicant will be notified as to the results of the examination. Any correspondence concerning the

application must include the following identification information: the U.S. APPLICATION NUMBER, FILING DATE,

NAME OF APPLICANT, and TITLE OF INVENTION. Fees transmitted by check or draft are subject to collection.

Please verify the accuracy of the data presented on this receipt. If an error is noted on this Filing Receipt, please

submit a written request for a Filing Receipt Correction. Please provide a copy of this Filing Receipt with the

changes noted thereon. If you received a "Notice to File Missing Parts" for this application, please submit

any corrections to this Filing Receipt with your reply to the Notice. When the USPTO processes the reply

to the Notice, the USPTO will generate another Filing Receipt incorporating the requested corrections

Applicant(s)

Brian T. Maguire, Broken Arrow, OK;

Assignment For Published Patent Application
Navico, Inc.

Power of Attorney: The patent practitioners associated with Customer Number 00826

Domestic Priority data as claimed by applicant

Foreign Applications

Permission to Access — A proper Authorization to Permit Access to Application by Participating Offices

(PTO/SB/39 or its equivalent) has been received by the USPTO.

If Required, Foreign Filing License Granted: 07/28/2009

The country code and number of your priority application, to be used for filing abroad under the Paris Convention,

is US 12/460,139

Projected Publication Date: 01/20/2011

Non-Publication Request: No

Early Publication Request: No
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Title

Downscan imaging sonar

Preliminary Class

367

PROTECTING YOUR INVENTION OUTSIDE THE UNITED STATES

Since the rights granted by a U.S. patent extend only throughout the territory of the United States and have no

effect in a foreign country, an inventor who wishes patent protection in another country must apply for a patent

in a specific country or in regional patent offices. Applicants may wish to consider the filing of an international

application under the Patent Cooperation Treaty (PCT). An international (PCT) application generally has the same

effect as a regular national patent application in each PCT-member country. The PCT process simplifies the filing

of patent applications on the same invention in member countries, but does not result in a grant of "an international

patent" and does not eliminate the need of applicants to file additional documents and fees in countries where patent

protection is desired.

Almost every country has its own patent law, and a person desiring a patent in a particular country must make an

application for patent in that country in accordance with its particular laws. Since the laws of many countries differ

in various respects from the patent law of the United States, applicants are advised to seek guidance from specific

foreign countries to ensure that patent rights are not lost prematurely.

Applicants also are advised that in the case of inventions made in the United States, the Director of the USPTO must

issue a license before applicants can apply for a patent in a foreign country. The filing of a U.S. patent application

serves as a request for a foreign filing license. The application's filing receipt contains further information and

guidance as to the status of applicant's license for foreign filing.

Applicants may wish to consult the USPTO booklet, "General Information Concerning Patents" (specifically, the

section entitled "Treaties and Foreign Patents") for more information on timeframes and deadlines for filing foreign

patent applications. The guide is available either by contacting the USPTO Contact Center at 800-786-9199, or it

can be viewed on the USPTO website at http://www.uspto.gov/web/offices/pac/doc/general/index.html.

For information on preventing theft of your intellectual property (patents, trademarks and copyrights), you may wish

to consult the U.S. Government website, http://www.stopfakes.gov. Part of a Department of Commerce initiative,

this website includes se|f—he|p "too|kits" giving innovators guidance on how to protect intellectual property in specific

countries such as China, Korea and Mexico. For questions regarding patent enforcement issues, applicants may

call the U.S. Government hotline at 1-866-999-HALT (1—866-999-4158).

LICENSE FOR FOREIGN FILING UNDER

Title 35, United States Code, Section 184

Title 37, Code of Federal Regulations, 5.11 & 5.15

GRANTED

The applicant has been granted a license under 35 U.S.C. 184, if the phrase "|F REQUIRED, FOREIGN FILING

LICENSE GRANTED" followed by a date appears on this form. Such licenses are issued in all applications where

the conditions for issuance of a license have been met, regardless of whether or not a license may be required as
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set forth in 37 CFR 5.15. The scope and limitations of this license are set forth in 37 CFR 5.15(a) unless an earlier

license has been issued under 37 CFR 5.15(b). The license is subject to revocation upon written notification. The

date indicated is the effective date of the license, unless an earlier license of similar scope has been granted under
37 CFR 5.13 or 5.14.

This license is to be retained by the licensee and may be used at any time on or after the effective date thereof unless

it is revoked. This license is automatically transferred to any related applications(s) filed under 37 CFR 1.53(d). This
license is not retroactive.

The grant of a license does not in any way lessen the responsibility of a licensee for the security of the subject matter

as imposed by any Government contract or the provisions of existing laws relating to espionage and the national

security or the export of technical data. Licensees should apprise themselves of current regulations especially with

respect to certain countries, of other agencies, particularly the Office of Defense Trade Controls, Department of

State (with respect to Arms, Munitions and Implements of War (22 CFR 121-128)); the Bureau of Industry and

Security, Department of Commerce (15 CFR parts 730-774); the Office of Foreign AssetsControI, Department of

Treasury (31 CFR Parts 500+) and the Department of Energy.

NOT GRANTED

No license under 35 U.S.C. 184 has been granted at this time, if the phrase "IF REQUIRED, FOREIGN FILING

LICENSE GRANTED" DOES NOT appear on this form. Applicant may still petition for a license under 37 CFR 5.12,

if a license is desired before the expiration of 6 months from the filing date of the application. If 6 months has lapsed

from the filing date of this application and the licensee has not received any indication of a secrecy order under 35

U.S.C. 181, the licensee may foreign file the application pursuant to 37 CFR 5.15(b).
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Attorney’s Docket No. 038495/369324 PATENT

IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE

In re: Maguire

Appl No.: 12/460,139 Confirmation No.: 9769

Filed: July 14, 2009 Group Art Unit: 3662
For: DOWNSCAN IMAGING SONAR

Mail Stop Missing Parts
Commissioner for Patents

P.O. Box 1450

Alexandria, VA 22313-1450

RESPONSE TO NOTICE TO FILE MISSING PARTS OF APPLICATION

In response to the Notice to File Missing Parts of Application dated July 30, 2009, enclosed are

the following:

Part 2 of Formalities Letter (not necessary when e-filing)

Declaration and Power of Attorney for the above-identified application, which has

been executed by the named inVentor(s)

Declaration of Inventors which has been executed by the named inventor(s) and

an Assignee Power of Attorney

Applicant claims small entity status

Check in the amount of to cover the filing fee of

the surcharge under 37 C.F.R.§ 1.l6(f)

All fees are being authorized to be charged to Deposit Account No. 16-0605

when electronically filing

English Translation and $130.00 (37 CFR l.l7(i)) fee for filing late.

Other: Submittal of Corrected Drawings; 2 sheets of Drawings

Any deficiency, additional fee, or credit may be charged to our

Deposit Account No. 16-0605.

and>I4lZlElIZDE]ElXE
V Respectfullyf su

(6/7 7
Chad L. Thorson

Registration No. 55,675

 

Customer No. 00826

ALSTON & BIRD LLP

Bank of America Plaza

101 South Tryon Street, Suite 4000

Charlotte, NC 28280-4000

Tel Charlotte Office (704) 444-1000

Fax Charlotte Office (704) 444-1 1 ll

ELECTRONICALLY FILED USING THE EFS-WEB ELECTRONIC FILING SYSTEM OF THE UNITED STATES PATENT &

TRADEMARK OFFICE ON September 1, 2009.
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UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE LT
‘ UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE

United States Patent and Trademark Office
Address: COMMISSIONER FOR PATENTSF.O. Box I450

Alexandria, Virginia 22313-1450

  
www.u.spto.gov

12/460,139 07/14/2009 Brian T. Maguire 038495/369324
CONFIRMATION NO. 9769

826 FORMALITIES LETTER

3:iL°§F&AiiEB.é:Pp..AzA A'S‘°" 3‘ Bird lllllllllllll||l|llllllillllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll
101 SOUTH TRYON STREET, SUITE 4000 .-'
CHARLOTTE, NC_ 28280-4000 3 mug

B Date Mailed: O7/30/2009
Received by

NOTICE TO FILE MISSING PARTS OF NONPROVISIONAL APPLICATION

FILED UNDER 37 CFR 1.53(b)

Filing Date Granted

Items ‘Required To Avoid Abandonment:

An application number and filing date have been accorded to this application. The item(s) indicated below,
however, are missing. Applicant is given TWO MONTHS from the date of this Notice within which to file all
required items and pay any fees required below to avoid abandonment. Extensions of time may be obtained‘ by
filing a petition accompanied by the extension fee under the provisions of 37 CFR 1.136(a).

- The oath or declaration is missing.

A properly signed oath or declaration in compliance with 37 CFR 1.63, identifying the application by the above
Application Number and Filing Date, is required.
Note: If a petition under 37 CFR 1.47 is being filed, an oath or declaration in compliance with 37 CFR 1.63
signed by all available joint inventors, or if no inventor is available by a party with sufficient proprietary interest,
is required.

The application is informal since it does not comply with the regulations for the reason(s) indicated below.

The required item(s) identified below must be timely submitted to avoid abandonment:

- Replacement drawings in compliance with 37 CFR 1.84 and 37 CFR 1.121(d) are required. The drawings
submitted are not acceptable because:

- Numbers, letters, and reference characters on the drawings must measure at least 0.32 cm (1/8 inch) in

height. See Figure(s) 15B.

- The drawings submitted to the Office are not electronically reproducible because portions of figures 15A
are missing and/or blurry.

Applicant is cautioned that correction of the above items may cause the specification and drawings page count to
exceed ‘I00 pages. If the specification and drawings exceed 100 pages, applicant will need to submit the required
application size f:

The applicant net

The required iten
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- To avoid abandonment, a surcharge (for late submission of filing fee, search fee, examination fee or oath or
declaration) as set forth in 37 CFR 1.16(f) of $130 for a non-small entity, must be submitted with the missing
items identified in this notice.

SUMMARY OF FEES DUE:

Total additional fee(s) required for this application is $130 for a non-small entity
- $130 Surcharge.

Replies should be mailed to:

Mail Stop Missing Parts
Commissioner for Patents

P.O. Box 1450

Alexandria VA 22313-1450

Registered users of EFS-Web may alternatively submit their reply to this notice via EFS-Web.
https://sportal.uspto.gov/authenticate/AuthenticateUserLoca|EPF.html

For more information about EFS-Web please call the USPTO Electronic Business Center at 1-866-217-9197 or
visit our website at http://www.uspto.gov/ebc.

If you are not using EFS-Web to submit your reply, you must include a copy of this notice.

' /tnguyenl

 

Office of Data Management, Application Assistance Unit (571) 272-4000, or (571) 272-4200, or 1-888-786-0101
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Attorney Docket No. 03 8495/369324

DECLARATION AND POWER OF ATTORNEY FOR UTILITY OR DESIGN

PATENT APPLICATION (37 CFR 1.63)

I hereby declare that: (1) Each inventor’s residence, mailing address, and citizenship are as

stated below next to their name; and (2) I believe the inventor(s) named below to be the original

and first inventor(s) of the subject matter which is claimed and for which a patent is sought on
the invention entitled

DOWNSCAN IMAGING SONAR,

the specification ofwhich

E] is attached hereto
OR

K4 was filed on July 14, 2009 as United States Application No. 12/460,139.

I hereby state that I have reviewed and understand the contents of the above-identified

specification, including the claims, as amended by any amendment referred to above.

I acknowledge the duty to disclose information which is material to patentability as defined in 37

CFR 1.56, including for continuation-in-part applications, material information which became

available between the filing date of the prior application and the national or PCT international

filing date of the continuation-in-part application.

Authorization to Permit Access To Application by Participating Offices

K4 If checked, the undersigned hereby grants the USPTO authority to provide the European

Patent Office (EPO), the Japan Patent Office (JPO), the Korean Intellectual Property Office

(KIPO), the World Intellectual Property Office (WIPO), and any other intellectual property

offices in which a foreign application claiming priority to the above-identified application is filed

access to the above-identified patent application. See 37 CFR l.l4(c) and (h). This box should

not be checked if the applicant does not wish the EPO, JPO, or other intellectual property office

in which a foreign application claiming priority to the above-identified application is filed to

have access to the application.

In accordance with 37 CFR 1.14(h)(3), access will be provided to a copy of the application-as-

filed with respect to: 1) the above-identified application, 2) any foreign application to which the

above-identified application claims priority under 35 USC 1 19(a)—(d) if a copy of the foreign

application that satisfies the certified copy requirement of 37 CFR 1.55 has been filed in the

above-identified US application, and 3) any U.S. application from which benefit is sought in the

above-identified application.

In accordance with 37 CFR l.l4(c), access may be provided to information concerning the date

of filing the Authorization to Permit Access to Application by Participating Offices.
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4 Prior Foreign Application Country Foreign Filing Date Priority Certified Copy Attached?

Number(s) (MM/DD/YYYY) Not Claimed

Claim of Foreign Priority Benefits

I hereby claim foreign priority benefits under 35 U.S.C. l19(a)-(d) or (f), or 365(b) of any

foreign application(s) for patent, inventor's or plant breeder's rights certificate(s), or 365(a) of

any PCT international application which designated at least one country other than the United

States of America, listed below and have also identified below, by checking the box, any foreign

application for patent, inventor's or plant breeder's rights certificate(s), or any PCT International

application having a filing date before that of the application on which priority is claimed.

   

---1-KIE

I hereby declare that all statements made herein of my own knowledge are true and that all
statements made on information and belief are believed to be true; and further that these

statements were made with the knowledge that willful false statements and the like so made are

punishable by fine or imprisonment, or both, under 18 U.S.C. 1001 and that such willful false
statements may jeopardize the validity of the application or any patent issued thereon.

 

POWER OF ATTORNEY: As a named inventor, I hereby appoint the practitioners associated

with the Customer Number provided below to prosecute this application and to transact all
business in the Patent and Trademark Office connected therewith, and direct that all

correspondence be addressed to that Customer Number:

Customer Number 00826

Chad L. Thorson

Registration No. 55,675

Tel Charlotte Office (704) 444-1000

Fax Charlotte Office (704) 444-1111

Direct telephone calls to:

Full name of sole inventor: B ‘an T. Maguire
Inventor's

  

 
  

Signature: Date: 20 2909
Residence: Broken Arrow, Okl oma '

Citizenship: United States of America

Mailing Address: 4502 West Madison Pl.

Broken Arrow, Oklahoma 74012

LEGAL02/31399882v1
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Attorney's Docket No. 038495/369324 PATENT

IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE

In re: Maguire Confirmation No.: 9769

Appl No.: 12/460,139 Group Art: 3662

Filed: July 14, 2009
For: DOWNSCAN IMAGING SONAR

Mail Stop Amendment
Commissioner for Patents

P.O. Box 1450

Alexandria, VA 22313-1450

SUBMITTAL or CORRECTED DRAWINGS UNDER

37 CFR § 1.85(c)

In response to the requirement for corrected drawings as set forth in Notice to File

Missing Parts in the above application, there is enclosed herewith two (2) sheets of corrected

drawings. It is requested that these figures be substituted for the originally filed Figs. 15A and

15B.

Respectfully /submi ed,

/1 /,7 /
L/M7? ”

Chad L. Thorson

Registration No. 55,675
Customer No. 00826

ALSTON & BIRD LLP

Bank of America Plaza

101 South Tryon Street, Suite 4000

Charlotte, NC 28280-4000

Tel Charlotte Office (704) 444-1000

Fax Charlotte Office (704)444-1111

ELECTRONICALLY FILED USING THE EFS-WEB ELECTRONIC FILING SYSTEM OF THE UNITED STATES PATENT &

TRADEMARK OFFICE ON September 1, 2009.
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Title: DOWNSCAN IMAGING SONAR

Inventor: Brian Maguire

AttyDktNo: 038495/369324
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 35's.‘? Downscan Transducer Cone Angle (—3db)

FIG. 15A.
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Title: DOWNSCAN IMAGING SONAR

Inventor: Brian Maguire REPLACEMENT SHEET
AttyDktNo: 038495/369324

Conical Transducer

Cone Angle (-3db)
Downscan Transducer

Cone Angle (-3db)

184 188 184
186

FIG. 15B.
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Electronic Patent Application Fee Transmittal

Title of Invention: Downscan imaging sonar

First Named Inventor/Applicant Name: Brian T. Maguire

Attorney Docket Number: 038495/369324

Utility under 35 USC111(a) Filing Fees

Sub-Total in

USD($)

Basic Filing:

Miscellaneous-Filing:

Late filing fee for oath or declaration 1051

Patent-Appeals-and-Interference:

Post-AlIowance-and-Post-Issuance:

3 ‘ O2

Extension-of-Time: 658 of 37

Description Fee Code Quantity

 



Miscellaneous:

 S“:-S1-;(t$a)| in

Total in USD (S)
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Electronic Acknowledgement Receipt

m

—

Title of Invention: Downscan imaging sonar

I

Payment information:

Submitted with Payment yes

Pavmemvpe
PavmentwasWssfu"vre<e*vedinRAM
RAM confirmation Number 954

Deposit Account 160605

Auth°“zedUser  
The Director of the USPTO is hereby authorized to charge indicated fees and credit any overpayment as follows:

Charge any Additional Fees required under 37 C.F.R. Section 1.16 (National application filing, search, and examination fees)

Charge any Additional Fees required under 37 C.F.R. Section 1.17 (Patent application and reexamination processing fees)

 



Charge any Additional Fees required under 37 C.F.R. Section 1.19 (Document supply fees)

Charge any Additional Fees required under 37 C.F.R. Section 1.20 (Post Issuance fees)

Charge any Additional Fees required under 37 C.F.R. Section 1.21 (Miscellaneous fees and charges)

File Listing:

Document
Document Description File SIze(Bytes)/ Multl PagesNumber Message Digest Part /.zip (if appl.)

331353
RESP369324_20090901034420.

pdf 42e75da9b2ff47e20458caf77e4c70cbeb37
be74

Multipart Description/PDF files in .zip description

Oath or Declaration filed

New or Additional Drawings

Drawings-only black and white line drawings

Fee Worksheet (PTO-875) fee-info.pdf
07fb1a6a6275658a5d8df11bd94874e6272

baf8b

This Acknowledgement Receipt evidences receipt on the noted date by the USPTO ofthe indicated documents,

characterized by the applicant, and including page counts, where applicable. It serves as evidence of receipt similar to a
Post Card, as described in MPEP 503.

New Applications Under 35 U.S.C. 111

lfa new application is being filed and the application includes the necessary components for a filing date (see 37 CFR

1.53(b)-(d) and MPEP 506), a Filing Receipt (37 CFR 1.54) will be issued in due course and the date shown on this

Acknowledgement Receipt will establish the filing date of the application.

National Stage of an International Application under 35 U.S.C. 371

lfa timely submission to enter the national stage of an international application is compliant with the conditions of 35

U.S.C. 371 and other applicable requirements a Form PCT/DO/E0/903 indicating acceptance of the application as a

national stage submission under 35 U.S.C. 371 will be issued in addition to the Filing Receipt, in due course.

New International Application Filed with the USPTO as a Receiving Office

lfa new international application is being filed and the international application includes the necessary components for

an international filing date (see PCT Article 11 and MPEP 1810), a Notification of the International Application Number

and ofthe International Filing Date (Form PCT/R0/105) will be issued in due course, subject to prescriptions concerning

national security, and the date shown on this Acknowledgement Receipt will establish the international filing date of

the application.



UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE UNITED STATES DEPARTMEVT OF COMMERCE
United States Patent and Trademark Office
Addless. COMMISSIONER FOR PATENTSPO Box 1450 

Alexandria, Vi.1gLnia 22313-1450WWVl.'.llSpt0 .g0V

APPLICATION \1 UMBER F ING OR 371 (C) DATE FIRST NAMED APPLICANT ATTY. DOCKET NO./TITLE

12/460,139 07/14/2009 Brian T. Maguire 038495/369324
CONFIRMATION NO. 9769

826 FORMALITIES LETTER

ALSTON & BIRD LLP

BANK or AMERICA PLAZA lllllllllIIIIllIllllIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII lllllllllll IIIIIIIIlllllllllllllllllllllll000000037 09973
101 SOUTH TRYON STREET, SUITE 4000

CHARLOTTE, NC 28280-4000

Date Mailed: 07/30/2009

NOTICE TO FILE MISSING PARTS OF NONPROVISIONAL APPLICATION

FILED UNDER 37 CFR1.53(b)

Filing Date Granted

Items Required To Avoid Abandonment:

An application number and filing date have been accorded to this application. The item(s) indicated below,

however, are missing. Applicant is given TWO MONTHS from the date of this Notice within which to file all

required items and pay any fees required below to avoid abandonment. Extensions of time may be obtained by

filing a petition accompanied by the extension fee under the provisions of 37 CFR 1.136(a).

- The oath or declaration is missing.

A properly signed oath or declaration in compliance with 37 CFR 1.63, identifying the application by the above

Application Number and Filing Date, is required.

Note: If a petition under 37 CFR 1.47 is being filed, an oath or declaration in compliance with 37 CFR 1.63

signed by all available joint inventors, or if no inventor is available by a party with sufficient proprietary interest,

is required.

The application is informal since it does not comply with the regulations for the reason(s) indicated below.

The required item(s) identified below must be timely submitted to avoid abandonment:

- Replacement drawings in compliance with 37 CFR 1.84 and 37 CFR 1.121 (d) are required. The drawings

submitted are not acceptable because:

- Numbers, letters, and reference characters on the drawings must measure at least 0.32 cm (1/8 inch) in

height. See Figure(s) 15B.

- The drawings submitted to the Office are not electronically reproducible because portions of figures 15A

are missing and/or blurry.

Applicant is cautioned that correction of the above items may cause the specification and drawings page count to

exceed 100 pages. If the specification and drawings exceed 100 pages, applicant will need to submit the required

application size fee.

The applicant needs to satisfy supplemental fees problems indicated below.

The required item(s) identified below must be timely submitted to avoid abandonment:
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- To avoid abandonment, a surcharge (for late submission of filing fee, search fee, examination fee or oath or

declaration) as set forth in 37 CFR 1.16(f) of $130 for a non-small entity, must be submitted with the missing
items identified in this notice.

SUMMARY OF FEES DUE:

Total additional fee(s) required for this application is $130 for a non-small entity

- $130 Surcharge.

Replies should be mailed to:

Mail Stop Missing Parts
Commissioner for Patents

P.O. Box 1450

Alexandria VA 22313-1450

Registered users of EFS-Web may alternatively submit their reply to this notice via EFS-Web.

https://sportal.uspto.gov/authenticate/AuthenticateUserLocalEPF.html

For more information about EFS-Web please call the USPTO Electronic Business Center at 1-866-217-9197 or

visit our website at http://www.uspto.gov/ebc.

If you are not using EFS-Web to submit your reply, you must include a copy of this notice.

/tnguyen/

Office of Data Management, Application Assistance Unit (571) 272-4000, or (571) 272-4200, or 1-888-786-0101
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UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
United States Patent and Trademark Office
Addless. COMMISSIONER FOR PATENTSPO Box 1450 

Alexandria, Viigtnia 22313-1450WWVl.'.IlSpt0 .goV

APPLICATION FILING or GRP ART
NUMBER 371(c) DATE UNIT F FEE REC'D ATTY.DOCKET.NO TOT CLAHVIS IND CLAIMS

12/460,139 07/14/2009 3662 5418 038495/369324 99 4

CONFIRMATION NO. 9769

826 FILING RECEIPT
ALSTON & BIRD LLP

BANK oF AMEmcA MA IIIIIIIllIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII
101 SOUTH TRYON STREET, SUITE 4000

CHARLOTTE, NC 28280-4000

Date Mailed: 07/30/2009

Receipt is acknowledged of this non-provisional patent application. The application will be taken up for examination

in due course. Applicant will be notified as to the results of the examination. Any correspondence concerning the

application must include the following identification information: the U.S. APPLICATION NUMBER, FILING DATE,

NAME OF APPLICANT, and TITLE OF INVENTION. Fees transmitted by check or draft are subject to collection.

Please verify the accuracy of the data presented on this receipt. If an error is noted on this Filing Receipt, please

submit a written request for a Filing Receipt Correction. Please provide a copy of this Filing Receipt with the

changes noted thereon. If you received a "Notice to File Missing Parts" for this application, please submit

any corrections to this Filing Receipt with your reply to the Notice. When the USPTO processes the reply

to the Notice, the USPTO will generate another Filing Receipt incorporating the requested corrections

Applicant(s)

Brian T. Maguire, Residence Not Provided;

Assignment For Published Patent Application
Navico, Inc.

Power of Attorney: None

Domestic Priority data as claimed by applicant

Foreign Applications

If Required, Foreign Filing License Granted: 07/28/2009

The country code and number of your priority application, to be used for filing abroad under the Paris Convention,

is US 12/460,139

Projected Publication Date: To Be Determined — pending completion of Missing Parts

Non-Publication Request: No

Early Publication Request: No

page 1 of 3
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Title

Downscan imaging sonar

Preliminary Class

367

PROTECTING YOUR INVENTION OUTSIDE THE UNITED STATES

Since the rights granted by a U.S. patent extend only throughout the territory of the United States and have no

effect in a foreign country, an inventor who wishes patent protection in another country must apply for a patent

in a specific country or in regional patent offices. Applicants may wish to consider the filing of an international

application under the Patent Cooperation Treaty (PCT). An international (PCT) application generally has the same

effect as a regular national patent application in each PCT-member country. The PCT process simplifies the filing

of patent applications on the same invention in member countries, but does not result in a grant of "an international

patent" and does not eliminate the need of applicants to file additional documents and fees in countries where patent

protection is desired.

Almost every country has its own patent law, and a person desiring a patent in a particular country must make an

application for patent in that country in accordance with its particular laws. Since the laws of many countries differ

in various respects from the patent law of the United States, applicants are advised to seek guidance from specific

foreign countries to ensure that patent rights are not lost prematurely.

Applicants also are advised that in the case of inventions made in the United States, the Director of the USPTO must

issue a license before applicants can apply for a patent in a foreign country. The filing of a U.S. patent application

serves as a request for a foreign filing license. The application's filing receipt contains further information and

guidance as to the status of applicant's license for foreign filing.

Applicants may wish to consult the USPTO booklet, "General Information Concerning Patents" (specifically, the

section entitled "Treaties and Foreign Patents") for more information on timeframes and deadlines for filing foreign

patent applications. The guide is available either by contacting the USPTO Contact Center at 800-786-9199, or it

can be viewed on the USPTO website at http://www.uspto.gov/web/offices/pac/doc/general/index.html.

For information on preventing theft of your intellectual property (patents, trademarks and copyrights), you may wish

to consult the U.S. Government website, http://www.stopfakes.gov. Part of a Department of Commerce initiative,

this website includes se|f—he|p "too|kits" giving innovators guidance on how to protect intellectual property in specific

countries such as China, Korea and Mexico. For questions regarding patent enforcement issues, applicants may

call the U.S. Government hotline at 1-866-999-HALT (1—866-999-4158).

LICENSE FOR FOREIGN FILING UNDER

Title 35, United States Code, Section 184

Title 37, Code of Federal Regulations, 5.11 & 5.15

GRANTED

The applicant has been granted a license under 35 U.S.C. 184, if the phrase "|F REQUIRED, FOREIGN FILING

LICENSE GRANTED" followed by a date appears on this form. Such licenses are issued in all applications where

the conditions for issuance of a license have been met, regardless of whether or not a license may be required as

page 2 of 3
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set forth in 37 CFR 5.15. The scope and limitations of this license are set forth in 37 CFR 5.15(a) unless an earlier

license has been issued under 37 CFR 5.15(b). The license is subject to revocation upon written notification. The

date indicated is the effective date of the license, unless an earlier license of similar scope has been granted under
37 CFR 5.13 or 5.14.

This license is to be retained by the licensee and may be used at any time on or after the effective date thereof unless

it is revoked. This license is automatically transferred to any related applications(s) filed under 37 CFR 1.53(d). This
license is not retroactive.

The grant of a license does not in any way lessen the responsibility of a licensee for the security of the subject matter

as imposed by any Government contract or the provisions of existing laws relating to espionage and the national

security or the export of technical data. Licensees should apprise themselves of current regulations especially with

respect to certain countries, of other agencies, particularly the Office of Defense Trade Controls, Department of

State (with respect to Arms, Munitions and Implements of War (22 CFR 121-128)); the Bureau of Industry and

Security, Department of Commerce (15 CFR parts 730-774); the Office of Foreign AssetsControI, Department of

Treasury (31 CFR Parts 500+) and the Department of Energy.

NOT GRANTED

No license under 35 U.S.C. 184 has been granted at this time, if the phrase "IF REQUIRED, FOREIGN FILING

LICENSE GRANTED" DOES NOT appear on this form. Applicant may still petition for a license under 37 CFR 5.12,

if a license is desired before the expiration of 6 months from the filing date of the application. If 6 months has lapsed

from the filing date of this application and the licensee has not received any indication of a secrecy order under 35

U.S.C. 181, the licensee may foreign file the application pursuant to 37 CFR 5.15(b).
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' - u.s. PTO

12/460139

vmm °7"“’2°°9

TRANSMITTAL First Inventor Brian T. MaguirePATENT ’“"’”°“‘°“

Ofhly for new nonprovisional applications under 37 CFR l.53(b)) Title‘
‘ Express Mail Label No. EV339394l34US
 

ADDRESS TO: COMMISSIONER FOR PATENTS

P.O. BOX 1450

ALEXANDRIA, VA 22313-1450

Transmitted herewith for filing in the United States Patent Office is a utility patent application.

Inventors: Brian T. Maguire

Assignee of this invention is Navico, Inc.

1. E The Filing Fee has been calculated as shown below:
2. [:1 Applicant claims Small Entity Status. See 37 CFR 1.27.

Small Entity Large Entity
No. Filed No. Extra Rate Fee 0 Rate Fee 1

T $330
m $540
T $220

x 52= $4108
X 220= $220

 APPLICATION SIZE If the specification, drawings,

FEE and sequence listing exceed
100 sheets of paper, the

application size fee due is

$270 ($135 for small entity)
for each additional 50 sheets
or fraction thereof.

[EHMULTIPLE DEPENDENT CLAIMS +195 $ +390 = $
PRESENTED

*If the difference in Column 1 is less than zero, TOTAL $ TOTAL $ 5,418
enter "0" in Column 2.

The Commissioner is hereby authorized to credit overpayments or charge the following fees to Deposit
Acct. No. 16-0605.

a. IX Fees required under 37 CFR 1.16 (National filing fees).

b. X Fees required under 37 CFR 1.17 (National application processing fees) including any
1 extension of time fees under 37 CFR § 1.l36(a) that are required for consideration of

papers filed during prosecution.
A check in the amount of$ ___for the filing fee is enclosed.

Commissioner is authorized to charge the application filing fees of $5,418.00 to Deposit Account
No. 16-0605.

The above filing fee will be paid along with Applicant(s) Response to the Notice to File Missing
Parts.

Specification; Total Pages 32IZIIZICIIZIEI
Q Sheets of Drawing(s) (35 USC 1 13)

5. El Declaration and Power of Attorney; [Total Pages __]

a_ D Newly executed (original or copy)
RAY-1002
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b. E] Copy from a prior application (37 CFR l.63(d))
flor continuation/divisional with Box I 8 completed)

i. E] ' DELETION OF INVENTOR(S) Signed statement attached deleting inventor(s)
named in the prior application, see 37 CFR l.63(d)(2) & l.33(b).

E] Application Data Sheet. See 37 CFR 1.76

E] CD-ROM or CD-R in duplicate, large table or Computer Program (Appendix)
E] Landscape Table on CD

Nucleotide and/or Amino Acid Sequence Submission (if applicable, all necessary)

a. [:1 Computer Readable Fomi (CRF)
b C] Request for Transfer of Computer Readable Fonn of Sequence Listing
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DOWNSCAN IMAGING SONAR

FIELD OF THE INVENTION

[0001] Embodiments of the present invention relate generally to sonar systems, and more

particularly, to providing a downscan imaging sonar using a linear transducer.

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

[0002] Sonar has long been used to detect waterborne or underwater objects. For

example, sonar devices may be used to determine depth and bottom topography, detect fish or

other waterborne contacts, locate wreckage, etc. In this regard, due to the extreme limits to

visibility underwater, sonar is typically the most accurate way for individuals to locate

objects underwater. Devices such as transducer elements, or simply transducers, have been

developed to produce sound or vibrations at a particular frequency that is transmitted into and

through the water and also to detect echo returns from the transmitted sound that return to the

transducer alter reflecting off an object. The transducers can convert electrical energy into

sound energy and also convert sound energy (e.g., via detected pressure changes) into an

electrical signal, although some transducers may act only as a hydrophone for converting

sound energy into an electrical signal without having a transmitting capability. The

transducers are often made using piezoelectric materials.

[0003] A typical transducer produces a beam pattern that emanates as a sound pressure

signal from a small source such that the sound energy generates a pressure wave that expands

as it moves away from the source. For instance, a circular transducer (e.g., a cylindrical

shaped crystal with a circular face) typically creates a conical shaped beam with the apex of

the cone being located at the source. Any reflected sound then returns to the transducer to

form a return signal that may be interpreted as a surface of an object. Such transducers have

often been directed in various directions from surfaced or submerged vessels in order to

attempt to locate other vessels and/or the seabed for the purposes of navigation and/or target

location.

[0004] Since the development of sonar, display technology has also been improved in

order to enable better interpretation of sonar data. Strip chart recorders and other mechanical

output devices have been replaced by, for example, digital displays such as LCDs (liquid

crystal displays). Current display technologies continue to be improved in order to provide,

for example, high quality sonar data on multi-color, high resolution displays having a more

intuitive output than early sonar systems were capable of producing.
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[0005] With display capabilities advancing to the point at which richly detailed

information is able to be displayed, attention has turned back to the transducer in order to

provide higher quality data for display. Furthermore, additional uses have been developed

for sonar systems as transducer and display capabilities have evolved. For example, sonar

systems have been developed to assist fishennen in identifying fish and/or the features that

tend to attract fish. Historically, these types of sonar systems primarily analyzed the column

of water beneath a watercrafi with a cylindrical piezo element that produces a conical beam,

known as a conical beam transducer or simply as a circular transducer referring to the shape

of the face of the cylindrical element. However, with the advent of sidescan sonar

technology, fishennen were given the capability to view not only the column of water

beneath their vessel, but also view water to either side of their vessel.

[0006] Sidescan sonar can be provided in different ways and with different levels of

resolution. As its name implies, sidescan sonar is directed to look to the side of a vessel and

not below the vessel. In fact, many sidescan sonar systems (e.g., swath and bathymetry sonar

systems) have drawn public attention for their performance in the location of famous

shipwrecks and for providing very detailed images of the ocean floor, but such systems are

costly and complex. Sidescan sonar typically generates a somewhat planar fan-shaped beam

pattern that is relatively narrow in beamwidth in a direction parallel to the keel of a vessel

deploying the sidescan sonar and is relatively wide in beamwidth in a direction perpendicular

to the keel of the vessel. It may be provided in some cases using multibeam sonar systems.

Such multibeam sonar systems are typically comprised of a plurality of relatively narrowly

focused conventional circular transducer elements that are arrayed next to each other to

produce an array of narrowly focused adjacent conical beams that together provide a

continuous fan shaped beam pattern. FIG. 1 shows an example of a series of conventional

(generally circular) transducer elements 10 arrayed in an arc to produce a multibeam sonar

system. FIG. 2 shows a typical fan shaped beam pattern 12 produced by the multibeam sonar

system of FIG. 1 as the beam pattern is projected onto the seabed.

[0007] However, multibeam sonar systems typically require very complex systems to

support the plurality of transducers that are employed in order to form the multibeam sonar

system. For example, a typical system diagram is shown in FIG. 3, which includes a display

20 driven by a sonar signal processor 22. The sonar signal processor 22 processes signals

received from each of a plurality of transducers 26 that are fed to the sonar signal processor

22 by respective different transceivers 24 that are paired with each of the transducers 26.

Thus, conventional multibeam sonar systems tend to include a large number of transceivers
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and correspondingly introduce complexity in relation to processing the data such systems

produce.

[0008] More recently, ceramic sidescan transducer elements have been developed that

enable the production of a fan shaped sonar beam directed to one side of a vessel.

Accordingly, the sea floor on both sides of the vessel can be covered with two elements

facing on opposite sides of the vessel. These types of sidescan transducer elements are linear,

rather than cylindrical, and provide a somewhat planar fan-shaped beam pattern using a

single transducer to provide sidescan sonar images without utilizing the multibeam array

described above. However, employment of these types of sidescan elements typically leaves

the column of water beneath the vessel either un-monitored, or monitored using conical beam

or circular transducers. In this regard, FIG. 4 illustrates an example of a conventional

sidescan sonar with linear sidescan transducer elements oriented to produce fan-shaped

beams 27 directed from opposite sides of the vessel and a conical beam 28 projecting directly

below the vessel. These conical beams have conventionally been provided using

conventional cylindrical transducers to produce depth infonnation since sidescan transducers

are typically not as usefiil for providing depth or water column feature information, such as

fish targets. However, cylindrical transducers provide poor quality images for sonar data

relating to the structure on the bottom or in the water column directly below the vessel.

[0009] Accordingly, it may be desirable to develop a sonar system that is capable of

providing an improved downscan imaging sonar.

BRIEF SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

[0010] Accordingly, embodiments of the present invention employ a linear transducer,

directed downward to receive high quality images relative to the water column and bottom

features directly beneath the linear transducer and the vessel on which the linear transducer is

employed. Some other embodiments, in addition to the use of a linear transducer directed

downward, also employ at least one sidescan transducer element (e.g., a linear transducer

oriented away from the side of the vessel) to ensonify (e.g., emit sonar pulses and detect echo

returns) the sea floor on the sides of a vessel. Accordingly, better quality sonar images may

be provided for the water column and bottom features beneath the vessel, of a quality that

was unavailable earlier. Moreover, embodiments of the present invention may simplify the

processing involved in producing high quality sonar images.

[0011] In one exemplary embodiment, a transducer array is provided. The transducer

array may include a housing and a linear transducer element. The housing may be mountable
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.1;

to a watercrafi capable of traversing a surface of a body of water. The linear transducer

element may be positioned within the housing and may have a substantially rectangular shape

configured to produce a sonar beam having a beamwidth in a direction parallel to longitudinal

length of the linear transducer element that is significantly less than a beamwidth of the sonar

beam in a direction perpendicular to the longitudinal length of the transducer element. The

linear transducer element may also be positioned within the housing to project sonar pulses in

a direction substantially perpendicular to a plane corresponding to the surface.

[0012] In another exemplary embodiment, a transducer array is provided. The transducer

array may include a plurality of transducer elements and each one of the plurality of V

transducer elements may include a substantially rectangular shape configured to produce a

sonar beam having a beamwidth in a direction parallel to longitudinal length of the transducer

elements that is significantly less than a beamwidth of the sonar beam in a direction

perpendicular to the longitudinal length ofthe transducer elements. The plurality of

transducer elements may be positioned such that longitudinal lengths of at least two of the

plurality of transducer elements are parallel to each other. The plurality of transducer

elements may also include at least a first linear transducer element, a second linear transducer

element and a third linear transducer element. The first linear transducer element may be

positioned within the housing to project sonar pulses from a first side of the housing in a

direction generally perpendicular to a centerline of the housing. The second linear transducer

element may be positioned within the housing to lie in a plane with the first linear transducer

element and project sonar pulses from a second side of the housing that is generally opposite

of the first side. The third linear transducer element may be positioned within the housing to

project sonar pulses in a direction generally perpendicular to the plane.

[0013] In another exemplary embodiment, a sonar system is provided. The sonar system

may include a transducer array and a sonar module. The transducer array may include a

plurality of transducer elements and each one of the plurality of transducer elements may

include a substantially rectangular shape configured to produce a sonar beam having a

beamwidth in a direction parallel to longitudinal length of the transducer elements that is

significantly less than a beamwidth of the sonar beam in a direction perpendicular to the

longitudinal length of the transducer elements. The plurality of transducer elements may be

positioned such that longitudinal lengths of at least two of the plurality of transducer elements

are parallel to each other. The plurality of transducer elements may also include at least a

first linear transducer element, a second linear transducer element and a third linear

transducer element. The first linear transducer element may be positioned within the housing
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to project sonar pulses from a first side of the housing in a direction generally perpendicular

to a centerline of the housing. The second linear transducer element may be positioned

within the housing to lie in a plane with the first linear transducer element and project sonar

pulses from a second side of the housing that is generally opposite of the first side. The third

linear transducer element may be positioned within the housing to project sonar pulses in a

direction generally perpendicular to the plane. The sonar module may be configured to

enable operable communication with the transducer array. The sonar module may include a

sonar signal processor configured to process sonar return signals received via the transducer

array, and a transceiver configured to provide communication between the transducer array

and the sonar signal processor.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF TI-IE SEVERAL VIEWS OF TI-IE DRAWING(S)

[0014] The patent or application file contains at least one drawing executed in color.

Copies of this patent or patent application publication with color drawing(s) will be provided

by the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office upon request and payment of the necessary fee.

[0015] Having thus described the invention in general terms, reference will now be made

to the accompanying drawings, which are not necessarily drawn to scale, and wherein:

[0016] FIG. 1 is a diagram illustrating an example of a series of conventional transducer

elements 10 arrayed to produce a multibeam sonar system;

[0017] FIG. 2 illustrates a fan shaped beam pattern produced by the conventional

multibeam sonar system of FIG. 1 as the beam pattern is projected onto the seabed;

[0018] FIG. 3 is a block diagram of a conventional multibeam sonar system for the

system shown in FIG. 1;

[0019] FIG. 4 is a diagram illustrating a conventional sidescan sonar system;

[0020] FIG. 5 is a basic block diagram illustrating a sonar system according to an

exemplary embodiment of the present invention;

[0021] FIG. 6 is a diagram illustrating a more detailed view of a transducer array

according to an exemplary embodiment of the present invention;

[0022] FIG. 7A illustrates a side view showing a beam pattern produced by the transducer

array according to an exemplary embodiment of the present invention;

[0023] FIG. 7B illustrates a top view showing a beam pattern produced by the transducer

array according to an exemplary embodiment of the present invention;

[0024] FIG. 8A is a diagram illustrating a cross section of components in a containment

volume of a housing according to an exemplary embodiment of the present invention;
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[0025] FIG. 8B is a diagram illustrating a cross section of components in a containment

volume of a housing according to another exemplary embodiment of the present invention;

[0026] FIG. 9A shows an example ofbeam coverage for an 800 kHz operating frequency

in one exemplary embodiment of the present invention;

[0027] FIG. 9B shows an example of beam coverage for a 455 kHz operating frequency

in one exemplary embodiment of the present invention;

[0028] FIG. IOA illustrates a projection, onto a substantially flat sea bed, of the beam

pattern ofan exemplary transducer array providing gaps between fan shaped beams produced

by a transducer array in which transducer elements are positioned to provide coplanar beams

with gaps therebetween according to an exemplary embodiment of the present invention;

[0029] FIG. 10B illustrates a projection, onto a substantially flat sea bed, of the beam

pattern of an exemplary transducer array providing gaps between the fan shaped beams

produced by a transducer array in which the transducer elements are positioned to provide

gaps with planar separation therebetween according to another exemplary embodiment of the

present invention;

[0030] FIG. 11A shows an example of a View of the beam coverage associated with the

exemplary embodiment of FIG. 9A in which the beam coverage is extended to the bottom of

a flat bottomed body of water according to an exemplary embodiment of the present

invention;

[0031] FIG. 1 IB illustrates example sidescan images that may be produced based on data

from sidescan beams shown in FIG. 11A according to an exemplary embodiment of the

present invention;

[0032] FIG. 11C illustrates example linear downscan images that may be produced based

on data from linear downscan beams shown in FIG. 11A according to an exemplary

embodiment of the present invention;

[0033] FIG. 12A illustrates example sidescan images that may be produced based on data

from sidescan beams;

[0034] FIG. 12B illustrates a side-by-side comparison of images produced by a downscan

linear transducer element according to an exemplary embodiment and a corresponding

conical downscan image;

[0035] FIG. 12C illustrates another side-by-side comparison of images produced by a

downscan linear transducer element according to an exemplary embodiment and a

corresponding conical downscan image;
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[0036] FIG. 12D illustrates still another side-by-side comparison of images produced by a

downscan linear transducer element according to an exemplary embodiment and a

corresponding conical downscan image;

[0037] FIG. 12E illustrates yet another side-by-side comparison of images produced by a

downscan linear transducer element according to an exemplary embodiment and a

corresponding conical downscan image;

[0038] FIG. 12F illustrates yet still another side-by-side comparison of images produced

by a downscan linear transducer element according to an exemplary embodiment and a

corresponding conical downscan image;

[0039] FIG. 13A is a diagram illustrating an example of a sea bottom structure viewed

through a linear downscan transducer element according to an exemplary embodiment;

[0040] FIG. 13B is a diagram illustrating an example of a fan shaped beam from a linear

downscan transducer compared to a conical beam from a cylindrical transducer for the sea

bottom structure illustrated in FIG. 13A according to an exemplary embodiment;

[0041] FIG. 14 is a basic block diagram illustrating a sonar system according to an

exemplary embodiment of the present invention;

[0042] FIG. ISA illustrates an example of a top view of the beam overlap that may occur

in situations where a linear downscan transducer and a circular downscan transducer are

employed according to an exemplary embodiment of the present invention;

[0043] FIG. 15B shows side views of the same beam overlap shown in FIG. 15A from

the starboard side of a vessel and from ahead of the bow of the vessel according to an

exemplary embodiment of the present invention;

[0044] FIG. 16A is a diagram showing a perspective view of a linear downscan

transducer and a circular downscan transducer within a single housing from a point above the

housing according to an exemplary embodiment of the present invention;

[0045] FIG. 16B is a perspective view from one side ofthe housing of FIG. l6A at a

point substantially perpendicular to a longitudinal axis of the housing according to an

exemplary embodiment of the present invention;

[0046] FIG 16C is a perspective view from the front side ofthe housing of FIG. l6A at a

point looking straight down the longitudinal axis of the housing according to an exemplary

embodiment ofthe present invention;

[0047] FIG. 17A is a diagram showing a perspective view of a linear downscan

transducer within a single housing from a point above the housing according to an exemplary

embodiment of the present invention;
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[0048] FIG. 17B is a perspective view from one side of the housing of FIG. 17A at a

point substantially perpendicular to a longitudinal axis of the housing according to an

exemplary embodiment of the present invention; and

[0049] FIG 17C is a perspective view from the front side of the housing of FIG. l7A at a

point looking straight down the longitudinal axis ofthe housing according to an exemplary

embodiment of the present invention.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE INVENTION

[0050] Exemplary embodiments of the present invention now will be described more

fully hereinafier with reference to the accompanying drawings, in which some, but not all

embodiments of the invention are shown. Indeed, the invention may be embodied in many

different forms and should not be construed as limited to the exemplary embodiments set

forth herein; rather, these embodiments are provided so that this disclosure will satisfy

applicable legal requirements. Like reference numerals refer to like elements throughout.

[0051] FIG. 5 is a basic block diagram illustrating a sonar system 30 for use with multiple

exemplary embodiments of the present invention. As shown, the sonar system 30 may

‘include a number of different modules or components, each of which may comprise any

device or means embodied in either hardware, sofiware, or a combination ofhardware and

sofiware configured to perform one or more corresponding fimctions. For example, the sonar

system 30 may include a sonar signal processor 32, a transceiver 34 and a transducer array 36

and/or numerous other peripheral devices such as one or more displays 38. One or more of

the modules may be configured to communicate with one or more of the other modules to

process and/or display data, information or the like from one or more of the modules. The

modules may also be configured to communicate with one another in any of a number of

different manners including, for example, via a network 40. In this regard, the network 40

may be any of a number of different communication backbones or frameworks including, for

example, Ethernet, the NMEA 2000 framework or other suitable networks.

[0052] The display 38 may be configured to display images and may include or otherwise

be in communication with a user interface 39 configured to receive an input from a user. The

display 38 may be, for example, a conventional LCD (liquid crystal display), a touch screen

display, or any other suitable display known in the art upon which images may be rendered.

Although each display 38 of FIG. 5 is shown as being connected to the sonar signal processor

32 via the network and/or via an Ethernet hub, the display 38 could alternatively be in direct
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communication with the sonar signal processor 32 in some embodiments, or the display 38,

sonar signal processor 32 and user interface 39 could be in a single housing. The user

interface 39 may include, for example, a keyboard, keypad, function keys, mouse, scrolling

device, input/output ports, touch screen, or any other mechanism by which a user may

interface with the system. Moreover, in some cases, the user interface 39 may be a portion of

one or more ofthe displays 38.

[0053] The transducer array 36 according to an exemplary embodiment may be provided

in one or more housings that provide for flexible mounting with respect to a hull ofthe vessel

on which the sonar system 30 is employed. In this regard, for example, the housing may be

mounted onto the hull of the vessel or onto a device or component that may be attached to the

hull (e.g., a trolling motor or other steerable device, or another component that is mountable

relative to the hull of the vessel), including a bracket that is adjustable on multiple axes,

permitting omnidirectional movement of the housing. The transducer array 36 may include

one or more transducer elements positioned within the housing, as described in greater detail

below, and each of the transducer elements may be configured to be directed to cover a

different area such that one transducer element covers one side of the vessel with a fan

shaped beam, another transducer element covers the opposite side of the vessel with a fan

shaped beam, and the third fan shaped beam covers a region between the other transducer

elements directed below the vessel. In an exemplary embodiment, each of the transducer

elements of the transducer array 36 may be substantially identical in terms of construction

and therefore may be different only by virtue of the orientation of the respective transducer

elements. The transducer array 36 may be configured to both transmit and receive sound

pressure waves. However, in some cases, the transducer array 36 could include separate

elements for transmission and reception. The transducer array 36 is described in greater

detail below in reference to FIG. 6.

[0054] In an exemplary embodiment, the sonar signal processor 32, the transceiver 34

and an Ethernet hub 42 or other network hub may fomi a sonar module 44. As such, for

example, in some cases, the transducer array 36 may simply be placed into communication

with the sonar module 44, which may itself be a mobile device that may be placed (but not

necessarily mounted in a fixed arrangement) in the vessel to permit easy installation of one or

more displays 38, each of which may be remotely located from each other and operable

independent of each other. In this regard, for example, the Ethernet hub 42 may include one

or more corresponding interface ports for placing the network 40 in communication with each

display 38 in a plug-n-play manner. As such, for example, the Ethernet hub 42 may not only
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include the hardware needed to enable the displays 38 to be plugged into communication with

the network 40 via the Ethernet hub 42, but the Ethernet hub 42 may also include or

otherwise be in communication with software modules for providing information to enable

the sonar module 44 to communicate with one or more different instances of the display 38

that may or may not be the same model or type of display and that may display the same or

different information. In other words, the sonar module 44 may store configuration settings

defining a predefined set of display types with which the sonar module is compatible so that

if any of the predefined set of display types are placed into communication with the sonar

module 44, the sonar module 44 may operate in a plug-n—play manner with the corresponding

' display types. Accordingly, the sonar module 44 may include a memory storing device

drivers accessible to the Ethernet hub 42 to enable the Ethernet hub 42 to properly work with

displays for which the sonar module 44 is compatible. The sonar module 44 may also be

enabled to be upgraded with additional device drivers to enable expansion of the numbers and

types of devices with which the sonar module 44 may be compatible. In some cases, the user

may select a display type to check whether a the display type is supported and, if the display

type is not supported, contact a network entity to request sofiware and/or drivers for enabling

support of the corresponding display type.

[0055] The sonar signal processor 32 may be any means such as a device or circuitry

operating in accordance with sofiware or otherwise embodied in hardware or a combination

of hardware and software (e.g., a processor operating under software control or the processor

embodied as an application specific integrated circuit (ASIC) or field programmable gate

array (FPGA) specifically configured to perfonn the operations described herein, or a

combination thereof) thereby configuring the device or circuitry to perform the corresponding

functions of the sonar signal processor 32 as described herein. In this regard, the sonar signal

processor 32 may be configured to analyze electrical signals communicated thereto by the

transceiver 34 to provide sonar data indicative of the size, location, shape, etc. of objects

detected by the sonar system 30. In some cases, the sonar signal processor 32 may include a

processor, a processing element, a coprocessor, a controller or various other processing

means or devices including integrated circuits such as, for example, an ASIC, FPGA or

hardware accelerator, that is configured to execute various programmed operations or

instructions stored in a memory device. The sonar signal processor may further or

alternatively embody multiple compatible additional hardware or hardware and software

items to implement signal processing or enhancement features to improve the display

characteristics or data or images, collect or process additional data, such as time, temperature,
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GPS infonnation, waypoint designations, or others, or may filter extraneous data to better

analyze the collected data. It may further implement notices and alarms, such as those

detennined or adjusted by a user, to reflect depth, presence of fish, proximity of other

watercrafi, etc. Still further, the processor, in combination with suitable memory, may store

incoming transducer data or screen images for future playback or transfer, or alter images

with additional processing to implement zoom or lateral movement, or to correlate data, such

as fish or bottom features to a GPS position or temperature. In an exemplary embodiment,

the sonar signal processor 32 may execute commercially available sofiware for controlling

the transceiver 34 and/or transducer array 36 and for processing data received therefrom.

Further capabilities of the sonar signal processor 32 and other aspects related to the sonar

module are described in U.S. Patent Application Serial No. , entitled “Linear

and Circular Downscan Imaging Sonar” filed on even date herewith, the disclosure of which

is incorporated herein by reference in its entirety.

[0056] The transceiver 34 may be any means such as a device or circuitry operating in

accordance with sofiware or otherwise embodied in hardware or a combination of hardware

and software (e.g., a processor operating under software control or the processor embodied as

an ASIC or FPGA specifically configured to perform the operations described herein, or a

combination thereof) thereby configuring the device or circuitry to perfonn the corresponding

fiinctions of the transceiver 34 as described herein. In this regard, for example, the

transceiver 34 may include circuitry for providing transmission electrical signals to the

transducer array 36 for conversion to sound pressure signals based on the provided electrical

signals to be transmitted as a sonar pulse. The transceiver 34 may also include circuitry for

receiving electrical signals produced by the transducer array 36 responsive to sound pressure

signals received at the transducer array 36 based on echo or other return signals received in

response to the transmission of a sonar pulse. The transceiver 34 may be in communication

with the sonar signal processor 32 to both receive instructions regarding the transmission of

sonar signals and to provide information on sonar returns to the sonar signal processor 32 for

analysis and ultimately for driving one or more of the displays 38 based on the sonar returns.

[0057] FIG. 6 is a diagram illustrating a more detailed view ofthe transducer array 36

according to an exemplary embodiment. As shown in FIG. 6, the transducer array 36 may

include a housing 50 that may include mounting holes 52 through which screws, rivets, bolts

or other mounting devices may be passed in order to fix the housing 50 to a mounting

bracket, a device attached to a vessel or to the hull of the vessel itself. However, in some

cases, the housing 50 may be affixed by welding, adhesive, snap fit or other coupling means.
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The housing 50 may be mounted to a portion of the vessel, or to a device attached to the

vessel, that provides a relatively unobstructed view of both sides of the vessel. Thus, for

example, the housing 50 may be mounted on or near the keel (or centerline) of the vessel, on

a fixed or adjustable mounting bracket that extends below a depth of the keel (or centerline)

of the vessel, or on a mounting device that is offset from the bow or stem of the vessel. The

housing 50 may include a recessed portion defining containment volume 54 for holding

transducer elements 60. The recessed portion defining the containment volume may extend

away from the hull of the vessel on which the housing 50 is mounted and therefore protrude

into the water on which the vessel operates (or in which the vessel operates in a case where

the transducer array 36 is mounted to a tow fish). To prevent cavitation or the production of

bubbles due to uneven flow over the housing 50, the housing 50 (and in particular the

containment volume portion of the housing) may have a gradual, rounded or otherwise

streamlined profile to permit laminar flow of water over the housing 50. In some examples,

an insulated cable 58 may provide a conduit for wiring to communicatively couple the

transducer elements 60 to the sonar module 44.

[0058] Each of the transducer elements 60 may be a linear transducer element. Thus, for

example, each of the transducer elements 60 may be substantially rectangular in shape and

made from a piezoelectric material such as a piezoelectric ceramic material, as is well known

in the art and may include appropriate shielding (not shown) as is well known in the art. The

piezoelectric material being disposed in a rectangular arrangement provides for an

approximation of a linear array having beamwidth characteristics that are a function of the

length and width of the rectangular face of the transducer elements and the frequency of

operation. In an exemplary embodiment, the transducer elements 60 may be configured to

operate in accordance with at least two operating frequencies. In this regard, for example, a

frequency selection capability may be provided by the sonar module 44 to enable the user to

select one of at least two frequencies of operation. In one example, one operating frequency

may be set to about 800 kHz and another operating frequency may be set to about 455 kHz.

Furthennore, the length of the transducer elements may be set to about 120 mm while the

width is set to about 3 mm to thereby produce beam characteristics corresponding to a

bearing fan of about 0.8 degrees by about 32 degrees at 800 kHz or about 1.4 degrees by

about 56 degrees at 455 kHz. However, in general, the length and width of the transducer

elements 60 may be set such that the beamwidth of sonar beam produced by the transducer

elements 60 in a direction parallel to a longitudinal length (L) ofthe transducer elements 60 is

less than about five percent as large as the beamwidth of the sonar beam in a direction (w)
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perpendicular to the longitudinal length of the transducer elements 60. (See generally FIGS.

7A, 7B, 9A, 9B.) It should be noted that although the widths of various beams are shown and

described herein, the widths being referred to do not necessarily correspond to actual edges

defining limits to where energy is placed in the water. As such, although beam patterns and

projections of beam patterns are generally shown herein as having fixed and typically

geometrically shaped boundaries, those boundaries merely correspond to the -3dB (or half

power) points for the transmitted beams. In other words, energy measured outside of the

boundaries shown is less than half of the energy transmitted. Thus, the boundaries shown are

merely theoretical half power point boundaries.

[0059] Although dual frequency operations providing a specific beam fan for each

respective element for given lengths are described above, it should be understood that other

operating ranges could alternatively be provided with corresponding different transducer

element sizes and corresponding different beamwidth characteristics. Moreover, in some

cases, the sonar module 44 may include a variable frequency selector, to enable an operator

to select a particular frequency of choice for the current operating conditions. However, in

all cases where the longitudinal length of the transducer elements 60 is generally aligned with

the centerline of the vessel, the rectangular shape of the transducer elements 60 provides for a

narrow beamwidth in a direction substantially parallel to the centerline of the vessel and wide

beamwidth in a direction substantially perpendicular to the centerline of the vessel.

However, if the transducer array 36 is mounted in a different fashion or to a rotatable

accessory on the vessel (e.g., a trolling motor mount), the fan-shaped beams produced will

have the wide beamwidth in a direction substantially perpendicular to the longitudinal length

of the transducer elements 60 and a narrow beamwidth in a direction substantially parallel to

the longitudinal length of the transducer elements 60. Thus, the sonar could also be oriented

to provide fore and aft oriented fan-shaped beams or any other orientation relative to the

vessel in instances where motion ofthe vessel is not necessarily in a direction aligned with

the centerline of the vessel.

[0060] FIGS. 7A and 7B show side and top views, respectively, illustrating the beam

characteristics produced by an exemplary embodiment of the present invention. In this

regard, FIG. 7A illustrates a side view showing the transducer array 36 mounted to a bracket

that extends from the aft end of the centerline of the vessel (e.g., boat). As shown in FIG.

7A, the beam produced by the transducer array 36 is relatively narrow in the direction

substantially parallel to the centerline of the vessel if the transducer elements are aligned for a

generally coplanar beam. FIG. 7A also includes a cutaway view of the transducer array 36 to
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show the orientation of the transducer elements 60 in context relative to the vessel according

to this example. Meanwhile, FIG. 7B shows a top view of the beam produced by the

transducer assembly 36 if the transducer elements are aligned for a generally coplanar beam.

As shown in FIG. 7B, the beam produced by the transducer array is relatively wide in the

direction substantially perpendicular to the centerline of the vessel thereby producing a fan-

shaped beam pattern extending out to both sides and also covering the water column beneath

the vessel, as described below. FIG. 7B also includes a cutaway view ofthe transducer array

36 to show the orientation of the transducer elements 60 in context relative to the vessel

according to this example.

[0061] FIG. 8A is a diagram illustrating ‘a cross section of components in the containment

volume 54 according to an exemplary embodiment. In particular, FIG. 8A illustrates the

arrangement of the linear transducer elements 60 within the containment volume 54. The

transducer elements 60, which may include a port side element 62 positioned to scan

substantially to the port side of the vessel, a starboard side element 64 positioned to scan

substantially to the starboard side of the vessel, and a downscan element 66 positioned to

scan substantially below the vessel. As shown in FIG. 8A, in an exemplary embodiment,

both the port side element 62 and the starboard side element 64 may be oriented to face

slightly below a surface of the water on which the vessel travels. In one example, both the

port side element 62 and the starboard side element 64 may be oriented such that the widest

dimension of the beamwidth of each respective element is centered at 30 degrees below a

plane substantially parallel to the surface of the water. Meanwhile, the downscan linear

element 66 may be positioned such that the widest dimension ofthe beamwidth of the

downscan element 66 is centered at 90 degrees below the plane substantially parallel to the

surface of the water. In other words, the downscan element 66 has the central portion of its

fan shape aimed straight down. The containment volume 54 may include electrical

connections (not shown) to communicate with the transceiver 34 and supports, struts, rods or

other supporting structures to secure each of the linear transducer elements 60 in their

respective orientations. The transducer elements 60 may be held in place or otherwise

affixed to the supporting structures via adhesive or any other suitablejoining material and the

angles at which the transducer elements 60 are affixed relative to each other and to the

housing 50 may vary as necessary or as desired.

[0062] FIG. 8B is a diagram illustrating a cross section of components in the containment

volume 54 according to an alternative exemplary embodiment. In this regard, FIG. 8B

illustrates the arrangement of one linear transducer element 60 within the containment
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volume 54. The transducer element 60 according to this exemplary embodiment is a single

linear transducer (e.g., downscan element 66) positioned to scan substantially below the

vessel. As shown in FIG. 8B, the downscan element 66 may be positioned such that the

widest dimension of the beamwidth of the downscan element 66 is centered at 90 degrees

below the plane substantially parallel to the surface of the water. In other words, the

downscan element 66 has the central portion of its fan shape aimed substantially straight

down. As discussed above, the containment volume 54 may include electrical connections

(not shown) to communicate with the transceiver 34 and supports, struts, rods or other

supporting structures to secure the downscan element 66 in its respective orientation. The

linear downscan element 66 may be held in place or otherwise affixed to the supporting

structures via adhesive or any other suitable joining material such that transmissions

produced by the downscan element 66 exit the housing 50 substantially at a 90 degree angle

with respect to the plane of the face of the downscan element 66 from which the

transmissions emanate.

[0063] FIG. 9A shows an example of beam coverage for an 800 kHz operating frequency

in one exemplary embodiment. As such, the beamwidth (e.g., width between the half power

points) of each of the three linear transducer elements 60 is about 32 degrees. FIG. 9B shows

an example of beam coverage for a 455 kHz operating frequency in one exemplary

embodiment, thereby providing about 56 degrees of beamwidth for each of the three linear

transducer elements 60. Accordingly, in each of the exemplary embodiments of FIGS. 9A

and 9B, the three fan-shaped segments together produce a discontinuous fan shaped beam.

The discontinuity may be minimized in some instances by selection of transducer element

dimensions and operating frequencies selected to minimize the size of the gaps (e.g., zones

with sonar beam coverage outside of beam coverage area as defined by the half power points

of the beams) between the beams of the transducer elements. Alternatively, the physical

orientation of the transducer elements 60 with respect to each other could be changed in order

to minimize the size of the gaps. However, it should be noted that in most cases some gap

should be maintained in order to prevent interference between the beam patterns emanating

from the linear transducer elements 60. Although the fan-shaped segments of an exemplary

embodiment may all lie in the same plane, it may be desirable to alter the orientation of one

or more of the transducer elements 60 such that a corresponding one or more of the fan-

shaped segments is outside of the plane of the other fan-shaped segments. The gap could

therefore be provided via planar separation of the fan-shaped segments rather than by

providing separation between the segments within the same plane.
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[0064] In this regard, FIG. 10A illustrates a projection, onto a substantially flat sea bed,

of the beam pattern of an exemplary transducer array providing gaps between the boundaries

of the projections as defined by the half power points defining fan shaped beams produced by

a transducer array in which the transducer elements 60 are positioned to provide coplanar

beams with gaps therebetween according to an exemplary embodiment. As such, a first

transducer element beam projection 100, a second transducer element beam projection I02

and a third transducer element beam projection 104 are all shown lying in the same plane in

FIG. l0A. Meanwhile, FIG. 10B illustrates a projection, onto a substantially flat sea bed, of

the beam pattern of an exemplary transducer array providing gaps between the fan shaped

beams produced by a transducer array in which the transducer elements 60 are positioned to

provide gaps with planar separation therebetween according to another exemplary

embodiment. Thus, the first transducer element beam projection 100’, the second transducer

element beam projection 102’ and the third transducer element beam projection 104’ are

shown lying in different planes in FIG. 10B. Notably, in each of FIGS. 10A and l0B, the

view is shown from the top looking down onto the sea bed and the beam projections are not

necessarily to scale.

[0065] FIG. 11A shows an example of a view of the beam coverage associated with the

embodiment of the example shown in FIG. 9A in which the beam coverage is extended to the

bottom of a flat bottomed body of water. The illustration of FIG. 1 1A shows a view looking

at the stern of a vessel 70 as the vessel 70 is driving away from the viewer (e.g., into the

page). According to this example, a port sidescan beam 72 (e.g., that may be produced by

port sidescan element 62) extends out to the port side of the vessel 70 providing coverage of

the bottom from point A to point B. Meanwhile, a starboard sidescan beam 74 (e.g., that may

be produced by starboard sidescan element 64) extends out to the starboard side of the vessel

70 from point C to point D. Additionally, a downscan beam 76 (e.g., that may be produced

by downscan element 66) extends directly below the vessel 70 from point E to point F. As

shown in FIG. 1 IA, the coverage areas defined between points A and B and points C and D

are substantially larger than the coverage area defined between points E and F. Based on the

increased bottom coverage, the display provided responsive to data received in the sidescan

beams 72 and 74 will be different than the display provided responsive to data received in the

downscan beam 76. FIGS. 1 1B and 11C show examples of images that may correspond to

the beam coverage areas shown in FIG. 1 1A. In this regard, for example, FIG. 1lB illustrates

possible images that could correspond to the region defined between points A and B and
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points C and D (e.g., sidescan images), while FIG. 1 IC illustrates a possible image that may

correlate to the coverage area between points E and F (e.g., a linear downscan image).

[0066] FIGS. 12A through 12F show examples of images that may be produced by

embodiments of the present invention to illustrate differences between the display produced

by a linear downscan element of an embodiment of the present invention and either a

sidescan or a conventional circular downscan transducer element. In this regard, FIG. 12A

illustrates an example image that may be produced based on data from the sidescan beams 72

and 74. For this example, assume the top of the display (identified by arrow 80) shows the

most recent data (e.g., corresponding to the vessel’s current position) and the bottom of the

display (identified by arrow 82) shows the oldest data. Additionally, the right side of the

display 84 may correspond to the starboard sidescan beam 74 while the left side of the

display 86 corresponds to the port sidescan beam 72. Brighter pixels illustrated in FIG. 12A

correspond to return data received in the corresponding sidescan beams. In this regard, data

closest to dashed line 88 corresponds to the data gathered near point B (for the lefi side of the

display 86) and near point D (for the right side of the display 84) and data at the left edge of

the display corresponds to data gathered near point A while data at the right edge of the

display corresponds to data gathered near point C over the time period from the position of

arrow 82 to the position of arrow 80. Thus, well over 50% of the display of FIG. 12A (and in

many cases 100%) is utilized to show data corresponding to bottom features, e.g. the

topography of and structures attached to the bottom, that have provided return data from the

sidescan beams 72 and 74. By comparison only a small portion (e.g., less than 20%) of the

display shows any water column features, e.g., data from the water column between the

vessel 70 and the portions of the bottom covered by each respective sidescan beam. The

sidescan beams 72 and 74 also fail to provide depth data. Still further, the sidescan beams

fail to provide depth data or bottom feature data or water column data for that portion of the

bottom beneath the vessel, e.g., that portion between reference points B and D and the vessel

70 in FIG II.

[0067] FIGS. 12B through 12F show on the right side (e.g., right display 90) of each

figure, exemplary screen shots of a conventional circular downscan transducer image that

corresponds to the display (e.g., the left side of each figure (lefi display 92)) produced by the

linear downscan element of an embodiment of the present invention (e.g., downscan element

66). In this regard, the left display of FIG. 12B shows a boulder on the lefi, two tree trunks

rising up from the bottom near the center of the display, and, possibly, several fish (white

spots) near the lower right. The corresponding same features can be vaguely determined
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from the right display 90 (i.e., the circular downscan display), but the images are much less

clear. Similarly, FIGS. 12C, 12D and 12E clearly show very detailed images of trees rising

vertically from the bottom in the left display 92, while such features are very difficult to

distinguish on the right display 90. FIG. l2F clearly shows a downed tree and at least two

vertical trees nearby in the left display 92, whereas the same features are difficult to discern

in the right display 90.

[0068] The exemplary linear downscan image on the lefi side ofFIG. 12B includes a

numerical depth scale 0-40 on the right side, with sonar reflection data being represented on

the display screen at the time-dependent depth using known sonar imaging practices. Boat

position is represented by the numeral 0, or some other desirable icon, for the most recent

sonar pings, and the oldest sonar pings are presented by the left side of the screen, presenting

a scrolling image as the boat (and transducer) move across the water surface overtime. The

far right column reflects the intensity of the return echo received at the circular downscan

transducer, plotted adjacent the 0-40 depth scale.

[0069] Accordingly, by placing a linear transducer in a downward oriented position, a

much improved image quality is achieved for bottom data and structures attached to it or

rising above it relative to the conventional circular downscan sonar. In this regard, while

sidescan images are valued for their ability to provide detailed images of laterally distant

bottom features, they are unable to provide depth data or bottom data or water column data

below the vessel. A linear downscan element provides the unexpected advantage of

providing detailed images of the water column below the vessel (e.g., upwardly extending

submerged trees, fish, etc.), as well as details of the features of the bottom or structures

resting on or rising above the bottom (e.g., rocks, crevices, submerged trees, sunken objects,

etc.), and a depth indication that can be registered (e.g., feet or meters). For example, again

referring to the lefi image of FIG. 12B, the mass of bright pixels at about 30 feet (as indicated

by the numbers in increments of five feet that extend down the right edge of the lefi display

92) represent bottom feature data and are indicative of the depth at which the bottom is

encountered. The bottom feature data may also, in some cases, indicate the type of bottom

(e.g., rocky, muddy, hard, soft, flat, sloped, smooth, rough, etc.). Thus, sonar returns

associated with the bottom in a linear downscan display are not only indicative of bottom

features, but are also indicative of depth and water column data. However, the bottom feature

data represents a relatively small percentage of the overall display area. Due to the relatively

small percentage of display area that is devoted to bottom feature data, a relatively large

percentage ofthe display area may be devoted to other data, e. g., data representing the water
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column above the bottom). Thus, for example, as shown in FIG. 12B, water column features

are represented by data including a boulder and trees extending from the bottom along with

any suspended objects (e.g., schools of bait fish, individual large fish, etc.), thermoclines, and

other features may be displayed in greater detail along with the indication of bottom depth.

Meanwhile, even in situations where the zoom level of the display is not set such that the lake

or sea bottom is near the lowest portion of the display (such as in FIG. 12C), the bottom

features only account for a small percentage of the display area, while the water column

features account for more than 50% and the area below the lake or sea bottom is essentially

featureless.

[0070] FIGS. 12B through l2F each show far less than 50% (and typically less than 20%)

of the display being utilized to show data corresponding to bottom features, and do so for the

water column beneath the vessel. As shown, a linear transducer positioned as a downscan

element (e.g., downscan element 66) according to an exemplary embodiment, is capable of

providing far more information regarding the water column itself rather than merely the

bottom features or depth. Thus, water column data can be received and displayed

representing schools of fish, individual fish and certain structural features in the water

column directly below the vessel 70. Additionally, as shown in FIGS. 12B through 12F, a

linear transducer positioned as a downscan element is also capable of producing depth data.

In this regard, whereas a sidescan image produces relatively high quality images of bottom

features (see for example, FIG. 12A), it is unable to produce useful depth data or water

column data. A downscan image produced by a linear transducer according to an exemplary

embodiment of the present invention produces depth data along with bottom feature data and

water column data.

[0071] FIG. 13A provides an example ofa display of the bottom structure as viewed

through use of a linear downscan sonar element (e.g., downscan element 66) of an exemplary

embodiment of the present invention. FIG. 13B shows the vessel 70 and various bottom

features viewed from above. The bottom features include a boulder 120, a vertical tree 122, a

rock pile 124, a school of fish 126 and a fallen, horizontal tree 128. FIG. 13B also shows a

linear transducer downscan fan-shaped sonar beam 130 projected onto the bottom as

compared to a circular transducer downscan conical beam 132 projected onto the bottom. As

can be appreciated from the corresponding example display provided in FIG. 13A, since the

linear downscan beam 130 has a narrow aspect in one direction and a broad aspect in the

other, the amount of data received and therefore processed for display is less with respect to

each feature for which a return is received than for the conical beam 132. There is typically
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no overlap in coverage from each outgoing sound wave to the next (ping to ping) in the linear

downscan beam 130 whereas there will be such overlap in the conical beam 132. Thus, while

data corresponding to the conical beam 132 isuprocessed, it produces blurred images due to

the additional return data received. The linear downscan beam 130 is able to produce

“cleaner” images that more accurately illustrate feature data that reflects what objects are in

the water column and on the bottom beneath the vessel. Note, however, that there can be at

least partial overlap in the bottom topography that is sonified by the linear and circular

transducer, as shown in FIG. 13B.

[0072] By providing the downscan element 66 as a linear transducer element of the same

type and construction as one or both of the port side linear element 62 and the starboard side

linear element 64, embodiments of the present invention provide vivid images of the column

of water over which the vessel passes in addition to providing vivid images of the water

column on both sides of the vessel, which is provided by conventional sidescan sonar systems

that either neglect the column of water beneath the vessel or only scan such region with a

conical beam from a transducer element having a cylindrical shape that is not capable of

providing the level of detail provided by embodiments of the present invention. Moreover,

embodiments of the present invention provide high quality images of the column of water

over which the vessel passes without the high degree of complexity and cost associated with

a multibeam system.

[0073] FIG. 14 illustrates an exemplary sonar system incorporating linear and circular

downscan transducers 140, 142. The two transducers may be in the same or separate

housings. They typically uitlize different operational frequencies. Such may also assist in

minimizing interference. Similar to the system illustrated in FIG. 5, the transducers are

operationally connected to the transceivers 144, 146, which configure the transducer outputs

for receipt by the sonar signal processor 148. The sonar signal processor executes various

programs stored or as may be selected by the user interface 150. The Ethernet hub 152,

network 154, displays 156 and user interface 150 operate as described for the corresponding

components of FIG 5. The image processor 158 may perform a variety of functions to

optimize or customize the display images, including such features as split screen to show

multiple different sonar images or data. Examples include individual and separate images of

GPS, waypoints, mapping, nautical charts, GPS tracking, radar, etc., which are typically

shown side-by-side or stacked. Additional examples include individual data boxes, such as

speed, depth, water, temperature, range or distance scales, location or waypoint, latitude,

longitude, time, etc. Still further examples include composite images that combine
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information from one or more of these sources, such as the images from the linear

downstream and circular downstream transducers to overlay the images. For example, the

traditional "fish arch" image representing a possible fish using a circular downscan sonar may

be imposed over a small white circle or oval representing a possible fish using a linear

downscan sonar. Still further, one image may be colorized to distinguish it visibly from data

representing another image. As such, for example, the images may be combined using image

blending or overlay techniques. Alternatively, individual images may be presented, or

different images, simultaneously on different displays without overlay. Image data packets or

streams may also have additional data associated therewith, such as timeof day, location,

temperature, speed, GPS, etc.

[0074] Notably, the example of FIG. 14 may be simplified in some embodiments. In this

regard, the radar, map and GPS modules of FIG. 14 along with the Ethernet hub 152 may not

be included in some embodiments. Moreover, in one example, an embodiment of the present

invention may include essentially only processing circuitry to handle inputs from a linear and

circular transducer array along with a display in a single device. As such, for example, all of

the electronics for handling linear and circular transducer inputs may be included along with

a display within a single box, without any Ethernet connection or other peripherals.

[0075] FIG. l5A illustrates an example of a top view of the beam overlap that may occur

in situations where a linear downscan transducer and a circular downscan transducer are

employed simultaneously. FIG. 15B shows side views of the same beam overlap shown in

FIG. 15A from the starboard side of a vessel (on the left side of the page) and from ahead of

the bow of the vessel (on the right side of the page). As shown in FIG. 15A, there is overlap

between a conical beam projection 180 showing an example coverage area of a beam

produced by the circular downscan transducer and a downscan beam projection 182 showing

an example coverage area of a beam produced by the linear downscan transducer. The

differences between the beam patterns of the linear and circular downscan transducers are

further illustrated in FIG. 15B in which it can be seen that the beamwidth 184 of the beam

produced by the circular downscan transducer is substantially the same regardless of the side

from which the beam is viewed. However, the beamwidth 186 of the beam produced by the

linear downscan transducer as viewed from the starboard side of the vessel is substantially

smaller than the beamwidth I88 of the beam produced by the linear downscan transducer as

viewed from ahead of the bow of the vessel. Moreover, the beamwidth 188 is wider than the

beamwidth I84, while the beamwidth 186 is narrower than the beamwidth 184.
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[0076] FIGS. 16A through 16C illustrate diagrams of a linear downscan transducer 190

and a circular downscan transducer 192 within a single streamlined housing 194 from various

different perspectives. In this regard, FIG. 16A is a perspective view from above the housing

194. Meanwhile, FIG. 16B is a perspective view from one side ofthe housing 194 at a point

substantially perpendicular to a longitudinal axis of the housing 194 and FIG 16C is a

perspective view from the front side of the housing 194 at a point looking straight down the

longitudinal axis ofthe housing 194. As shown in FIGS. 16A-16C, the linear downscan

transducer 190 and the circular downscan transducer 192 may each be disposed to be in

planes that are substantially parallel with each other and with a plane in which the

longitudinal axis of the housing 194 lies. Generally speaking, the linear downscan transducer

190 and the circular downscan transducer 192 may also be displosed in line with the

longitudinal axis of the housing 194. Although shown in a particular order in FIGS. 16A-

16C, the ordering of the placement of the linear downscan transducer 190 and the circular

downscan transducer 192 within the housing 194 may be reversed in some examples.

Furthermore, in some cases, the linear downscan transducer 190 and the circular downscan

transducer 192 may each be located in their own respective separate housings rather than both

being within a single housing. FIGS. 16A-16C also illustrate an example ofa mounting

device 196 for mounting the housing 194 to a vessel.

[0077] By way of comparison, FIGS. 17A through 17C illustrate diagrams of a single

linear downscan transducer 190 a housing 198 from various different perspectives. In this

regard, FIG. 17A is a perspective view from above the housing 198. Meanwhile, FIG. 17B is

a perspective view from one side of the housing 198 at a point substantially perpendicular to

a longitudinal axis ofthe housing 198 and FIG 17C is a perspective view from the front side

ofthe housing 198 at a point looking straight down the longitudinal axis ofthe housing 198.

As shown in FIGS. 17A-17C, by employing only the linear downscan transducer 190 the size

of the housing 198 may be reduced. In this regard, for example, particularly FIG. 17C shows

a reduction in the cross sectional size of the housing 198 as compared to the cross sectional

size ofthe housing 194 of FIG. 16C. Thus, for example, the housing 198 may introduce less

drag than the housing 194.

[0078] Many modifications and other embodiments of the inventions set forth herein will

come to mind to one skilled in the art to which these embodiments pertain having the benefit

of the teachings presented in the foregoing descriptions and the associated drawings.

Therefore, it is to be understood that the inventions are not to be limited to the specific

embodiments disclosed and that modifications and other embodiments are intended to be
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included within the scope of the appended claims. Although specific terms are employed

herein, they are used in a generic and descriptive sense only and not for purposes of

limitation.
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1.5-‘

THAT WHICH IS CLAIMED:

l. A transducer array comprising:

a plurality of transducer elements, each one of the plurality of transducer elements

having a substantially rectangular shape configured to produce a sonar beam having a

beamwidth in a direction parallel to longitudinal length of the transducer elements that is

significantly less than a beamwidth of the sonar beam in a direction perpendicular to the

longitudinal length of the transducer elements,

wherein the plurality of transducer elements are positioned such that longitudinal

lengths of at least two of the plurality of transducer elements are substantially parallel to each

other, and

wherein the plurality of transducer elements include at least:

a first linear transducer element positioned within a housing to project sonar

pulses from a first side of the housing in a direction substantially perpendicular to a

centerline of the housing,

a second linear transducer element positioned within the housing to lie

substantially in a plane with the first linear transducer element and project sonar

pulses from a second side of the housing that is generally opposite of the first side,

and

a third linear transducer element-positioned within the housing to project sonar

pulses in a direction substantially perpendicular to the plane.

2. The transducer array of claim 1, wherein the first linear transducer element is

positioned to project sonar pulses defining a beamwidth having a center forming about a 30

degree angle with respect to the plane, and wherein the second is also positioned to project

sonar pulses defining a beamwidth having a center forming about a 30 degree angle with

respect to the plane.

3. The transducer array of claim 1», wherein at least one transducer within the

transducer array is configured to operate at a selected one of at least two selectable operating

frequencies.

4. The transducer array of claim 3, wherein the selectable operating frequencies

include about 455 kHz and 800 kHz.
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5. The transducer array of claim 1, wherein the beamwidth of each of the

transducer elements is about 0.8 degrees by about 32 degrees or about 1.4 degrees by about

56 degrees.

6. The transducer array of claim 1., wherein beams produced by each of the first,

second and third transducers do not overlap with each other.

7. The transducer array of claim 1, wherein the transducer array includes a

housing mountable to a watercrafi and wherein the plurality of transducer elements are each

positioned within the housing.

8. The transducer array of claim 7-, wherein the watercraft operates on a surface

of a body of water.

9. The transducer array ofclaim 7, wherein the watercraft is a submersible

vehicle.

10. The transducer array of claim 1_, wherein the transducer array is configured to

communicate with a single transceiver.

11. The transducer array ofclaim 1, wherein a length of a rectangular face of each

of the transducer elements is about 120 mm and a width of the rectangular face of each of the

transducer elements is about 3 mm.

12. The transducer array of claim 1, wherein the beamwidth in the direction

parallel to longitudinal length of the transducer elements is less than about five percent as

large as the beamwidth of the sonar beam in the direction perpendicular to the longitudinal

length of the transducer elements.

13. The transducer array of claim 1,» wherein respective sonar beams produced by

each of the first, second and third linear transducer elements provide substantially continuous

sonar coverage from one side of a vessel on which the housing is mounted to an opposite side

of the vessel by providing planar separation between at least one fan—shaped beam segment
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produced by one of the transducer elements and at least one other fan-shaped beam segment

produced by another of the transducer elements.

14. The transducer array of claim 1., wherein the plurality of transducer elements

are positioned such that longitudinal lengths of each of the plurality of transducer elements

are substantially parallel to each other.

15. The transducer array of claim 1., wherein the housing is mountable to a vessel

to generate sonar pulses defining a fan-shaped beam extending from one side of the vessel to

an opposite side of the vessel.

16. The transducer array of claim 1., wherein the housing is mountable to a vessel

to generate sonar pulses defining a fan-shaped beam extending from a forward end of the

vessel to an afier end of the vessel.

17. The transducer array of claim 1, wherein the first, second or third linear

transducer elements are positioned side by side with respect to each other.

18. The transducer array of claim 1, wherein the first, second or third linear

transducer elements are positioned collinear with respect to each other.

19. The transducer array of claim 1, wherein the third linear transducer element is

positioned substantially between the first and second transducer elements.

20. The transducer array of claim. 1, wherein the housing has a streamlined shape.

21. The transducer array of claim 1., wherein the third linear transducer element

generates signals representing depth data.

22. The transducer array of claim .1 , wherein the third linear transducer element

generates signals representing water column data.

23. The transducer array ofclaim llwherein the third linear transducer element

generates signals representing bottom data.
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24. The transducer array of claim 1 wherein the third linear transducer element

generates signals representing two or more of depth data, water column data and bottom data.

25. The transducer array of claim 1_ wherein the third linear transducer element

generates signals representing data vertically below the third transducer element.

26. The transducer array of claim 1., wherein the plurality of transducer elements

further comprises a circular transducer element producing a conical downscan beam.

27. The transducer array of Claim 26 wherein the sonar pulses from the third linear

transducer element and the sonar pulses from the circular transducer element sonify areas of

the bottom that at least partially overlap.

28. The sonar system of Claim 26 wherein the sonar signal returns from the circular

transducer element and third linear downscan element provide generally simultaneous data.

29. The transducer array of Claim 1 further comprising shielding proximate

predetermined surfaces of at least one of the transducer elements to minimize signal

interference.

30. The transducer array of Claim 1, further comprising an omnidirectional bracket

for adapting said array for adjustable directional mounting.

31. The transducer array of Claim 26 wherein the circular transducer element

produces a conical beam from within the housing.

32. A sonar system comprising:

a transducer array including a plurality of transducer elements having a substantially

rectangular shape configured to produce a sonar beam having a beamwidth in a direction

parallel to longitudinal length of the transducer elements that is significantly less than a

beamwidth of the sonar beam in a direction perpendicular to the longitudinal length of the

transducer elements,
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